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Abstract
Large volcanic eruptions provide an excellent opportunity to study the response of the climate system to a global radiative perturbation and to test the climate models to assess this
response. The eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in Philippines in June 1991 was one of the strongest
volcanic eruptions in the recent history. In this study, most comprehensive simulations to
date of climate impact of Mt. Pinatubo eruption are carried out with prescribed volcanic
aerosols including observed SSTs, QBO and volcanically induced ozone anomalies (a) to
analyze individual and combined response of these boundary conditions to volcanic forcing
and (b) to assess sensitivity of climate response to the change of QBO phase using the middle atmosphere version of ECHAM5. ECHAM5.3 was overestimating the SW heating rate
anomalies and hence, the lower stratospheric temperature response in the simulations with
Pinatubo aerosols. Hence, few improvements are made in the radiative transfer parameterization scheme of ECHAM5 to include the eﬀects of multiple reﬂection and the aerosol
gas interactions in case of high volcanic aerosol loadings. Both these eﬀects contradict one
another and the dominance of either of them depends on the aerosol optical properties and
their concentration. In this study, the multiple reﬂection eﬀect overrides the aerosol-gas
interaction eﬀect since the sulfate aerosols are mostly scattering in the solar spectrum.
In order to understand the individual and combined, radiative and dynamical responses
of observed SSTs and QBO to volcanic forcing, the climate response of Mt. Pinatubo
eruption is evaluated under varying boundary conditions, including one at a time. Among
all these experiments, it is seen that the experiment that includes the most realistic set
up (with observed SST, QBO and ozone anomalies) with the volcanic forcing simulates the
climate impact most realistically. The analysis shows that the pure lower stratospheric trop o-related
ical aerosol responses are insensitive to the boundary conditions. The pure El Nin
stratospheric temperature anomalies exhibit tropical cooling and subtropical warming and
the pure QBO-related temperature anomalies show a cooling during the easterly QBO and
 o and QBO is known
warming during the westerly QBO phase. The pure eﬀects of El Nin
from other studies and are realistically simulated in this study too. The QBO-related 30
hPa geopotential height anomalies show a strengthening of the polar vortex during the
westerly phase of the QBO and vice versa. The magnitude and pattern of the anomalously
strong polar vortex is more or less captured in the second winter in the combined responses
of volcanic forcing with QBO and observed SST+QBO. However, the polar vortex is disturbed during the ﬁrst winters and this is due to the enhanced wave propagation during
 o winters. The dynamical response manifested as the ”volcanic winter pattern” is
El Nin
not simulated in either of the individual or combined mean responses, although 30% of
the ensemble members do show the dynamical response. The results also show that the
ocean response in the surface temperature anomalies in the two winters are so strong that
it masks the eﬀects due to volcanoes in the model. Apart from this, inconsistencies are seen
V

in the planetary wave propagation characteristics in the model climatology in comparison
with ERA40 climatology. The results show that the vertical wave activity ﬂux values of
the stationary waves at 200 hPa are 48% less in the model climatology than in the ERA40
climatology.
Further, the climate response to Mt. Pinatubo eruption is investigated, if the eruption had occurred in the opposite phase of the QBO. Mt. Pinatubo erupted during the
easterly QBO phase and the phase change occurred 14 months after the eruption. Here,
the winds in the model are forced by the opposite QBO phase. The results show that
the QBO-related lower stratospheric temperature responses are simulated realistically depending on the QBO phase encountered. The polar vortex is disturbed in the ﬁrst winter
o
irrespective of the QBO phase due to the increased vertical wave activity during El Nin
winters. The simulated ”volcanic winter pattern” for the ﬁrst winter following the eruption
 o eﬀects modulate the response and override
is independent of the QBO phase as the El Nin
the eﬀects due to the change of phase of QBO. Finally, all these results highlight the degree
of eﬃciency of ECHAM5.4 in simulating such large perturbations, although the simulation
of the dynamical response still remains a major challenge.

VI

Chapter 1

Introduction and motivation
1.1

Introducing large volcanic eruptions

Large volcanic eruptions cause short term climate changes and contribute to natural climate
variability (e.g. Robock [2000]; Zielinski [2000]). For instance, average global surface temperatures dropped about half a degree Celsius after the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo (Jones
and Briﬀa [1992]). Very cold temperatures in the summer of 1816 following the Tambora
eruption resulted in crop failures and famine in North America and Europe. This year was
known as the ”year without summer” (Stommel and Stommel [1983]; Robock [1994]). The
1883 Krakatoa eruption produced erratic weather events and proxy records show that the
NH 1 temperatures were lowered by as much as 0.7o C (Robock [2005]). These explosive volcanic eruptions aﬀect the global climate system. This is explained schematically in Figure
1.1. Massive volcanic eruptions can inject signiﬁcant amounts of gases such as water vapor,
CO2 , SO2 , HCl, HF and particulate matter into the stratosphere (Textor et al. [2003]).
The particulate matter mainly consists of silicate particles and hence, is removed from the
atmosphere by gravitational sedimentation on time scales of minutes to a few weeks. HCl
and HF are eﬃciently removed from the atmosphere by dissolution in liquid water (Robock
[2000]; Textor et al. [2003]). SO2 and H2 S are less soluble in water and hence the resident
time is much longer. Sulfate aerosols are produced when SO2 is chemically transformed into
H2 SO4 on a time scale of weeks. These sulfate particles spread globally depending upon the
latitude, altitude and time of the year of the volcanic eruption (Strong [1984]; Stowe et al.
[1992]). They aﬀect the Earth’s radiative balance and disturb the stratospheric chemical
equilibrium.
Volcanic eruptions can alter the climate of the Earth both directly and indirectly, for
both short and long periods of time. The sulfate aerosols are purely scatterers in the visible
part of the solar spectrum, thus scattering the incoming radiation partially back to space,
1

NH: Northern Hemisphere
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the volcanic inputs to the atmosphere and their eﬀects.

leading to a cooling of the Earth’s surface. They are also good absorbers in the near infrared (near IR) and in the infrared region (IR), thus, warming the aerosol containing layers
signiﬁcantly.
Volcanic aerosols have the potential to change not only the radiative ﬂux in the stratosphere, but also the chemistry. Sulfate aerosols produced by volcanic eruptions can trigger ozone depletion in the stratosphere through heterogeneous chemical reactions (Crutzen
[1976]; Tie and Brasseur [1995]; Tie et al. [1996]). This lowers absorption of ultraviolet
radiation and reduces the radiative heating in the lower stratosphere, but, the net eﬀect is
still heating.
Furthermore, the sulfate aerosols fall into the accumulation mode of the aerosol-size
distribution spectrum and hence can act as cloud condensation nuclei, thus modifying the
microphysical properties of clouds (Menon and Saxena [1998]; Menon et al. [2002]; Lohmann
et al. [2003]). The prominent dynamical impact of large tropical volcanic eruptions is the
“winter warming” phenomenon (substantial warming of the NH continents and cooling over
the Middle east and Greenland in winter) in the Northern Hemisphere associated with the
enhancement of the northern polar vortex for two boreal winters following a tropical eruption.
Aerosols injected into the stratosphere cause a rapid cooling of the lower atmosphere
and hence can lead to changes in ocean heat content and sea level. It is estimated that
large volcanic eruptions result in rapid reductions in ocean heat content and global mean
sea level (Gregory et al. [2004]; Church et al. [2005]; Gleckler et al. [2006]) because of the
2

net reduction of solar ﬂux at the ocean surface. The recovery to pre-eruption levels can
take up to decades, depending upon the intensity of the volcanic eruption.
They can also cause substantial perturbations to the global carbon cycle, particularly
its terrestrial component. Sulfate particles and ash from the eruption reduce the sunlight
reaching the surface, making the radiation less direct and more diﬀuse. Additionally, they
can result in a reduction in the growth rate of carbon-dioxide levels globally (Gu et al.
[2003]). This is due to the fact that plants photosynthesize more eﬃciently in diﬀuse sunlight, thereby taking in more carbon-dioxide out of the air (Gu et al. [2003], Farquhar and
Roderick [2003]), particularly in the tropics. The opposite is observed in the mid-latitudes
due to the unavailability of both diﬀuse and direct solar radiation after volcanic eruptions.
Understanding how volcanoes aﬀect the global carbon cycle can lead to valuable insights
into the dynamics of atmospheric CO2 concentration and its relation to climate. How strong
the climate impact of large volcanic eruptions will be, depends upon several factors such as
the SO2 emission, geographical location of the eruption, injection height, duration of the
eruption and season of the year.
Large explosive volcanic eruptions with VEI 2 (VEI ranges from 0-8) of 7 or 8, (such
as the Toba eruption about 75,000 years ago) alter the landscape considerably and can
severely impact the global climate for decades (Self [2006]). Some ﬁrst attempts have been
made to assess the climatic response of such huge volcanic eruptions. Timmreck and Graf
[2006] used an atmospheric model with SO2 gas input 100 times larger than that of the
Mt. Pinatubo eruption, located at Yellowstone. They found that the season of injection
is important, with a global spread of the aerosol cloud in NH summer and the all-sky net
radiative ﬂux was as low as -32 W/m2 at the surface. Model simulations in response to the
Toba eruption (Jones et al. [2005]) indicate severe short term cooling with global surface
temperatures reduced by up to 10o C.
Considering these large perturbations to climate over a relatively short period of time,
accurate and realistic simulations of these eﬀects can serve as important guidelines for understanding anthropogenic inﬂuences on climate such as the eﬀects of increasing greenhouse
gases, aerosols in the stratosphere and ozone depleting chemicals. Studying the climatic responses would also help us to evaluate the important radiative and dynamical processes that
respond to both natural and anthropogenic forcings. Furthermore, modeling the eﬀects of
volcanic eruptions would facilitate us to improve the climate models.
In this study we will concentrate on the Mt. Pinatubo eruption as it was the best observed large volcanic eruption that ever happened. The following sections give a general
overview of this eruption.

2

VEI: Volcanic Explosivity Index: a measure to describe the magnitude of explosive volcanic eruptions.
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1.2

The Mt. Pinatubo eruption and its climatic impact

Mount Pinatubo volcano on Luzon Island in the Philippines (15.1N; 120.4E) erupted on
June 15, 1991 injecting about 17 Mt of SO2 into the stratosphere (Bluth et al. [1992]).
SAGE II 3 satellite measurements showed that the Pinatubo aerosols in the tropics reached
as high as 30 km altitude with most of the cloud between 20 and 25 km and the optically
thick portion covered the latitudes from 10S to 30N (McCormick and Veiga [1992]; Long
and Stowe [1994]). The volcanic aerosol encircled the Earth in 21 days due to the easterly
winds prevailing at this time in the tropical stratosphere. It covered about 42% of the
Earth’s surface area after two months (Stowe et al. [1992]) straddling the equator extending
from 15N to 15S. The SAGE II optical depths of this eruption in ﬁgure 1.2 shows the spread
and evolution of aerosols after a month.

Figure 1.2: Integrated SAGE II stratospheric optical depth at wavelength 1020 nm one month after the
Mt. Pinatubo eruption. Increasing values from blue to red (Image by Pat Mc Cormick, Langley Research
Center).
These aerosol particles are relatively long lived in the stratosphere. The estimated efolding residence time in mid-latitudes is about one year and between one and two years
in the tropical latitudes (McCormick et al. [1978]; Yue et al. [1991]). This was the largest
volcanic eruption of the last century with a VEI of 6. The availability of satellite borne
sensors (TOMS 4 , MLS 5 and SAGE II) provided useful information and this is the only
eruption of this scale that is well documented so far. This huge eruption that aﬀected the
weather around the whole globe inspired scientists to look into the possible relations between volcanic eruptions and the Earth’s atmosphere and to understand the microphysical,
chemical and radiative properties of sulfate aerosols (Hervig et al. [1993]; Grant et al. [1994];
3

SAGE: Stratospheric Aerosol Gas Experiment
TOMS: Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
5
MLS: Microwave Limb Sounder
4
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Lambert et al. [1997]). Since then, there has been numerous studies, both observational and
modeling (e.g. Graf et al. [1993]; Stenchikov et al. [1998]; Timmreck et al. [1999]; Yang and
Schlesinger [2002]; Soden et al. [2002]; Robock [2005]), investigating the climate impact of
Mt. Pinatubo eruption. Much of the literature refers to the progress in the understanding
of atmospheric chemistry, dynamics and in climate modeling. The following subsections
brieﬂy describe the observed radiative, dynamical and chemical responses of Mt. Pinatubo
eruption.

1.2.1

Radiative forcing

Radiative forcing is a commonly used metric to evaluate the change in solar irradiance in
the Earth-atmosphere system due to an external perturbation. Here, in this study, aerosol
radiative forcing is interpreted as the change in the net ﬂuxes and radiative heating rates
due to aerosols. As mentioned in the introduction, volcanic aerosols scatter visible radiation,
reﬂect and absorb in the near-infrared bands and absorb and emit thermal radiation rendering signiﬁcant radiative forcing of the climate system. Global pyrheliometer observations
at the surface indicated a net reduction of solar ﬂuxes for more than a year which caused a
global surface cooling of 0.5 K (Dutton and Christy [1992]). The global mean forcing at the
top of the atmosphere was -3 Wm−2 for August/September 1991 determined using ERBE
6 radiometer data and this was the ﬁrst direct measurements of large scale volcanic forcing
(Minnis et al. [1993]). Hansen et al. [1992] predicted a net global radiative loss of the
Earth-atmosphere system, peaking at about 4.5 Wm−2 in late 1992. The radiative forcing
using prescribed aerosol optical depth was simulated by many general circulation models
and it was shown that the maximum aerosol radiative forcing amounts to -6 Wm−2 at the
surface (Stenchikov et al. [1998]; Timmreck et al. [1999]; Kirchner et al. [1999]). The net
aerosol heating rate of 0.2 - 0.3 K/day was computed in the thickest portion of the aerosol
cloud in August 1991 (Kinne et al. [1992]; Pitari [1993]).

1.2.2

Atmospheric response

Observations have shown that following Mt. Pinatubo eruption, the stratosphere temperature anomaly peaked as high as 2.5 K. Several modeling studies have shown that volcanically
induced ozone anomalies and the QBO eﬀects cools the stratosphere considerably, which
otherwise would have been around 4 K (Kirchner et al. [1999]; Stenchikov et al. [2002]). The
absorption of solar near IR radiation contributes signiﬁcantly to the stratospheric heating
(Stenchikov et al. [1998]). Kirchner et al. [1999] pointed out that aerosol radiative forcing,
stratospheric thermal response and summer tropospheric cooling do not depend signiﬁcantly
on the type of SST, climatological or observed, used as boundary conditions. Timmreck
6

ERBE: Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
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et al. [1999] performed interactive and non-interactive simulations with aerosols and chemistry using the MAECHAM4 model and showed that an interactive coupling of the aerosol
with the radiation scheme is necessary to adequately describe the observed transport characteristics over the ﬁrst months of the eruption.
The Mauna Loa observatory measurements of downward direct and diﬀuse radiation
indicated that the reduction in direct downward shortwave radiation was almost matched
by an enhancement of the downward diﬀuse ﬂux at this latitude (Dutton and Christy [1992];
Robock [2000]). Climate records showed that this eruption was followed by a 0.5o C decrease
in mean global temperatures (Hansen et al. [1996]), a 33% increase in diﬀuse radiation and
a 3% decrease in global solar radiation. The rate of increase of atmospheric carbon-dioxide
concentration after Mt. Pinatubo eruption was about half the average rate ( 0.72 ppm/year)
and this reduction has been attributed to an increase in the net ecosystem productivity of
the terrestrial biosphere due to an increase in the fraction of diﬀuse radiation (Sarmiento
[1993]).

1.2.3

Ocean response

For Mt. Pinatubo eruption, a reduction of about 3x1022 J in global ocean heat content and
a global mean sea level fall of 5 mm and a decrease in evaporation of up to 0.1 mm/day were
estimated (Church et al. [2005]). Though the solar net ﬂux reduction owing to the eruption
had recovered to the pre-eruption values within a span of up to 3 years, the recovery period
for the global ocean heat content and global mean sea level is relatively slow (Church et al.
[2005]). Gleckler et al. [2006] carried out coupled ocean atmosphere simulations with and
without volcanic forcing and it was seen that the simulated heat content with volcanic
forcing is in closer agreement with observations with an abrupt drop in the heat content
after the 1883 Krakatoa eruption. The recovery owing to 1991 Pinatubo eruption was more
rapid due to its smaller amplitude and anthropogenic inﬂuences than after the recovery after
1883 Krakatoa eruption. Delworth et al. [2005] using a global coupled ocean atmosphere
model conducted experiments independently with anthropogenic aerosol forcing, natural
(volcanic and solar) forcing and well mixed greenhouse gases. They show that the natural
and anthropogenic aerosols have substantially delayed and reduced the total amount of
global ocean warming and hence, sea level rise that would have risen purely in response to
increasing greenhouse gases. The anthropogenic aerosols and the eﬀects of volcanic aerosols
reduced the simulated ocean warming by approximately two-thirds (Brasseur and Roeckner
[2005]).

1.2.4

Dynamic response

As mentioned in section 1.1, a noticeable climatic impact of explosive tropical volcanic
eruptions is the ”winter warming” phenomenon in the Northern Hemispheric winter that
6

has been observed for two winters following Pinatubo eruption. This eﬀect is referred to
as the positive phase of the AO 7 which is associated with the enhancement of the north
polar vortex and thus strengthening the signal in the troposphere (e.g. Graf et al. [1993];
Labitzke [1994]; Robock and Mao [1995]; Thompson and Wallace [1998]). The Arctic Oscillation is the dominant mode of interannual variability of Northern Hemisphere circulation
and a positive mode corresponds to a stronger than normal polar vortex. The strengthening
of the AO is associated with positive temperature anomalies over North America, Europe
and Siberia and negative temperature anomalies over Alaska, Greenland, Middle east and
China.
The winter warming pattern is understood as a dynamical response to volcanically produced temperature gradients in the lower stratosphere from aerosol heating and ozone depletion (Grainger et al. [1993]; Kirchner and Graf [1995]; Stenchikov et al. [2002]). Their proposed mechanism can be explained schematically as shown in ﬁgure 1.3: Volcanic aerosols
reﬂect the solar radiation, thereby cooling the Earth’s surface and decreasing the tropospheric temperature diﬀerence between equator and North Pole. In the stratosphere, the
volcanic aerosols absorb solar radiation, warm the lower stratosphere and hence, increase
the stratospheric temperature diﬀerence between equator and North Pole. These gradients
strengthen the westerly winds in the lower stratosphere. This modulates the planetary
wave activity in such a way that a positive phase of the Arctic Oscillation is produced in
the troposphere.
Stenchikov et al. [2002] showed that the heating forced by Pinatubo aerosols in the lower
tropical stratosphere is not the only forcing that contributes to a positive AO response, but,
ozone depletion due to volcanic aerosols can also force a positive phase. Ozone depletion in
this case took place in the high latitudes in NH, thereby causing polar cooling, thus increasing the equator to pole temperature gradient in the stratosphere and creating a positive
phase of the AO. Many climate models (Stenchikov et al. [1998]; Kirchner et al. [1999];
Stenchikov et al. [2002]; Stenchikov et al. [2004]) have reproduced this winter warming pattern when forced with observed aerosols and ozone changes, but, with climatological sea
surface temperatures as boundary conditions. However, the magnitude was much weaker
compared to observations. Also, the recent IPCC 8 models used for the same analysis could
not reproduce this dynamical response (Stenchikov et al. [2006]), thereby highlighting the
non-linearity in the system and/or the unknown processes.
A decrease of meridional temperature gradient in the troposphere leads to a decrease
in mean zonal energy and amplitude of tropospheric waves that result in a decrease of vertical wave activity ﬂux to the stratosphere. The vertical component of wave activity ﬂux,
characterized by Eliassen-Palm ﬂux, at 400 hPa and in 30-60N latitude band decreased
by 5-6% and this reduced wave activity thereby accelerating the polar vortex (Stenchikov
7
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of how the tropospheric and stratospheric gradient mechanisms are triggered by
volcanic aerosols (taken from Stenchikov et al. [2002]).

et al. [2002]). But, a recent study by Graf et al. [2007] shows that much more planetary
wave energy produced in the troposphere passes into the lower and upper stratosphere in
volcanically disturbed winters compared to strong polar vortex episodes without volcanic
perturbation, thus contradicting earlier studies (Graf et al. [1993]; Kirchner and Graf [1995];
Stenchikov et al. [2002]).

1.2.5

Ozone eﬀects

Satellite data and radiosonde measurements show signiﬁcant stratospheric ozone losses after
Mt. Pinatubo eruption, particularly in the middle and low latitudes (e.g. Gleason et al.
[1993]; Randel et al. [1995]; Solomon [1999]) and ozone losses began approximately a month
following the eruption, consistent with the time required to convert SO2 to sulfuric acid
aerosol (Schoeberl et al. [1993]; Chandra [1993]). These losses are due to the production of
active ClOx (oxides of chlorine) facilitated by the sulfate aerosols, thus eﬀectively reducing
the ozone concentration. The column ozone concentration anomaly changed from 2% in
the tropics to 7% in the mid-latitudes (Angell [1997a]). Grant et al. [1992] estimated the
decrease due to the presence of Pinatubo aerosols in the 16-28 km altitude level to be 13-20
DU and this value was later reﬁned to a decrease of 27 DU below 28 km and an increase
of 5.4 DU between 28 and 32 km with the use of SAGE II climatological data (Grant et al.
[1994]). This decrease was also shown by Kinne et al. [1992] using Mauna Loa Observatory
lidar aerosol data. The reduction in ozone concentration resulted in a decrease in UV ab8

sorption, thus modifying the net aerosol heating eﬀect (Rosenﬁeld et al. [1997]). Modeling
studies estimated the cooling of the stratosphere by 1 - 1.5 K due to this volcanically induced ozone depletion (Stenchikov et al. [2002]).
During the ﬁrst several months, vertical uplifting and compensating temperature response were the major eﬀects of the aerosol heating (Kinne et al. [1992]; Timmreck et al.
[1999]). Brasseur and Granier [1992] used a 2D model with heterogeneous chemistry to
compute Pinatubo related ozone loss and their results suggested that ozone column loss
in the tropics occurred mainly as a result of uplifting. Rozanov et al. [2002] performed
the ﬁrst simulation of the eﬀects of the Pinatubo eruption by a Stratosphere-Troposphere
GCM with interactive aerosols and chemistry. Timmreck et al. [2003], using a 3D chemistry
climate model showed that the tropical ozone concentration decreases below 30 Km due
to heterogeneous chemistry and upward transport, and increases above 30 Km due to a
decrease in NOx concentration.

1.2.6

QBO eﬀects

The QBO 9 in the zonal wind is a very prominent feature of interannual variability of the
tropical stratospheric circulation. Satellite observations revealed that the QBO has an important inﬂuence on the transport from tropical stratospheric reservoirs to mid latitudes
(Trepte and Hitchman [1992]; Trepte et al. [1993]; Baldwin et al. [2001]). Once the aerosols
reach the stratosphere, the detrainment of the aerosols depends upon the intensity of planetary wave activity and on the phase of the QBO. In the easterly phase of the QBO, the
planetary wave activity is much less in low latitudes and hence the aerosols are trapped in
the equatorial reservoir, whereas in the westerly phase, the tracers are mixed by planetary
wave induced motions (Trepte et al. [1993]). The temporal evolution of the distribution of
aerosol in the stratospheric region after the eruption of Pinatubo was observed from 19921995 by the Haloe experiment aboard UARS. Mt. Pinatubo erupted during the descending
QBO’s easterly shear where the aerosols tend to remain near the equator, whereas during
the westerly shear, the aerosols tend to spread poleward. The changeover from westerly
to easterly phase took place from April to May 1991 at 30 hPa and from June to July at
50 hPa (Labitzke and McCormick [1992]). It has been shown that the QBO reduced the
volcanically induced stratospheric temperature response at the equator at 50 hPa by 0.5 K
due to the stronger upwelling induced by the QBO in the easterly shear layer. Stenchikov
et al. [2004] developed a version of the SKYHI troposphere-stratosphere-mesosphere model
that assimilates observed zonal mean winds in the tropical stratosphere to simulate a realistic QBO and the resulting analysis shows that volcanic perturbations of the tropospheric
winter circulation are aﬀected signiﬁcantly by the phase of the QBO, with a westerly QBO
phase in the lower stratosphere resulting in an enhancement of the aerosol eﬀect on the
9

QBO: Quasi-Biennial Oscillation
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Arctic Oscillation.

1.2.7

 o eﬀects
El Nin

ENSO 10 events aﬀect the weather around the globe as the tropical Paciﬁc is a major heat
source that drives the atmospheric circulation. Small changes in this heat source can have
widespread consequences (Philander [1990]). The simultaneous/subsequent evolution of El
 o in the Paciﬁc after large volcanic eruptions such as Agung in 1963, El Chichón in
Nin
1982 and Mt. Pinatubo in 1991 raised many questions as to whether there exists a strong
 o events and explosive volcanic eruptions or whether the occurrence
relation between El Nin
was purely coincidental. Many hypothesis were suggested on plausible mechanisms (Schatten et al. [1984]; Strong [1986]; Handler [1986]; Hirono [1988]), but, none of the modeling
studies could explain any of the hypotheses. Robock and Free [1995] found no signiﬁcant
correlation between SOI 11 and any volcanic indices. Self et al. [1997] examined every large
 o occurred as
eruption of the past 150 years and showed that in none of the cases El Nin
a consequence of an eruption. Recently, Adams et al. [2003] correlated the two volcanic
indices, Volcanic Explosivity Index and Ice core Volcanic Index with SOI. In this study,
o
only the largest eruptions were included and showed that there was a recognizable El Nin
like response in the 3 consecutive years after large explosive volcanic eruptions followed by
a weaker La-Nina like state in next 3 years. He concluded that volcanic eruptions do not
 o events, but they can force the climate system to a state where El Nin
 o like
trigger El Nin
conditions are favored.
Mass and Portman [1989] examined the inﬂuences on surface temperature of nine major
volcanic eruptions during 1883-1982 and the ENSO events that occurred near the times of
these eruptions and found that the ENSO signal can either enhance or mask the volcanic
signal. After removing the ENSO signals they found only modest cooling of up to 0.20 for
1-2 years following these eruptions. Yang and Schlesinger [2001] using singular value decomposition analysis removed the 1991-1992 and 1993 ENSO signals from observed surface air
temperature anomalies over Eurasia, North America, South America and Africa following
the eruption and found that ENSO signals were weak over Eurasia, but, relatively strong
 o event contributed
over the other continents. Over North America, the 1991-92 El Nin
more than 50% of the observed total cooling of about -1o C in JJA 1992.

1.3

Objectives and outline of the present study

The main objective of this study is to investigate the climatic impact of the Mt. Pinatubo
eruption on the tropical and extratropical circulation. To better understand the anomalies
10
11

ENSO: El Ni
no and Southern Oscillation
SOI: Southern Oscillation Index
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in the circulation as observed after Mt Pinatubo eruption, the internal variability of the
 o and the QBO will be investigated and discussed in detail. For
system and eﬀects of El Nin
this purpose, the eﬀects are simulated with the ECHAM5 GCM12 .
This study aims to reveal the generalized climatic response to Mt. Pinatubo eruption
under varying boundary conditions, including one at a time, thereby assessing the individual
 o and QBO. This
and combined radiative and dynamical responses of volcanic eﬀects, El Nin
experiment gives us an overview on how the climate responds to a scenario in which one
or the other boundary conditions are included. This is the ﬁrst study that includes all the
known processes such as the eﬀects of QBO, SST and volcanically induced ozone anomalies
for the simulation of Mt. Pinatubo eruption and to analyze the responses to individual and
combined forcings using the same model with high vertical resolution.
The QBO has a profound eﬀect on the global atmospheric response to volcanic radiative
forcing and it has been shown that the QBO reduced the stratospheric temperature response
by 0.5 K at 50 hPa during Mt. Pinatubo eruption. The QBO is simulated in the model
by assimilating the observed zonal mean winds at Singapore in the tropical stratosphere
(Giorgetta and Bengtsson [1999]). Mt. Pinatubo erupted during the easterly phase of QBO
at 30 hPa and the phase change to westerlies took place 14 months after the eruption. In this
study, a sensitivity analysis is carried out to explain if there is any systematic diﬀerence of
the eﬀect of the QBO phase on the response of the circulation to the Mt. Pinatubo eruption.
Moreover, the individual responses to the observed phase of QBO and the opposite phase
of QBO are investigated.
The description of the model set up and a brief description of the data sets used in this
study is described in chapter II. Before answering all these scientiﬁc questions, it is important to assess how good the model simulates this natural climate experiment. Attempts
to simulate the radiative eﬀects of aerosols and the limitations of the radiation schemes in
the model and hence, the improvements made are introduced in chapter III. Chapter IV
presents the sensitivity of the model to simulate volcanically induced radiative and dynamical response to varying boundary conditions. The sensitivity of the atmospheric eﬀects
of Mt. Pinatubo eruption to the phase of QBO is is presented in chapter V. Chapter VI
presents the summary and conclusions.

12

GCM: General Circulation Model
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Chapter 2

Description of model and dataset
used
2.1

Model description

The experiments are performed with the most recent version of the ﬁfth generation atmospheric general circulation model ECHAM5 developed at Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Hamburg (Special section ”Climate models at the Max-Planck Institute for Meteorology” in Journal of Climate, 2006, 19, Issue-16, 3769-3987 ). The model is based on
the spectral weather prediction model of ECMWF. The spatial resolution is based on a
triangular truncation of spherical harmonics at wave numbers 21, 31, 42, 63, 85, 106 and
higher and hybrid sigma pressure co-ordinate representation in the vertical. In the standard
conﬁguration, the model has 19 or 31 vertical layers with the top level at 10 hPa. The middle atmosphere version, known as MAECHAM5, is available with either 39 (Manzini et al.
[2006]) or 90 layers (Giorgetta et al. [2006]), with the topmost level at 0.01 hPa. The 90
layer grid allows the simulation of the quasi-biennial oscillation. The numerics and physics
of ECHAM5 is described in Roeckner et al. [2003].
Since radiative transfer is the major process linking the general circulation to volcanic
aerosols in the stratosphere, the radiation schemes in both SW and LW are mentioned
brieﬂy here. The SW radiative transfer scheme of ECHAM5 follows Fouquart and Bonnel
[1980] and the LW radiative transfer follows the RRTM (Rapid Radiative Transfer Model)
scheme (Mlawer et al. [1997]) as implemented in cycle 23 release 1 of the IFS model of
ECMWF (Morcrette et al. [1998]). The number of spectral bands in the shortwave has
been increased from 2 in ECHAM4 to 4 in ECHAM5 and recently to 6 (Cagnazzo et al.
[2007]) (Table 2.1). The Near IR range is resolved by three bands and the UV/VIS range is
also resolved by three bands, to account better for the wavelength dependencies of optical
properties of aerosols and will be explained in more detail in chapter 3. The near-IR bands
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in the 4-spectral band of ECHAM5 and the 6-spectral band of ECHAM5 remains the same.
The main diﬀerence is in the split up of the UV/VIS bands. The 4 band ECHAM5 had 1
band in the UV/VIS (0.25-0.69).
The RRTM scheme is based on a two stream approximation instead of the emissivity
method of Morcrette et al. [1998] that is used in ECHAM4. Radiative transfer is divided into
16 bands (instead of 6 in ECHAM4) in the longwave (table of the LW spectral wavelengths
are shown in Appendix-A) and the scheme is computationally more eﬃcient at higher resolutions because the CPU time increases linearly with the number of layers compared to the
quadratic dependency of the emissivity schemes used in ECHAM4. The radiative transfer
calculations are made every two hours independent of time step and resolution. Radiative
heating rates are estimated at every time step based on the 2 hourly radiative ﬂux calculations and the solar incidence that is calculated at every time step.
The radiative transfer calculation requires proﬁles of active gases, aerosols, cloud water
and ice and cloud cover. Water vapor, cloud water and ice are prognostic variables. CO2 ,
CH4 , N2 O and CFCs are prescribed with a constant mixing ratio, and ozone is prescribed
following the zonally averaged monthly climatology of Fortuin and Kelder [1998] which is
based on the observation over a period 1980 - 1991. Optionally, CH4 and N2 O can be
prescribed as a vertical proﬁle with decreasing mixing ratios in the stratosphere for the
middle atmosphere conﬁguration of ECHAM5. However, in this study, constant mixing
ratios are prescribed for CH4 and N2 O. Aerosol distributions are prescribed following Tanre
et al. [1984]. This climatology distinguishes spatial distributions of optical thickness at
0.55 micrometers of sea, land, urban and desert aerosols and well mixed tropospheric and
stratospheric background aerosols.
Band
1
2
3
4
5
6

Spectral interval
0.185 - 0.25
0.25 - 0.44
0.44 - 0.69
0.69 - 1.19
1.19 - 2.38
2.38 - 4.00

T ype
UV
UV
VIS
Near-IR
Near-IR
Near-IR

Table 2.1: Spectral intervals (µm) and band type in the shortwave in ECHAM5

2.2

Pinatubo aerosol data sets

Two types of aerosol datasets, PADS 1 and SAD 2 are used in this study. Sato developed
a global stratospheric aerosol database for the period 1850-1993 (Sato et al. [1993]) and
SAD refers to this dataset. But, for this study, both these data sets have been compiled
1
2

Pinatubo Aerosol Data Set
Sato Aerosol Data
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by Gera Stenchikov (Stenchikov et al. [1998]) from SAGE 3 and UARS 4 satellite data for
diﬀerent ECHAM resolutions. The main diﬀerence is that PADS make use of the SAGE
retrievals at 1.02 µm, whereas SAD make use of the retrievals at 0.55 µm to calculate the
aerosol parameters. The diﬀerence between these two data sets and the model sensitivity
to them are discussed in chapter 3. These aerosol data sets consist of zonally averaged
values of extinction cross sections, single scattering albedo and asymmetry factor for two
years following the Pinatubo eruption. SAD will be adapted for speciﬁc model versions and
resolutions.
The observed aerosol cloud followed a zonal structure within a few weeks after the
eruption and varied smoothly in time (McCormick et al. [1995]. Hence, the Pinatubo aerosol
data set is calculated with zonal mean aerosol parameters and a one month time step. The
SAGE II optical depths for four layers in the lower stratosphere and the UARS eﬀective
radii (Lambert et al. [1997]) were used to calculate the aerosol parameters. The optical
depths and eﬀective radii characterize the aerosol particle density and size distribution.
They depend on the altitude, latitude and time and are provided on diﬀerent spatial and
temporal grids. The aerosol spectral optical characteristics are calculated using the Mie
code (Wiscombe [1980]) and refractive indices for a 75% solution of sulfuric acid (Palmer
and Williams [1975]). The aerosol parameters are given as monthly mean data and are
interpolated for each time step of the model run.
The aerosol optical depth at 0.55 µm for two years after the eruption is shown in ﬁgure
2.1. The spread of the aerosol cloud six months after the eruption is evident. This is
due to the enhanced meridional northward transport in fall, which is associated with an
ampliﬁcation of planetary scale waves in high latitudes. These waves transport the volcanic
aerosol from the tropics to high latitudes.

Figure 2.1: Zonally averaged Pinatubo aerosol optical depth at 0.55 µm for two years after the eruption.

3
4

SAGE: Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
UARS: Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
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2.3

Ozone anomaly data set

The ozone anomalies owing to Mt. Pinatubo eruption has been compiled by Gera Stenchikov
(Stenchikov et al. [2002]) from in-situ ozonesonde observations. Observations from around
20 stations in the mid and high latitudes and from two stations in the tropics were used
in the preparation of the data set and is validated with the TOMS column observations
(Randel et al. [1995]).
Figure 2.2 shows the vertical structure of ozone anomalies in µg/g for several months
after Pinatubo eruption. The evolution of ozone loss in the stratosphere owing to the
eruption and the recovery by December 1992 can be seen in this ﬁgure. There is an ozone
loss of up to 1.2 µg/g after July 1991 in the equatorial lower stratosphere between 10 and
50 hPa. In the middle and high latitudes, maximum ozone loses extend beyond the 10 50 hPa band. An increase in ozone amount is revealed in the southern hemisphere in July
1992. This is due to an increase in photolysis rates because of UV reﬂection from the aerosol
layer and NOx consumption (Solomon [1999]). Positive ozone anomalies are visible in the
equatorial region above 10 hPa especially during the westerly phase of QBO from Dec 1992
through May 1993.

Figure 2.2: Zonal mean cross-section volcanically induced ozone mixing ratio anomalies (µg/g) calculated
from ozonesonde data.
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To produce the ozone data set for our simulations, the monthly mean and zonal ozone
anomaly data set is ﬁrst interpolated to the model grid and these anomalies were then
applied to the zonal mean ozone distribution used in ECHAM5.

2.4

Experimental set up

As mentioned in the previous chapter, model runs are carried out with both climatological
and observed SST as boundary conditions and also with diﬀerent QBO phases. The setup
for each of the experiments are given below.
In this study, we carry out ensembles of the model runs. An ensemble, in this case, is
a collection of runs using the same model, but varying slightly in their initial conditions.
Ensemble simulations are based on the MAECHAM5 model at resolution T42L39. This
model does not simulate the QBO, unless the QBO is assimilated. The mean response is
then evaluated by comparing the means of diﬀerent ensembles. Moreover, ensembles also
allow to quantify the internal variability of the model.
Volcanic eﬀects only
An ensemble of 10 two-year simulations with climatological sea surface temperature (SST)
and sea ice (SIC) is performed using MAECHAM5 with Pinatubo aerosol perturbation
(aerosol run). The initial conditions for these runs are chosen arbitrarily from the a 15-year
control run simulation with climatological SST and SIC distribution (control run) after
spinup. Thus, we have ten independent realizations. The ensemble mean response is calculated as an average of the diﬀerence between the individual ensemble members and the
control run mean.
 o and Pinatubo
Combined eﬀects of El Nin
Similarly, ensemble runs have been performed with observed SST and SIC as boundary
conditions (from AMIP 5 ). Ten two-year experiments are carried out with Pinatubo aerosol
perturbation (aerosol run) and without the aerosol perturbation (control run). For both
cases, the initial conditions are taken from the 15 year control run made with climatological
SST and SIC as boundary conditions and a spinup of 17 months using the observed lower
boundary conditions of Jan 1990 to May 1991 is made before the beginning of the aerosol
and control runs. The response in this case is calculated as a one-to-one diﬀerence of the
ensemble means of the perturbed and the unperturbed ensembles.
 o and QBO
Combined eﬀects of Pinatubo, El Nin
For the runs including the QBO, a similar procedure as above is adopted. In this case, a
5

AMIP: Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project
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spinup of 17 months is carried out with observed SST and with the observed QBO phase.
To include the QBO forcing in this study, the zonal mean zonal winds in the tropics are
nudged towards the prevailing zonal wind observations at Singapore (Giorgetta and Bengtsson [1999]). The nudging is applied uniformly in a core domain and extends with decreasing
nudging rate to the boundary of the domain. The latitudinal core domain speciﬁed for the
study here is 7N-7S and the domain boundary is 10N-10S. In the vertical the core domain
and the boundary is over the levels extending from 70 hPa to 10 hPa. The nudging rate is
(10 days)−1 .
The evolution of the simulated zonal mean zonal wind averaged over 5N - 5S over the
period June 1991 - May 1993 is investigated both from observations and simulations. The
evolution of the simulated zonal mean zonal wind averaged over 5N - 5S in ﬁgure 2.3 (b)
compares reasonably well with the observations from Singapore used for the assimilation
in 2.3 (a). It shows the downward propagation of easterlies and westerlies associated with
QBO. The observed phase and amplitude is simulated well by the model. The easterly
phase of the QBO simulated by the model from June 1991 to Oct 1992 is slightly weak
below 30 hPa (25 m/s (observed) versus 20 m/s (simulated)). The westerly phase of the
QBO at 30 hPa from Oct 1991 to the end of the simulation period is also slightly weak.

Figure 2.3: Zonally averaged zonal wind anomalies averaged over the latitudinal band from 5N-5S (m/s)
from (a) Singapore observations that is assimilated in the model and (b) simulated zonal mean zonal winds.
To obtain information about the aerosol induced radiative forcing, the radiation routine in the model is called twice in our simulations including Pinatubo aerosols. Radiative
forcing and net radiative ﬂuxes related to the volcanic aerosols are calculated at every time
step from the diﬀerence between the radiation calculations with aerosols and those without
Pinatubo aerosols. Calculations are made for both clear sky and cloudy sky conditions.
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Chapter 3

Radiative eﬀects of aerosols Model limitations and
improvements
3.1

Introduction

Volcanic eruptions and their subsequent climate response are relatively short-lived perturbations to the climate system. They provide an excellent opportunity to understand the
feedback mechanisms of the climate system and to test the climate models. Volcanic eruptions can be considered as a natural climate experiment. Hence, the well observed episode of
Mt. Pinatubo eruption and the subsequent weather and climatic changes are an interesting
case to study the functioning of the climate system.
As explained in the previous chapter, the Pinatubo volcanic plume reached a maximum
height of 40 km, with the bulk of aerosol centered around 25 km, aﬀecting the whole globe
through the interactions with radiation, chemistry and dynamics. So, in order to simulate
such an event, the ﬁrst step is to see how well the model responds to such large perturbations. In this chapter, the eﬃciency of the model in simulating the radiative forcing of Mt.
Pinatubo eruption is ascertained. The model limitations in simulating the aerosol induced
radiative forcing and the resulting lower stratospheric temperature response are presented
and the eﬀect of model improvements on forcing and response are discussed in this chapter.
A brief overview on the radiative properties of the sulfate aerosols and the treatment of
aerosols and gases in the ECHAM5 radiation scheme are also pointed out in this chapter.
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3.2

Radiative properties of sulfate aerosols

As mentioned in the previous chapter, most of the explosive volcanic eruptions are a major source of sulfate aerosols, which are produced when sulfur dioxide (SO2 ) and hydrogen
sulﬁde (H2 S) are chemically transformed into sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 ) within a time scale of
weeks (e.g. Bluth et al. [1992]). The aerosols thus formed remain in the stratosphere for
several years. Sulfate aerosols have been deemed important for climate change because the
estimated strength of their direct forcing is appreciable. Hence, in this section, the radiative properties of sulfate aerosols are discussed. The radiative properties of the aerosols can
be characterized by their optical properties such as extinction co-eﬃcient, single scattering albedo and asymmetry. Another most commonly used metric is aerosol optical depth
(AOD) that gives an estimate how optically thick the aerosol layer is. In other words, AOD
gives a measure of how opaque the medium is to radiation passing through it. The higher
the AOD value means more aerosols are within a column.
The variation of single scattering albedo, extinction co-eﬃcient and absorption coeﬃcient with wavelength for varying mean sulfate aerosol radii is shown in ﬁgure 3.1. These
values are results of Mie calculations using refractive indices from Palmer and Williams
[1975] for a weight percentage of 75% (means a sulfuric acid solution of 75%) and for a
lognormal distribution with a varying mean radius (R) and a constant size distribution of
1.86 (C. Timmreck, personal communication). The extinction co-eﬃcient, which denotes
the fraction of light attenuated by scattering and absorption, is shown in ﬁgure 3.1(a). In
other words, it is the sum of scattering co-eﬃcient and absorption co-eﬃcient. There is a
wide range of extinction co-eﬃcients evident for varying radii in the visible spectral band
and this range decreases at high solar wavelengths.
The single scattering albedo (ssa) determines the fraction of the total attenuation by
scattering (ssa=0 means complete absorption, while ssa=1 means complete scattering). The
sulfate aerosols are purely scattering in the UV and visible band of the solar spectrum (single scattering albedo (ssa) = 1) and mostly scattering in the near-IR band, thus increasing
the planetary albedo. They are good absorbers in the middle and far solar infrared and in
the thermal infrared region as seen in ﬁgure 3.1(b).
The asymmetry parameter (g) parameterizes the scattering distribution in terms of forward versus backward scattering (g=0 for equal amounts of forward and backward scattering
as is the case for Rayleigh scattering). Positive values of g (g>0) indicate that scattering is
more prominent in the forward direction. The range of the values of asymmetry parameter
for varying mean aerosol radii is shown in ﬁgure 3.1(c). Typical values are around 0.6 0.7 at visible wavelengths and a wide range of values is seen for varying radii at near-IR
spectral wavelengths.
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Figure 3.1: The variation of (a) extinction co-eﬃcient (1/km), (b) single scattering albedo and (c) asymmetry parameter at solar wavelengths in ECHAM5 SW spectral range for varying mean sulfate aerosol radii
(R) in micrometers

3.3

Over-estimation of climatic response

As a ﬁrst step, the lower stratospheric (20-22 km) radiative heating and the resulting temperature anomalies are evaluated in simulations with prescribed time dependent distributions of aerosol optical depths, as derived from observations, to determine how good the
model can capture the processes and the dynamical and energetic response in comparison
with observations.
A ﬁrst model simulation is performed with ECHAM5 at T42L19 resolution, which has
the highest full level at 10 hPa (∼ 30 km) with climatological SST as boundary condition.
The model is run for only 8 months (Jun 1991 - Jan 1992) following the eruption. In order
to isolate the radiative response to aerosol perturbation, the time dependent forcings such
as SST, ozone depletion and QBO are excluded in this simple simulation though they play
an important role in modulating the climate in the tropical stratosphere. Studies (Kirchner et al. [1999]; Stenchikov et al. [2002]) have shown that ozone anomalies resulting from
Pinatubo eruption and QBO eﬀects related to the QBO phase in 1991 thereafter reduce
the stratospheric temperature anomalies by 1.5-2K when compared to the expected temperature response in the simulations that neglect these eﬀects. Here, the main focus is on
the tropical response. The observed values of temperature anomalies are calculated from
NCEP re-analysis 1 with respect to the 1968-1996 climatology. Shown in ﬁgure 3.2 is the
zonally averaged lower stratospheric temperature anomaly from observations with respect
to the NCEP climatology (a) and from the model simulation with respect to the climatology over 5 years using the same boundary conditions (b). The observed lower stratospheric
temperature anomaly shows a warming of 2-3 K in the tropics. Large anomalies up to 7 K
1

NCEP Re-analysis: This data developed by NCEP and NCAR that has 40-year record (1958-1998) of
global analysis of atmospheric ﬁelds (see Kalnay and coauthors [1996])
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are also observed in the SH springtime high latitudes in 3.2(a) and these are presumably
related to the stratospheric warmings owing to the breakdown of the polar vortex that is
more stronger and persistent compared to the polar vortex in the NH.

Figure 3.2: Zonally averaged 50 hPa temperature anomalies (K) calculated from NCEP reanalysis and
(b) simulated in the run with climatological SST for the period Jun 1991 - Jan 1992

In the simulated run, shown in ﬁgure 3.2(b), the maximum temperature anomaly in the
tropics reaches around 7K, seven months after the eruption. If the ozone and QBO eﬀects
were included, the temperature anomaly would be around 5K, which is still 3K higher
than the observations (ﬁgure 3.2(a)). To diagnose this overestimation, the radiative forcing
anomalies in solar and thermal bands are analyzed separately. The longwave and shortwave
heating rate anomalies in Kelvin/day (K/d) for Aug 1991 and the comparison with previous
studies by Stenchikov et al. [1998] (hereafter referred to as ST-98) are presented in ﬁgure
3.3.

Figure 3.3: Radiative heating rate anomalies (K/d) for Aug 1991 in the thermal spectral range from (a)
ECHAM5 simulation and (b) Stenchikov et al. [1998] and in the solar spectral range from (c) ECHAM5
simulation and (d) Stenchikov et al. [1998] .
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From ﬁgure 3.3, it is evident that the simulated long wave radiative heating rate anomalies (ﬁgure 3.3(a)) agree well in magnitude with that of the previous studies shown in ﬁgure
3.3(b). The region of the maximum LW heating rate anomalies are however, lower in
ECHAM5 compared to ST-98, where the maximum anomalies are at the topmost level of
the model. The over-estimation is more pronounced in the simulated solar radiative forcing
anomalies with Pinatubo aerosols (refer ﬁgure 3.3(c) and ﬁgure 3.3(d)). The shortwave
heating rate anomaly from the model simulation is two times higher than that of the previous studies from ST-98 and is the cause of the too strong temperature response in the
lower stratosphere.
In the following sections the SW radiation scheme will be discussed in more detail
in order to understand better the reasons of this over-estimation and the improvements
implemented in the scheme for more realistic results.

3.4

ECHAM5 shortwave radiation scheme

The SW radiative transfer of ECHAM5 follows Fouquart and Bonnel [1980] as implemented
in cycle 23 release 1 (CY23R1) of the IFS model of ECMWF (Roeckner and co authors
[2003]; ECMWF-Technical Memorandum 165) The ﬂow chart of the SW radiation scheme
in ECHAM5 is shown in ﬁgure 3.4. The main shortwave routine is given by SW that carries
out the calculations of the absorber amounts of the gases (SWU) and the radiative transfer
in visible (SW-VIS) and Near-IR (SW-NIR) spectral bands. SW-VIS and SW-NIR branches
carry out the calculations for both clear sky (SWCLR) and cloudy sky (SWR) conditions
independently. Radiative transfer calculations based on the delta-Eddington approximation
are carried out in the SWDE routine. Each routine is discussed in detail in the following
sections.

Figure 3.4: Schematic of the shortwave radiation scheme in ECHAM5.
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3.4.1

Calculation of absorber amounts

Solar radiation is attenuated by some absorbing gases, mainly by water-vapor, uniformly
mixed gases ( CO2 , CH4 , N2 O, CO and O2 ) and O3 , and scattered by molecules (Rayleigh
scattering), aerosols and cloud particles. In the near infrared region, water-vapor and carbon dioxide have numerous bands. Hence a combination of scattering and molecular band
absorption has to be considered. Since scattering by particles and absorption by gases occur
simultaneously, the exact amount of absorber along any photon path is unknown. So, the
probability that a photon of a particular energy (or wavelength) has encountered an absorber amount is calculated approximately (Fouquart and Bonnel [1980]). Once the eﬀective
amounts of H2 O, uniformly mixed gases and ozone are found, the transmission functions
are computed in each band in the form of Pade approximants (Brezinski [1973]), where absorber amounts are given as eﬀective amounts for reference conditions of temperature and
pressure: Tref = 296 K and Pref = 1000 hPa. As the ozone absorption is mainly restricted
to upper layers, the interaction between scattering and ozone absorption is neglected. The
interactions between gaseous absorption and scattering processes are accounted for only in
the Near-IR interval.

3.4.2

Treatment of clouds, aerosols and gases in ECHAM5

Clouds are characterized by their microphysical properties such as liquid water content and
drop-size distribution and by their optical properties which are described in the model by
spectrally dependent optical depth, single scattering albedo and asymmetry parameter. The
fraction of the atmosphere covered by clouds/aerosols depends on the overlap assumption
assumed in the calculations. In ECHAM5, Maximum-Random Overlap assumption is used
where ’Maximum overlap’ is considered between clouds/aerosols in adjacent levels and ’Random overlap’ is considered between the groups of clouds/aerosols separated by one or more
clear layers (Geleyn and Hollingsworth [1979]; Collins [2001]). Scattering and absorption
by molecules and aerosols are considered in the clear sky atmosphere. The calculations are
carried out twice, once for the clear sky fraction of the atmospheric column and the second
time for the clear sky fraction of each individual layer within the fraction of the column
containing clouds. The ﬁnal ﬂuxes are calculated as the weighted average of the ﬂuxes in
the clear sky and cloudy fractions of the column.
In the SWCLR routine, the optical properties of individual aerosol species and Rayleigh
scattering are combined. In the SWR routine, cloud optical properties are combined with
those of the aerosols and molecules. This part is the same in both visible and in near-IR
spectral interval, except that along with aerosols and clouds, the interaction of gaseous
absorption and aerosol scattering is included in the near-IR calculations. The interaction
between aerosol scattering and gaseous absorption are ignored in the SW-VIS routine, but
are considered in the SW-NIR routine for all sky calculations. Optical properties (refer sec24

tion 3.2 for details) in a single layer are calculated as functions of the total optical thickness
of the layer, total single scattering albedo and total asymmetry parameter, where ”total”
refers to the contributions from clouds, aerosols and gases. For co-located atmospheric particles (aerosols, clouds or molecules), their optical properties are combined by mixing rules.
The combined optical depth (τ ) is the sum of the optical depths of the individual species
and is given by,

τi
(3.1)
τ =
i

The combined SSA (ω) is the average of the individual SSAs, weighted by the optical
depths of the individual species and is given by,


ω=

i

τi · ωi



τi

(3.2)

i

The combined asymmetry parameter (g) is the average of individual asymmetry parameters, weighed by the product of optical depths and single scattering albedo of the individual
species given by,

τi · ωi · gi
g=

i



τi · ωi

(3.3)

i

3.4.3

Radiative transfer calculations

The radiative transfer through a scattering layer is calculated using the Delta-Eddington
two stream approximation (Joseph and Wiscombe [1976]). This approximation is an eﬃcient
method of calculating radiative ﬂuxes in an absorbing-scattering atmosphere. The deltaEddington approximation combines the delta transformation of the scattering parameters
(Joseph and Wiscombe [1976]) and the Eddington approximation for the radiative transfer
through a plane parallel and homogeneous scattering layer (Shettle and Weinman [1970]).
This approximation is realistic only if the scattering is isotropic. For this purpose a delta
transformation is applied to the optical properties of aerosols, clouds and molecules to
account for a large fraction of the radiation directly transmitted into the forward scattering
peak. The transformed optical properties are given by,
τ , = τ · (1 − ω · g 2 )

,

ω =

ω · (1 − g 2 )
(1 − ω · g 2 )
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(3.4)

(3.5)

g, =

g
(1 + g)

(3.6)

where τ , is the transformed optical depth, ω , is transformed SSA and g, is the transformed asymmetry parameter.
The addition of aerosols modiﬁes the atmospheric radiative properties like absorptivity,
reﬂectivity and transmissivity. The reﬂectivity, transmissivity and absorptivity of the layer
are computed without reﬂection from the atmosphere below and with reﬂection from the
atmosphere below. The calculations provide the contribution to reﬂectance and transmittance of those photons interacting only with the layer in consideration. It also includes the
eﬀect of the medium below the layer in consideration on the reﬂectivity at the top of the
layer and the transmissivity at the bottom of the layer. The adding method (Liou [2002]) is
adopted in ECHAM5 to combine the aerosol layer with the layers of the atmosphere below
it. The reﬂectivity (Ra ) and transmissivity (Ta ) are given by,
Ra = R1 +

Ta =

(T1 · R2 · T1 )
(1 − R1 · R2 )
(T1 · T2 )

(1 − R1 · R2 )

(3.7)

(3.8)

where R1 , R2 are the reﬂectivities and T1 , T2 are the transmissivities of two consecutive
atmospheric layers and the term (1 − R1 · R2 )−1 account for multiple reﬂections within the
layer. The interactions between aerosol scattering and gaseous absorption and the multiple
reﬂection eﬀect are considered negligible and hence are ignored in the near- infrared in clear
sky atmospheres.

3.5

Possible causes for the over-estimation

It is evident that notable discrepancies exist in the shortwave heating rate anomalies. Model
deﬁciencies that can cause this over-estimation and their improvements are described in
detail in the following subsections

3.5.1

Multiple reﬂection eﬀects and interactions between aerosol scattering and gaseous absorption

As mentioned in the previous section, Pinatubo aerosols are mostly scattering in the visible
as well as in the Near-IR-1 (0.69 - 1.19) bands of ECHAM5. Hence, there could be signiﬁcant
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multiple reﬂections between the layers. Because of the increase in multiple scattering, the
interactions between aerosol scattering and gaseous absorption becomes signiﬁcant. Taking
into account the high aerosol loading owing to the Pinatubo eruption, the aforementioned
factors cannot be neglected. These factors were found to be incorporated only in the cloudy
part of the column in the model and were neglected in the clear part in the Near-IR since
the climatological aerosol loading is much smaller than that of the stratospheric aerosol
layer related to the Mt. Pinatubo eruption. Minor modiﬁcations are made in the model to
incorporate these factors. Shown in ﬁgure 3.5 is the ﬂow chart of the radiation routine in
ECHAM5.

Figure 3.5: Schematic of the improvements made (shown in green) in the SW radiation scheme of
ECHAM5. The subroutines of ECHAM5 are represented by capital letters and the processes taking place
within the speciﬁc routines are presented by small letters.

The improvements incorporated are shown in green. The changes are made in the NearIR (SW NIR) routine for the clear sky fraction (CLEAR fraction) of the column. The
UV/VIS (SW VIS) part of the spectrum follows a more or less similar procedure except
that the interactions between aerosols, clouds and gases are not included in the clear/cloudy
fractions, but the eﬀect of multiple reﬂections are included.
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3.5.2

Modifying the way in which the diﬀerent atmospheric particles are
combined in ECHAM5 and avoiding the repetition of delta transformations

As mentioned in section 3.4.2, the optical properties of several species, such as aerosols,
clouds and gases are combined for radiative transfer calculations. In ECHAM5, the way in
which the optical properties of the individual species have been combined is found to be in
part inconsistent with those shown in equations 3.1 - 3.3. Hence, this part in the model has
been modiﬁed so as to follow the basic mixing rules. A detailed ﬂow chart showing the part
in the Near-IR routine (SW-NIR) where each species are combined is depicted in ﬁgure 3.6
and a similar procedure is carried out in the visible (SW-VIS) routine also. Here, τ is the
optical thickness, ω is the single scattering albedo and g is the asymmetry parameter and
each species are assigned with diﬀerent subscripts.

Figure 3.6: Schematic of the near-IR routine of ECHAM5 where individual atmospheric species are
combined. τ is the optical depth, ω is the single scattering albedo and g is the asymmetry parameter.
Diﬀerent subscripts are given for the diﬀerent species.
As mentioned in section 3.4.3, a delta transformation has to be applied to the combined
optical properties before performing the reﬂectivity and transmissivity calculations following the Eddington approximation and these calculations are done in the subroutine SWDE.
Currently in ECHAM5, this transformation is repeatedly carried out without necessity,
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making the scattering more isotropic. This is schematically represented in the ﬂow chart in
ﬁgure 3.7. It can be seen that the delta transformation is repeatedly carried out and inconsistent in the fact that at several places one set of optical properties are delta transformed
and the other set is not delta transformed. Note that for gases the delta transformation
would not have an eﬀect as the single scattering albedo for gases is zero.

Figure 3.7: Schematic of the near-IR routine in ECHAM5 where the inconsistency in delta transformation
(in red) is presented. Similar nomenclature as ﬁgure 3.6 is used here also.

3.5.3

From simpliﬁed two stream approximation to Delta-Eddington approximation

The radiative transfer for Rayleigh and aerosol scattering are computed using a very simpliﬁed two stream approximation (Coakley and Chylek [1975]) in order to reduce computing
time. This is, of course, adequate if the aerosol loading is negligible which is not the case after large volcanic eruptions. Hence it is necessary to replace the simpliﬁed radiative transfer
computations by the delta-Eddington approximations for a better estimate of the forcing
in the case of high aerosol optical depths in clear sky conditions. In the model, the deltaEddington approximation is already used for the calculation of radiative transfer due to the
combined eﬀect of aerosols and clouds, when high optical depths have to be expected.
Several model deﬁciencies and simpliﬁcations not justiﬁed for this study have been
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identiﬁed in the SW radiation scheme and have been revealed. With a single column
radiation model, the diﬀerences will be assessed.

3.6
3.6.1

Experiments using the stand-alone radiation code
Model setup and data description

A single column radiation model of ECHAM5 radiation scheme is used to investigate the
eﬀects of modiﬁcations of the SW scheme for selected atmospheric proﬁles thus excluding
feedback eﬀects that may occur in the full ECHAM5 GCM. This single column radiation
model has 4 solar spectral wavelength bands instead of the 6 solar bands. The single column
model consists of the radiation code extracted from ECHAM5 and hence, the eﬀects of
radiative forcing alone can be ascertained. The model is initialized with atmospheric proﬁles
extracted from a control run of ECHAM5 for August, for the resolution T42L19. The
surface conditions are speciﬁed by albedo, pressure and temperature and total cloud cover
and vertical proﬁles of background aerosols, water-vapor, ozone, cloud cover, mass mixing
ratios of liquid water and ice, saturation speciﬁc humidity and half and full level pressure
and temperature. The single column model is run for the zenith angle speciﬁed for local
noon in August. Optical properties of Pinatubo aerosols such as extinction, single scattering
albedo and asymmetry parameter are fed into the model to assess the signiﬁcance of the
modiﬁcations in the case of high aerosol loading. All meteorological input parameters are
derived as zonal means from the 3-dimensional model simulation. Constant volume mixing
ratios are assumed for carbon dioxide (348 ppmv), methane (1.65 ppmv) and nitrous oxide
(306 ppbv).

3.6.2

Description of experiments

Three sets of experiments given in table 3.1 are carried out to assess the parameterized
radiative forcing. The details of these experiments are also mentioned in the table.
The change in ﬂuxes for the sets of experiments in table 3.1 is investigated for the
following cases shown in table 3.2.
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Experiment
CTRL

Description of the experiments
Simulations with original single column radiation model
of ECHAM5
Incorporating the eﬀect of multiple reﬂection in the clear sky part
in Near-IR
Incorporating the eﬀect of multiple reﬂection in the clear sky part
in Near-IR and the eﬀects of the interactions between aerosol scattering
and gaseous absorption
Using an improved set of mixing rules and avoiding the repetition of
delta transformation (section 3.5.2)
Replacing the simpliﬁed two stream approximation by delta Eddington
approximation (section 3.5.3) after including the changes from Exp C

Exp A

Exp B
Exp C
Exp D

Table 3.1: The sets of experiments carried out to assess radiative forcing

Cases
Case-1
(no aer)
Case-2
(bg tanre)
Case-3
(tanre+pads)
Case-4
(high aer)
Case-5
(single aer)

Experiments
No aerosols: Only the eﬀect of Rayleigh scattering and
gas absorption are considered
Background Tanre aerosols (Tanre et al.,1984) only
The vertical proﬁle of diﬀerent types of Tanre aerosols as a function of
optical thickness in shown in ﬁgure 3.8(a).
Both Tanre and Pinatubo aerosols
The Pinatubo aerosol proﬁle in the four solar spectral wavelengths
are in shown in ﬁgure 3.8(b).
High aerosol loading case for super volcanic eruptions. The optical depths
are taken to be 100 times that of Pinatubo aerosol loading
A single aerosol layer at 100 hPa of optical depth 2.4 at 0.55

Table 3.2: The cases for which the sets of experiments given in table 3.1 are analyzed
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Figure 3.8: The zonally averaged proﬁles of optical thickness per layer of the (a) ﬁve background Tanre
aerosol types at the equator at 0.55 µ and (b) Pinatubo aerosol at the equator for Aug 1991 for the ECHAM
SW spectral bands. The pressure levels are in hPa.

3.6.3

Results and Discussion

Results are shown for net ﬂuxes, downward and upward ﬂuxes for all the cases explained
in the previous sections for the diﬀerences Exp A - CTRL, Exp B - CTRL and Exp C CTRL. But, for Exp D, instead of the deviations from CTRL, the diﬀerence Exp D - Exp C
is considered where the delta modiﬁcations are also included in Exp D. Clear and all sky
values are shown for the experiments Exp A and Exp B, but, emphasis will be given for
clear sky conditions and for all the other cases, results are shown for all sky conditions only.
The ﬁgures are kept at the end of this section for brevity. Negative values of the ﬂuxes
imply that there is a decrease in the ﬂuxes in the experiments compared to the original
ECHAM5 run (CTRL) and vice versa.
For reference, the absolute values of net, downward and upward ﬂuxes in the ”No
aerosol” case for the CTRL and the deviations Exp B - CTRL and Exp C - CTRL are
presented in ﬁgure 3.9 to show the diﬀerences when only clouds and gas interacts with radiation. It can be seen that in both diﬀerences, the downward and upward ﬂuxes are positive
at lower layers (up to 200 hPa) indicating an increase in the ﬂuxes in both the experiments
compared to original ECHAM5. The high values beyond 60 N and S in Exp B - CTRL
are due to the high solar zenith angles encountered which emphasizes the eﬀect of multiple reﬂection. The diﬀerences seen in this case even in the absence of aerosols are due to
the presence of gases and Rayleigh scattering. Higher magnitudes in Exp C - CTRL when
compared to that of Exp B - CTRL is because the mis-representations of mixing equations
is considerable owing to large cloud optical depths and the results show an increase of up
to 2 W/m2 in the troposphere, in the region of clouds.
The zonally averaged net ﬂux diﬀerences (ﬁgures 3.10 & 3.11) and the proﬁles at 15S
(ﬁgure 3.12) for net, downward and upward ﬂuxes for Case-2 (bg tanre) is discussed below.
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The clear sky deviations of Exp A and Exp B show a signiﬁcant increase in net ﬂuxes in
the lower layers of up to 4 W/m2 at the surface. Figure 3.10(b) shows the combined eﬀect
of multiple reﬂection as in ﬁgure 3.10(a) and interaction of aerosol scattering and gaseous
absorption. There is an increase in net ﬂuxes below 200 hPa and a decrease in net ﬂuxes
above. The same eﬀect is also evident in all sky case (ﬁgure 3.10), but the magnitude and
extent is less. This is because most of the radiation scattered by aerosols are absorbed by
clouds or aerosols in the troposphere, thus reducing the amount of upward radiation. Compared to Case-1 (no aer), the combined eﬀects of aerosols and clouds can be seen in Exp C
- CTRL (ﬁgure 3.11), where there is a signiﬁcant increase of net ﬂuxes of 3 W/m2 at the
surface and a decrease of around 2.5-3 W/m2 above the layer of aerosols and clouds. The
diﬀerences in Exp D - Exp C are negligible as can be seen from ﬁgure 3.11 and therefore,
the two stream method is a good approximation for low aerosol loadings.
The proﬁles at 15S in ﬁgure 3.12 explain in detail the change in ﬂuxes after incorporating the modiﬁcations as in table 3.1 and after incorporating all the modiﬁcations when
compared to original ECHAM5 in clear and all sky conditions. The latitude is chosen arbitrarily. Both downward and upward ﬂuxes increase for all the experiments with respect to
CTRL. For Exp A - CTRL (black curve) and Exp B - CTRL (green curve), the downward
ﬂux diﬀerences increase from the top of the model atmosphere (TOA) to a maximum difference at the surface. The magnitudes at the surface in all sky conditions are lower when
compared to clear sky case due to the absorption by clouds. The diﬀerence in upward ﬂuxes
is negligible in Exp A for both clear and all sky conditions, but signiﬁcant in Exp B signifying the importance of aerosol-gas interactions. The net ﬂuxes in both clear and all sky
conditions increase below the aerosol layer and decrease above or within the aerosol layer.
The deviation in Exp C - CTRL is shown as the blue line. The diﬀerences in downward
ﬂuxes in clear sky conditions is comparatively less than that in all sky conditions and there
is a net ﬂux decrease up to 2.5 W/m2 at the TOA and up to 0.7 W/m2 at the surface. The
diﬀerences due to the changes from Exp D (orange line) are seen to be minor. With all the
modiﬁcations, denoted by the red line, the change in net ﬂuxes at the TOA amounts to
around 3 W/m2 and to 2 W/m2 at the surface.
The modiﬁcations due to Exp C contribute to around 75% to the large fraction of the
variance in the net ﬂuxes including all the modiﬁcations compared to the CTRL at the
TOA followed by Exp B modiﬁcations that come to around 25% in clear sky conditions.
These ﬁgures vary by only 5% in all sky conditions. The change in net ﬂuxes after all the
modiﬁcations at the surface for clear sky conditions are purely due to Exp B (that includes
the eﬀects from Exp A), whereas for all sky conditions the majority is contributed by the
modiﬁcations due to Exp B and partly by Exp C. When compared to the red curve that
includes all the modiﬁcations, the rate of increase in upward ﬂuxes is dominated by the
contributions from Exp B and Exp C.
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The net ﬂuxes of Case-3 single column calculations, where Pinatubo and background
Tanre aerosols are included, are shown in the ﬁgures 3.13 and 3.14. The deviations for
Exp A and Exp B, show well-marked net increase (decrease) below or within (above) the
aerosol layer when compared to the Case-2 (bg tanre) net ﬂuxes. The changes due to
modiﬁed mixing rules in Exp C remain more or less the same. There is a slight decrease in
net ﬂuxes in Exp D case, but they are still negligible.
The globally averaged noon values for net ﬂuxes in August for Case-3 (tanre+pads)
are shown in ﬁgure 3.15. Each color line follows the same code as in the previous case.
It can be seen that the diﬀerences of the globally averaged net ﬂuxes are higher in the
stratosphere in Exp C - CTRL (blue) compared to the other cases. The diﬀerences for each
case in clear and all sky conditions magnify the role of clouds. After incorporating all the
modiﬁcations, there is a decrease in TOA net ﬂuxes by 5 W/m2 in clear and by 3 W/m2
in all sky conditions. At the surface, there is an increase around 3 W/m2 in both clear and
all sky conditions signifying the importance of these modiﬁcations.
Since changes in downward, upward and net ﬂuxes in Exp B also includes Exp A and
since Exp D is more signiﬁcant for high aerosol loadings, these two sets of experiments are
only explained hereafter in detail for the remaining cases.
To assess how large these changes could be for extreme volcanic eruptions, Case-4 is
deﬁned as a hypothetical case where the optical depths are 100 times larger than Pinatubo.
As mentioned before, limitations in the SW radiative transfer in ECHAM have to be taken
into consideration when dealing with such high optical depths. The approximations used
in radiative transfer are applicable when optical depths are less than 0.1 or 0.2. The
approximation becomes less accurate for large optical depth and for large zenith angles.
Hence, the results of such an extreme case should be dealt with caution as no improvements
have been made in the radiative transfer calculations for the model to adapt to the huge
optical depths. The results are presented here to examine a case of extremity and are shown
in ﬁgure 3.16 in clear sky conditions for Exp B and in all sky conditions for Exp D. A huge
increase in net ﬂuxes below the aerosol layer and a decrease above is evident in Exp B that
corresponds to regions of high aerosol optical thickness and net ﬂuxes decrease through out
the layer with improved calculation of radiative transfer. The notable diﬀerences in ﬂuxes
with the inclusion of aerosol-gas interactions and improved methods for radiative transfer
calculations highlight the signiﬁcance of these eﬀects.
Since both Pinatubo aerosols and background Tanre aerosols are widely dispersed around
the globe and over several layers of the atmosphere, it is much simpler to understand the
same eﬀects with a single aerosol layer in the atmosphere. Hence, a single aerosol layer
at 100 hPa with an aerosol optical depth that is 10 times the maximum Pinatubo aerosol
optical depth is considered in Case-5. The diﬀerence, Exp B - CTRL in clear sky case and
Exp D - Exp C in all sky for net, downward and upward ﬂuxes are presented ﬁgure 3.17.
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A clear distinction in the increment of upward and downward ﬂuxes is evident in Exp B CTRL. It can be also seen that there is no change in the downward ﬂuxes until the radiation
encounters the aerosol layer. The upward ﬂuxes increase throughout the model layers. The
increase in downward ﬂuxes below the aerosol layer is higher than the increase in upward
ﬂuxes and the opposite is observed above or within the aerosol layer. The upward ﬂuxes
mainly depend upon the surface albedo and on the radiation reaching the surface. And
since only the radiation reaching the surface is modiﬁed or increased by the inclusion of the
afore-mentioned modiﬁcations the upward ﬂuxes increase, whereas the downward ﬂuxes are
modiﬁed when the radiation encounters the aerosol layer. This explains the increase in the
net ﬂuxes below the aerosol layer and a decrease in the net ﬂuxes above or within the aerosol
layer. A single aerosol layer of signiﬁcant optical depth can result in a maximum increase
of surface downward ﬂuxes up to 4 W/m2 and a maximum increase of upward ﬂuxes at
the TOA up to 2 W/m2 in clear sky conditions. These changes can result in an increase
of up to 3 W/m2 in the surface net ﬂuxes and a decrease of net ﬂuxes at the TOA up
to 2 W/m2 that cannot be neglected. Replacing the adding two stream approximation by
the delta-Eddington approximation results in a decrease of both the downward and upward
ﬂuxes below and within the aerosol layer and an increase in upward ﬂuxes above the aerosol
layer, thus reducing the net ﬂuxes throughout the layer in the latitudinal band of 30S - 60N
and vice versa at the latitudes beyond this band. The reversal of the sign happens at these
latitudes in August in noon because of the solar angle dependency of the Exp D - Exp C
diﬀerences. The net ﬂuxes change by a maximum of 0.6 W/m2 .
To summarize, the simpliﬁed SW radiation scheme of ECHAM5 has been modiﬁed to
simulate the eﬀect of volcanic eruptions more eﬃciently. Several cases were investigated such
as the eﬀects of multiple reﬂection and interactions between aerosol scattering and gaseous
absorption, improved mixing rules for combining the optical properties of aerosols, clouds
and gases and improved radiative transfer methods. There are signiﬁcant changes with the
improvements in mixing rules due to the high cloud optical depths, whereas the eﬀects of
multiple reﬂection and aerosol-gas interactions in clear sky conditions were important for
high aerosol optical depths as in the Pinatubo case. The implementation of an improved
radiative transfer method seems to be important for very high aerosol optical depths as in
the case of super-volcanoes or dust aerosols.
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Figure 3.9: Net ﬂuxes, downward and upward ﬂuxes in W/m2 for absolute values in CTRL and diﬀerences
Exp B - CTRL and Exp C - CTRL in all sky conditions for the ”No aerosol” case. The increase in ﬂuxes
when compared to that of the CTRL is shown in red (positive values) and the decrease in ﬂuxes are shown
in blue (negative values).
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Figure 3.10: The diﬀerences in net ﬂuxes in W/m2 for the ”background Tanre aerosols only” case in Exp A
- CTRL and Exp B - CTRL in clear sky (upper row) and all sky (lower row) conditions. The contouring
follows the same convention as in the previous ﬁgure.

Figure 3.11: The diﬀerences in net ﬂuxes in W/m2 for the ”background Tanre aerosols only” case in
Exp C - CTRL (left) and Exp D - Exp C (right) in all sky conditions. The contouring follows the same
convention as in the previous ﬁgure.
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Figure 3.12: Vertical proﬁles at 15S of diﬀerences of net ﬂuxes (upper panel), downward (middle panel)
and upward ﬂuxes (lower panel) in Exp A - CTRL (black), Exp B - CTRL (green), Exp C - CTRL (blue),
Exp D - Exp C (orange) and incorporating all the modiﬁcations (red) for clear (right column) and all (left
column) sky conditions in the ”background Tanre aerosols only” case. The ﬂuxes are in W/m2 .
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Figure 3.13: The diﬀerences in net ﬂuxes in W/m2 for the ”Pinatubo and background Tanre aerosols”
case in Exp A - CTRL and Exp B - CTRL in clear sky (upper row) and all sky (lower row) conditions.
Positive values are in red and negative values in blue.

Figure 3.14: The diﬀerences in net ﬂuxes in W/m2 for the ”Pinatubo and background Tanre aerosols”
case in Exp C - CTRL (left) and Exp D - Exp C (right) in all sky conditions. The contouring follows the
same convention as in the previous ﬁgure.
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Figure 3.15: Globally averaged noon values of the net ﬂuxes in W/m2 in clear and all sky conditions in

W/m2 for Exp A - CTRL (black), Exp B - CTRL (green), Exp C - CTRL (blue), Exp D - Exp C (orange)
and incorporating all the modiﬁcations (red) for the ”Pinatubo and background Tanre aerosols” case.

Figure 3.16: The diﬀerences in net ﬂuxes in W/m2 for Exp B - CTRL in clear sky (left column) and
Exp D - Exp C (right column) in all sky conditions and the proﬁles at 15S for the same for ”super-volcano”
case.
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Figure 3.17: Changes in net ﬂuxes (upper panel), downward (middle panel) and upward (lower panel)ﬂuxes
in Exp B - CTRL (left panel) for clear sky and Exp D - Exp C (right panel) for all sky for ”an aerosol layer
at 100hPa” case. The ﬂuxes are in W/m2 .
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3.7

Analyzing the full model performance

The above-mentioned improvements used in the single column radiation calculations are
incorporated in the full model to test the temperature response in the tropical atmosphere
with prescribed Pinatubo aerosols. Model simulations were carried out at the T42L19
resolution. The heating rate anomalies in the shortwave for Aug 1991 after incorporating
all the modiﬁcations are presented. As mentioned before, the simulated SW heating rate
anomalies (ﬁgure 3.18(b)) were two times higher than the previous studies by ST-98. By
incorporating all the modiﬁcations, it can be seen that the modelled SW heating rate is
improved considerably (ﬁgure 3.18(c)) and are in good agreement with that of the previously
published values (ﬁgure 3.18(a)).

Figure 3.18: Solar heating rate anomalies (K/d) for Aug 1991 as in (a) Stenchikov et al., 1998 (b)
simulations with original ECHAM5 and (c) improved ECHAM5 radiative parameters.

Figure 3.19: Temperature anomalies at 50 hPa (K) as in (a) NCEP (b) simulations with original ECHAM5
and (c) modiﬁed ECHAM5 for the period Jun 1991 - Jan 1992.
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The lower stratospheric (50 hPa) temperature response is signiﬁcantly reduced after
incorporating the modiﬁcations with local maxima of 5K instead of 7K (ﬁgure 3.19(b)) and
is shown in ﬁgure 3.19(c).
The results shown above are from only one realization. Deviations are expected because
of neglected factors as for example, the ozone reduction, QBO eﬀects and coarse vertical
resolution.

3.8

Model sensitivity to the choice of aerosol dataset

Many aerosol datasets have been used for simulating the climate impact of Pinatubo eruption ( Stenchikov et al. [1998]; Kirchner et al. [1999]; Ramachandran et al. [2000]; Stenchikov
et al. [2006]). In order to evaluate the model sensitivity to the choice of these datasets, this
section discusses how much the resulting warming in the tropical lower stratosphere owing
to Mt. Pinatubo eruption depends on the uncertainty in these datasets. We consider two
datasets of aerosol optical depths diﬀering slightly from one another. The datasets are
named as PADS and SAD. PADS is Pinatubo Aerosol Data Set and SAD is Sato Aerosol
Data described in detail in chapter 2.
The diﬀerence in extinction (1/m) values at 50 hPa in the visible band for the two
datasets is shown in ﬁgure 3.20. It is clear that PADS has higher extinction values compared to SAD that show the level of uncertainty in the aerosol datasets retrieved using
diﬀerent spectral wavelength bands.

Figure 3.20: Extinction(1/m*1.0e+05) at 50 hPa in 0.55 micron for 2 datasets: (a) PADS (b) SAD for 8
months after the eruption.
To compare their eﬀects, these aerosol datasets are used in ensembles of 3 integrations
for each dataset diﬀering in their initial conditions and an additional ensemble of 3 simulations without aerosol perturbations. The model runs for only 7 months after the eruption.
Ensemble mean anomalies are calculated as the diﬀerence between ensembles with and
without aerosols. The lower stratospheric temperature response at 50 hPa is presented in
ﬁgure 3.21. Since the response is the average of only 3 ensemble members, in this study we
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focus only on the tropical stratosphere. Due to the higher variability in the extratropics,
one would need many more ensemble members so as to get a statistically signiﬁcant signal
in high latitudes.

Figure 3.21: Stratospheric temperature anomalies (K) at 50 hPa using (a) PADS (b) SAD
The model sensitivity to the diﬀerent datasets is clearly reﬂected in the simulated temperature response (refer ﬁg. 3.21(a) and ﬁg. 3.21(b)). There is a signiﬁcant reduction in the
tropical stratospheric warming up to 2K with SAD, that is very close to the observations.
After including all the modiﬁcations in the radiation scheme, SAD seems to reproduce the
observed stratospheric temperature response more realistically and hence is used for the
following study.

3.9

Summary

ECHAM5 was overestimating the SW heating rate anomalies and hence, the lower stratospheric (50 hPa) temperature response after the Pinatubo eruption. The SW heating rate
anomalies were two times higher than that of the previous studies from ST-98. This overestimation is due to the simpliﬁed assumptions for low aerosol loadings in the clear sky conditions, which are not valid for high aerosol loadings after volcanic eruptions. For eﬃciency
reasons, the eﬀects of multiple reﬂection and the interactions between aerosol scattering and
gaseous absorption were neglected. The eﬀect of aerosol-gas interactions and the multiple
reﬂection eﬀect are contradictory to one another. The inclusion of aerosol-gas interactions
decreases the photon path, resulting in more absorption by the gas molecules resulting in
heating. However, the multiple reﬂection eﬀect increases the photon path, thereby reducing
the energy for absorption resulting in cooling. And these eﬀects depends upon the properties of aerosol particles. In the case of sulfate particles that are considered here, the aerosols
formed are mostly scattering in the visible range, thereby reducing the photon path and
resulting in cooling. Modiﬁcations were made in the model so as to include these eﬀects,
showing that the multiple reﬂection eﬀect is a dominant eﬀect for scattering particles.
Minor corrections were made to remove the inconsistencies in the way the individual atmospheric particles were combined in the model. These corrections are required irrespective
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of high or low aerosol loadings. Moreover, a more complicated scheme is used to compute
the radiative transfer. However, it is shown that this implementation seems to be important for very high aerosol optical depths as in the case of super-volcanoes or dust aerosols.
After introducing all these eﬀects, ECHAM5 shows a better agreement with observations
in simulating the stratospheric temperature response after Pinatubo.
The notable diﬀerences in the responses with the inclusion of aerosol-gas interactions
and multiple reﬂection eﬀect and improved methods for radiative transfer calculations emphasizes the signiﬁcance of these eﬀects
The sensitivity of the model to diﬀerent Pinatubo aerosol datasets is evaluated. Both
these Pinatubo aerosol datasets (PADS and SAD) have been compiled by Gera Stenchikov
(Stenchikov et al. [1998]) from SAGE and UARS satellite data. The only diﬀerence between
these datasets is that PADS make use of the SAGE retrievals at 1.02 µm and SAD make
use of retrievals at 0.55 µm. There is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the lower stratospheric
temperature response simulated with these two datasets.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation of responses to
individual and combined forcings
by volcanic aerosols, SST
variations and the QBO phases
4.1

Introduction

Large tropical volcanic eruptions can impact global climate by reducing the amount of solar
radiation reaching the Earth’s surface, lowering temperatures in the troposphere, increasing
temperatures in the tropical stratosphere and thereby, changing atmospheric circulation patterns. The circulation in the lower atmosphere can be aﬀected by short term stratospheric
perturbations, for example, ozone changes (Rind et al. [1992]; Grainger et al. [1993]; Kodera
[1994]). It is thus, interesting to explore the various ways in which the stratospheric perturbations can inﬂuence the tropospheric circulation. Both models and observations point out
to the fact that the troposphere and middle atmosphere are coupled through wave mean
ﬂow interaction, especially with respect to planetary Rossby waves (Sassi et al. [2004]; Graf
et al. [2007]).
The variability in the stratosphere is mainly due to anomalous boundary forcings or
natural internal variations. Natural internal variability arises from the non linearity of the
dynamics of the circulation in the middle atmosphere. Boundary forcing arises from variations in the tropospheric forcing such as changes in radiative budget due to changes in
atmospheric composition such as ozone depletion via volcanic aerosols/anthropogenic inﬂuences or re-distribution of tropical heat source such as the ENSO events. This can in
turn give rise to vertically propagating wave disturbances (Holton [1982]; Matsuno [1970]).
But, in the real world, where the circulation evolves under the continuous inﬂuence of a
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combination of factors, it is not simple to determine the responses to single inﬂuencing
factors. For example, it is not possible to isolate the ENSO eﬀects from other elements of
natural variability if the signal is small and is strongly varying because of internal variability
(Hamilton [1993]; Baldwin and O’Sullivan [1995]). However, it is possible to do so using
a numerical model, for example, where ENSO is the only speciﬁed source of variability in
addition to internal model dynamics and other surface properties like snow cover or soil
moisture, which are computed by the model.
The observed climate evolution following a major volcanic eruption (discussed in introductory chapter) has signiﬁcant anomalies compared to climatology, indicating a link
between the major volcanic eruptions and the climate anomalies. These have, however,
 o) and the speciﬁc
occurred under additional inﬂuences of SST anomalies (e.g. El Nin
phases of the QBO and possibly other inﬂuences. Hence while simulating this impact, one
must consider all these interactions. In this chapter, the generalized climatic response to
Mt. Pinatubo eruption with diﬀerent boundary conditions is examined. The response of
the tropospheric and stratospheric circulation to individual and combined factors including volcanic forcing, varying SST boundary conditions and diﬀerent states of the QBO are
assessed. This is important as this gives us insights on how the climate responds to the
volcanic aerosol radiative forcing in which either one or more of the boundary conditions
 o, QBO phase etc are included.
such as El Nin
The main scientiﬁc questions addressed in this chapter are the following:
1. What is the pure eﬀect of volcanic radiative forcing under diﬀerent boundary conditions?
2. Is the combined aerosol and ocean response linear or non-linear?
3. What is the combined aerosol response with diﬀerent boundary conditions?
This study is the ﬁrst attempt to include all the important factors such as the ef o and volcanically induced ozone anomalies for the simulation of Mt.
fects of QBO, El Nin
Pinatubo eruption and to analyze the response to individual and combined forcings using
the same atmospheric general circulation model, which is the middle atmosphere ECHAM5
(MAECHAM5) model.

4.2

Violent volcanic eruptions

In the past, there were large volcanic eruptions that have been studied in detail from models and observations. Many of them caused observable impacts to the climate system (e.g.
Robock and Mao [1992]; Grant et al. [1994]; Robock and Mao [1995]). Three major volcanic eruptions, namely, Agung (1963), El Chichón (1982) and Mt. Pinatubo (1991) are
documented well since the start of the satellite measurements and due to the availability
of re-analysis datasets such as NCEP and ERA-40. In this section, attempts are made to
quantify the tropical and high latitude responses to these three major volcanic eruptions.
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For this, a detailed description of the observed anomalies following the eruptions is presented.
An overview of the three volcanic eruptions in consideration is brieﬂy summarized in
the table A.1. Firstly, all these eruptions were of the explosive type (shown by VEI), injecting million tonnes of SO2 into the stratosphere, which is chemically converted to SO4 that
forms sulfate aerosols. Secondly, these eruptions happened in the tropical belt and hence
the aerosols were dispersed over the entire globe in a relatively short period of time by
stratospheric winds. Finally, all the three volcanic eruptions occurred during an evolution
 o event.
of an El Nin
Volcano

Latitude

Longitude

Date of eruption

VEI

SO2 (Mt)

80 S

1160 E

March 17, 1963

4

4

El Chichón

170 N

930 W

April 3, 1982

4-5

5-9

Mt. Pinatubo

150 N

1200 E

June 15, 1991

5-6

17-20

Agung

Table 4.1: Details of the three major volcanic eruptions. The values for the amount of SO2 are taken from
Krueger et al. [1995].
Hence, these eruptions are chosen as representative cases to investigate the observed
impacts of violent tropical eruptions on atmospheric circulation. ERA-40 re-analysis data
are used for the analysis of climate anomalies following these eruptions.

4.3

ERA-40 Re-analysis data

ERA-40 is a re-analysis of meteorological observations from September 1957 to August
2002 produced by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
in collaboration with many institutions (Uppala et al. [2005]). The observations that entered the re-analysis were provided by surface and sonde observations and a succession
of satellite-borne instruments from the 1970s onwards, supplemented by aircraft measurements and ocean-buoys. ERA-40 provides ﬁelds with higher vertical resolution compared
to NCEP/NCAR Re-analysis (Kalnay and coauthors [1996]) and is the best data available
for the purpose of this study.
In this study, the monthly data for 43 years from January 1958 to December 2001 are
used for the computation of the mean climatology. The data is evaluated on a 2.50 x2.50
grid at 23 vertical pressure levels extending from 1000 to 1 hPa.
Here, the tropical and high latitude responses are discussed. The main idea behind
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analyzing these responses is to quantify robustness and variability of the anomalies. For
tropical responses, the lower stratospheric temperature anomaly at 30 hPa and 50 hPa
for the three volcanic eruptions are investigated. Further, the wind proﬁles, surface temperature and 30 hPa geopotential height anomalies in two winters following the volcanic
eruptions are analyzed for the winters of 1963-1964 and 1964-65 for Agung, 1982-83 and
1983-84 for El Chichón and 1991-92 and 1992-93 for Mt. Pinatubo eruption to understand
the high latitude response. In order to understand the natural variability in temperature
and geopotential, boreal winters are chosen excluding the volcanic years. 35 winters are
chosen to represent the general winters excluding volcanic winters.

4.4
4.4.1

The observed volcanic responses
Tropical response

As the three largest volcanic eruptions in the last 50 years occurred in conjunction with
 o events, it is important to look into the strength of the El Nin
 o events during
El Nin
 o3.4 index, which is the averaged sea surface temperature
these eruptions. For this, the Nin
anomaly taken from ERA-40 over the region 5S-5N and 170W-120W is calculated. The
 o3.4 index, after a 3 month running mean is presented for all the eruptions in ﬁgure 4.1
Nin
for two years after the respective volcanic eruptions. To accommodate all the eruptions in
one ﬁgure, the time axis is shown for three years and the eruption date for the volcanoes are
shown by the vertical bar. Since the eruption occurred at diﬀerent times and for comparison
 o event was much stronger during
purposes, the time axis is labelled arbitrarily. The El Nin
El Chichón eruption compared to Mt. Pinatubo eruption. Weaker positive anomalies were
observed during Agung eruption
The lower stratospheric temperature response at 30 hPa and 50 hPa after Agung, El
Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo is shown in ﬁgure 4.2. Here, the main focus is on the tropical
response as the high latitude response is highly variable. The maximum standard deviation
in lower stratospheric temperature in the tropics calculated from ERA-40 data is ±2K,
where the QBO dominates the variability in the equatorial stratosphere whereas in the high
latitude winter hemisphere it is ±12K. It can be seen that the tropical responses vary largely
from eruption to eruption in magnitude and pattern. This may be due to the diﬀerences
in the spatial distribution of aerosols and the wind patterns. For the ﬁrst few months after
the eruption, the maximum temperature anomaly is observed at the equator and reaching
a maxima of up to 4 K in the case of Agung and El Chichón (Newell [1970]; Labitzke et al.
[1983]; Angell [1997a]) and straddling around the equator reaching a maxima up to 3 K
in the case of the Mt. Pinatubo eruption (Hansen et al. [1992]; Labitzke and McCormick
[1992]; Labitzke [1994]). This diﬀerence in the responses can also be attributed to the
amount of ozone loss and to the phase of the QBO.
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Figure 4.1: Three month running mean of SST anomalies (K) from ERA-40 averaged over the region
no3.4 index) calculated for the three volcanic eruptions: Agung - March 1963
5S-5N and 170W-120W (Ni
(blue line); El Chichón - April 1982 (green line) and Mt. Pinatubo - June 1991 (red line). The x-axis is
the time axis that goes from February for 3 years. The eruption time is shown for all the eruptions by the
vertical bar.
To understand the phase of the QBO during these eruptions, the vertical proﬁles of zonal
mean zonal wind anomalies averaged over 5N-5S is presented for all the three volcanic
eruptions (ﬁg 4.3) for the years following the eruption. As can be seen, Agung and El
Chichón erupted during the QBO’s easterly phase at 30 and 50 hPa. The QBO phase
then changed within a few months to westerlies. The westerly phase lasted longer in the
case of Agung eruption. For the El Chichón case, the descent of the easterly phase was
more rapid, therefore, phase changes occur at 30 hPa twice. Mt. Pinatubo erupted during
QBO’s easterly shear at 30 hPa and then phase change took place in July 1992 at 30 hPa
and in January 1993 at 50 hPa. This can have diﬀerent consequences on the stratospheric
response, even though all the three eruptions had some features in common.
As cited before, the sulfate aerosols are highly scattering in the visible range of the
spectrum, thereby reﬂecting the solar radiation and hence, cooling the atmosphere below
the aerosol layer. Figure 4.4 shows the spatial pattern of the summer temperature anomalies
(JJA averaged) following the eruptions. Since Mt. Pinatubo erupted in mid June, only the
summer following the eruption is considered here. As expected, global surface cooling up to
1-2K is observed after volcanic eruptions depending on the aerosol optical depths. It has to
be noted that a warm anomaly is observed over central Europe following all the eruptions.
 o events are also evident during the summers of 1963, 1982 and 1983.
The El Nin
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Agung, March 1963

El Chichón, April 1982

Mt. Pinatubo, June 1991

Figure 4.2: The lower stratospheric zonal mean temperature (K) anomaly at 30 hPa (left column) and at
50 hPa (right column) for the three volcanic eruptions: Agung (top row); El Chichón (middle row) and Mt.
Pinatubo (bottom row).
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Agung

El Chichón

Mt. Pinatubo

Figure 4.3: Vertical proﬁle of zonal mean zonal wind anomalies (m/s) averaged over 5N-5S (m/s) for
Agung (left, top row); El Chichón (right, top row) and Mt. Pinatubo (bottom row).
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Agung, March 1963

El Chichón, April 1982

Mt. Pinatubo, June 1991

Figure 4.4: The JJA averaged 2m temperatures (K) for the three volcanic eruptions: Agung - JJA/63
and JJA/64 (top row); El Chichón - JJA/82 and JJA/83 (middle row) and Mt. Pinatubo - JJA/92 (bottom
row).
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4.4.2

Natural climate variability

To facilitate better understanding and quantiﬁcation of the observed extratropical impacts
of volcanic eruptions that will be discussed in the next section, it is necessary to evaluate
the natural climate variability. This is important as there is a signiﬁcant variability in the
winter hemisphere. Hence, this section focusses on the climatology and the standard deviation of the key parameters for the Northern Hemisphere winter. Here, the climatology is
based on 43 winters (averaged December, January and February (DJF) months) from 19582002 taken from ERA-40. Figures 4.5 - 4.8 show the climatological mean and the standard
deviation (SD) for 2m temperature, 30 hPa geopotential heights, zonal mean zonal winds
(hereafter, referred to as U) and zonal mean temperature.
The climatology of the surface temperatures for boreal winter is presented in ﬁgure 4.5.
It can be seen that the temperatures are warmer in the tropical belt compared to the mid
and high latitude regions. The temperatures reach as high as 300 K in the tropics and as low
as 240 K in the high latitudes. The variability is strong in the winter high latitudes as can
be seen in the SD of the climatological winter means. This is due to the prominent mode of
interannual variabilities such as the North Atlantic Oscillation, the Arctic Oscillation and
the ENSO. In the tropics, the variability is around 1K, but in the mid and high latitudes
the variability is around 3-4 K.
The climatological mean of the 30 hPa winter geopotential heights is shown in ﬁgure 4.6.
The ﬁgure shows low climatological mean values of 22*103 gpm at the polar latitudes and
comparatively high values at mid-latitudes. The variability as seen from the corresponding
SD plot is high in the high latitudes (up to 500 gpm) and very low (below 100 gpm) in the
NH tropics.
The distribution of U is shown in ﬁgure 4.7. U shows a strong polar vortex with westerly winds reaching a maximum of 40 m/s in the upper stratosphere. The subtropical jet
is also evident with westerly winds as high as 35-40 m/s. The climatology of the winds in
the tropics in the stratosphere depends on the phase of the QBO. In the tropics, relatively
weak easterlies prevail at the surface up to 300 hPa and weak westerlies in the upper troposphere. The variability in U in the winter stratosphere is high due to the variations in
the strength and structure of the polar vortex that has a wide range of time scales (e.g.
Labitzke [1981]; Andrews et al. [1987]; Limpsuvan et al. [2004]) and is evident from the SD
plot given for the same. The SD in U is highest beyond 50o in the winter hemisphere in
the stratosphere, reaching values up to 20 m/s. The SD in the subtropical jet is around 4-8
m/s. High variability is also seen in the tropical stratosphere and this is due to the zonal
wind variability of the QBO and the DJF standard deviation is around 16 m/s between 10
and 30 hPa (Giorgetta et al. [2006]). SD is relatively less in the NH lower troposphere.
The climatological mean zonal mean temperature in ﬁgure 4.8 shows warm temperatures close to the surface, reaching a minimum to 200K, which corresponds to the tropical
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tropopause, around 100 hPa. The tropopause height is higher in the tropics compared to
the mid-latitudes. The steady increase in temperatures is also evident in the stratosphere.
The standard deviation in temperature in the winter hemisphere is much higher in the mid
and high latitudes reaching a maxima up to ±12 K. In the lower stratosphere, the temperature ﬂuctuation due to the QBO is around ±2 K at 2 hPa. In the tropical troposphere,
the variability is less, but maximizes in high latitudes between 500 hPa and the surface.

Figure 4.5: Climatological mean of DJF averaged 2m temperature (K) from ERA-40 calculated from 43
winters (left ﬁgure). The standard deviation (SD) of the winter temperatures (K) (right ﬁgure).

Figure 4.6: Same as above but for the 30 hPa geopotential height (gpm).
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Figure 4.7: Same as above but for the zonal mean zonal winds (m/s).

Figure 4.8: Same as above but, for the zonal mean temperature (K).
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4.4.3

High latitude response

Stratospheric sulfate aerosol particles from strong tropical volcanic eruptions produce signiﬁcant warming in the lower equatorial stratosphere thereby increasing the equator to pole
temperature gradient in the lower stratosphere of the winter hemisphere and hence force
a positive phase of the Arctic Oscillation during northern winter. This is manifested at
the surface as a winter warming pattern in the NH high latitude continents (refer section
1.2.4 of introductory chapter). This dynamical response is typical of low latitude volcanic
eruptions.
This pattern has been observed for two consecutive winters after volcanic eruptions and
is presented in ﬁgure 4.9 for all the three volcanic eruptions. The ﬁrst winter following
Agung (DJF 1963/64) shows mainly three centers of warming - in Siberia, Scandinavia
and Greenland, whereas the response is much weaker in the second winter. For the El
Chichón eruption, the anomalies are much stronger than for Agung, with a primary center
of warming, mostly in Northern and eastern Europe and Siberia and the whole pattern is
shifted further north in the second winter. But, signiﬁcant cooling is observed over Greenland during the ﬁrst and second winters of El Chichón eruption. The winters following
Mt. Pinatubo eruption shows two centers of warming over Eurasia - one over Northern and
Eastern Europe and the other over Siberia. Signiﬁcant cooling is evident over Greenland as
in the two winters following El Chichón eruption and over the Middle East. The positive
temperature anomalies reach as high as 6K. It has to be noted that these eruptions occurred
 o event as can be seen in the positive temperature anomalies
in conjunction with an El Nin
in the eastern and central tropical Paciﬁc for the ﬁrst winters following these eruptions.
Another prominent center of warming is also seen over northern and central North America
during the winters of 1963/64, 1982/83 and 1991/92 and studies (Halpert and Ropelewski
[1992]; Trenberth et al. [2002]) have shown that this warming is mainly due to the inﬂuence
 o events.
of the El Nin
The mean of the 2m temperature anomalies for the ﬁrst winters and second winters
are shown in ﬁgure 4.10. The mean picture shows three centers of warming in the ﬁrst
winter and cooling over Greenland and the Middle East, where as, there is a single center
of warming over Europe and cooling over Greenland during the second winter. Moreover,
 o event and the related warming in northern and central North
the presence of the El Nin
America during the ﬁrst winter is also evident. Hence, here, the so-called ”winter warming
pattern” is re-deﬁned as ”volcanic winter pattern” and is referred to as the warming over
Northern and eastern Europe and Siberia and cooling over Greenland and Middle east. As
can be seen this dynamical response is highly variable from winter to winter of the eruptions
 o during these three volcanic eruptions complicate the eﬀorts to
and the presence of El Nin
quantify the eﬀects from volcanoes alone.
The ”volcanic winter pattern” can be due to several factors. It may be (1) solely due
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 o or (2) solely due to volcanoes or (3) due to the combined eﬀects of volcanoes
to El Nin
 o or (4) due to the internal variability of the system or (5) due to the processes
and El Nin
we are not aware of. To analyze the aforementioned factors, ﬁrst, we consider the surface
 o winters not aﬀected by volcanic eruptions (winters
temperature response in those El Nin
of 1965/66, 1972/73, 1977/78, 1986/87, 1987/88, 1994/95 and 1997/98). Figure 4.11 shows
the 2m temperature anomaly excluding the winters aﬀected by volcanic eruptions. As a
consequence of the warming over the central and eastern tropical Paciﬁc, statistically signiﬁcant positive anomalies are seen over Northern North America (Halpert and Ropelewski
[1992]; Trenberth et al. [2002]). Statistically signiﬁcant anomalies are also seen over Siberia
and eastern China. An EOF 1 analysis is applied to the 2m temperature winter anomalies excluding volcanic winters over the region 30S-90N; 180W-180E. The EOF patterns
generated (not shown) are highly variable with the ﬁrst EOF, second EOF and the third
EOF explaining only 20%, 15% and 12% respectively of the total variability. Neither of the
EOF patterns produce the observed ”volcanic winter pattern”. Considering the fact that
 o are over Northern North America and over Siberia, one
the main eﬀects due to El Nin
 o as a necessary cause of the ”volcanic winter pattern” observed after
can dismiss El Nin
volcanic eruptions.
To understand the natural variability, the standard deviation of surface winter temperature excluding the volcanic winters is evaluated and is shown in ﬁgure 4.12. The variability
is seen to be high and is around 2 - 3 K over Europe and Siberia. The three cases of volcanic eruptions considered here limits robust statistical tests. Instead, the minimum value
and the maximum value at each grid point from the 2m temperature anomalies of the six
volcanic winters considered here is calculated (ﬁgure 4.13) and is compared with the standard deviation of the 2m winter temperature estimated without the volcanic winters. It is
assumed that the local anomalies are signiﬁcant if the anomalies are coherent and the maximum value exceeds the standard deviation. Figure 4.13 clearly shows that the maximum
value exceeds the standard deviation of non-volcanic winters. To evaluate the consistency
of the pattern, the probability of the six volcanic winters to show the respective anomaly
pattern is evaluated and is shown in ﬁg. 4.14. It can be seen that there is more than 83%
probability to produce positive anomalies over Northern Europe and Siberia and around
66% probability to produce negative anomalies over Greenland, northern Africa and Middle
east after explosive volcanic eruptions. This aﬃrms that the ”volcanic winter pattern” is
signiﬁcant and is an outcome of large volcanic eruptions.
Since the availability of long term datasets, there were only three explosive type volcanic
 o event. Attempts were made
eruptions and all these eruptions occurred during an El Nin
 o signal from the volcanic signal (Kirchner and Graf [1995]; Robock
to separate the El Nin
and Mao [1995]; Mao and Robock [1998]) by statistical methods and it has been shown that
1

EOF: Empirical Orthogonal Function
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this pattern is a characteristic of tropical explosive volcanic eruptions.
Considering the aspects explained above, it can be concluded with certain degree of
conﬁdence that this pattern is mostly due to volcanic eruptions. However, one has to note
that this pattern is highly variable in space and magnitude.
The geopotential height anomalies at 30 hPa gives the strength of the polar vortex.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the volcanic winter pattern is associated with the
strengthening of the polar vortex. Figure 4.15 shows the geopotential height anomalies for
the three volcanic eruptions. Depending on how low the geopotential height anomalies are,
the polar vortex is stronger and colder. The geopotential height anomalies reach a low of
-450 m during the ﬁrst winter and the polar vortex is relatively weak during the second
winter following Agung eruption (ﬁg. 4.15 top row). However, during the two winters
following El Chichón, the vortex is stable with geopotential height anomalies reaching a
minimum of -300 to -350 m (ﬁg. 4.15 middle row). In the case of Mt. Pinatubo eruption,
the vortex is slightly disturbed in the ﬁrst winter, but, stronger in the second winter, when
the geopotential height anomaly reaches -450 m.
Deeper polar vortices, through geostrophic balance, imply strengthening of the westerly
winds. This can be noted in the vertical proﬁle of zonally averaged wind anomalies (ﬁg.
4.16). The polar wind anomalies are seen to extend into the troposphere during the winters
of all the volcanic eruptions except for the winter of 1991/92 and 1964/65 (e.g. Graf et al.
[1993]; Graf et al. [1994]; Kodera [1994]). In addition to a strong polar vortex, relatively
weak easterlies (of the order of 2-3 m/s) can be observed in the tropical and extratropical
troposphere. Westerly wind anomalies reach a maximum of up to 18 m/s during the winter
of 1963/64 and up to 9-11 m/s during the winters of 1982/83, 1983/84 and 1992/93. The
westerly anomalies are weak in the winter of 1991/92 reaching up to 3 m/s and relatively
strong easterlies up to 10 m/s are observed in the middle and upper stratosphere. This
dipole type structure in the wind anomalies following the winter of 1991/92 is not seen
for the other volcanic winters. The second winter following Agung eruption also exhibits
relatively weak westerlies, but, is more conﬁned to the stratosphere with weak easterlies in
the troposphere. The phase of the QBO is also evident in the tropical stratosphere in these
ﬁgures, where westerly phases occur in 1963/64, 1982/83 and 1992/93 and easterly phases
in 1964/65, 1983/84 and 1991/92.
The diﬀerence of zonal mean temperature between volcanic winters compared to the
climatology is also analyzed and is shown in ﬁgure 4.17. A dipole structure is observed
in the meridional plane with one center of strong cooling in the polar lower stratosphere
and relatively weak center of warming in the tropical-extratropical stratosphere for the two
winters following Agung and El Chichón. The amplitude of the tropical and extratropical
warming is much smaller than the polar stratosphere cooling. This meridional temperature
gradient may result in the strengthening of the stratospheric polar vortex extending down
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to the troposphere (e.g. Graf et al. [1993]; Graf et al. [1994]; Kodera [1994]). The dipole
structures vary in amplitude and structure. During the winter of 1991/92, the dipole structure is not present in the stratosphere. However, strong cooling is observed in the polar
stratosphere and relatively weak negative anomalies extend to the subtropical stratosphere
during 1992/93. It has to be noted that the positive temperature anomalies in the stratosphere in 1992/93 are mostly conﬁned to the tropics. The meridional temperature gradients
is weaker in 1991/92 compared to the other cases.
To sum up, the dynamical response that is manifested as the ”volcanic winter pattern”
is highly variable from winter to winter and is also diﬀerent from eruption to eruption, for
example, the surface winter anomalies show a single center of warming over Eurasia after
El Chichón, but, there are two centers of warming following the winters of Mt. Pinatubo
and the ﬁrst winter after Agung. The anomalies are very weak after the second winter in
the case of Agung eruption. The maximum warming is more shifted to the north in the
case of 1983/84 winter. It has been concluded that the ”volcanic winter pattern” is mostly
due to volcanic eruptions.
The ”volcanic winter pattern” is mostly associated with the strengthening of the polar
vortex. The polar vortex is colder and stronger for the winters of 1963/64 and 1992/93.
However, during the winters of 1964/65 and 1991/92, the vortex was relatively weak and
shifted, but the dynamical response was much weaker in the former winter and a stronger
response was observed in the latter. The polar vortex was stronger following the two winters
of El Chichón eruption producing diﬀerent dynamical responses. The polar vortex extends
to the troposphere and the westerlies are much stronger in all the winters except for the
winters of 1964/65 and 1991/92. During the winters of 1964/65 and 1991/92, the wind
anomalies look diﬀerent. Weak westerlies of the order of 5 m/s extending to the tropopause
in the winter of 1964/65 and weak easterlies are seen in the troposphere, whereas, during
the winter of 1991/92, weak westerlies extend from the lower stratosphere to the surface and
strong easterlies are seen above. This strengthening of the winds in the winter hemisphere
is associated with the strong meridional temperature gradients. The meridional temperature gradient exhibits a dipole structure with a center of strong cooling in the polar lower
stratosphere and a relatively weak center of warming in the tropical-extratropical stratosphere for the two winters following the volcanic eruptions except for the Pinatubo winters.
This analysis shows that the patterns are highly variable from eruption to eruption and
also from winter to winter. It has to be noted that the anomalies in 1991/92 after Mt.
Pinatubo eruption and 1964/65 after Agung eruption are unusual compared to the other
volcanic eruptions.
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Agung

El Chichón

Mt. Pinatubo

Figure 4.9: DJF averaged 2m temperature anomalies (K) after Agung - DJF/6364 and DJF/6465 (top
row); El Chichón - DJF/8283 and DJF/8384 (middle row) and Mt. Pinatubo - DJF/9192 and DJF/9293
(bottom row).

Figure 4.10: The mean of DJF averaged 2m temperature anomalies (K) of the ﬁrst winters of Agung DJF/6364, El Chichón - DJF/8283 and Mt. Pinatubo - DJF/9192 (left) and of the second winters of Agung
- DJF/6465, El Chichón - DJF/8384 and Mt. Pinatubo - DJF/9293 (right).
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Figure 4.11: DJF averaged 2m temperature anomalies (K) in El Ni
no winters excluding volcanic years.
The statistical signiﬁcance above 80%, 90% and 95% conﬁdence levels is shown as increasing order of grey
shading.

Figure 4.12: Climatological mean of DJF averaged 2m temperature (K) from ERA-40 calculated from 35
winters excluding volcanic years (left). The standard deviation (SD) of the winter temperatures (K) (right).

Figure 4.13: The minimum at each grid point of the mean of DJF averaged 2m temperature anomalies
(K) from the 6 winters considered here (left) and the maximum at each grid point (right).

Figure 4.14: The probability of the DJF averaged 2m temperature anomalies from the 6 winters considered
here to have the negative anomalies (left) and the positive anomalies (right) at each grid point. The lightly
shaded are areas of probability 4/6 and heavily shaded of 5/6.
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Agung

El Chichón

Mt. Pinatubo

Figure 4.15: DJF averaged geopotential height anomalies at 30 hPa (m) for Agung (top row); El Chichón
(middle row) and Mt. Pinatubo (bottom row); The anomalies for the ﬁrst winter following the eruptions
are shown in the left column and for the second winter in the right column.
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Agung

El Chichón

Mt. Pinatubo

Figure 4.16: Vertical proﬁles for zonal mean zonal wind anomalies (m/s) for Agung (top row); El Chichón
(middle row) and Mt. Pinatubo (bottom row); The anomalies for the ﬁrst winter following the eruptions
are shown in the left column and for the second winter in the right column.
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Agung

El Chichón

Mt. Pinatubo

Figure 4.17: Vertical proﬁles for zonal mean temperature anomalies (K) for Agung (top row); El Chichón
(middle row) and Mt. Pinatubo (bottom row); The anomalies for the ﬁrst winter following the eruptions
are shown in the left column and for the second winter in the right column.
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4.5

Ensemble runs and Forcing Experiments

The ensembles of perturbed and unperturbed runs carried out with diﬀerent boundary conditions are presented in table 4.2. The perturbed runs include the zonally and monthly
averaged volcanic aerosol distribution, represented by their optical properties and volcanically induced ozone anomalies. The set up of the ensemble experiments and the data sets
used are discussed in detail in chapter 2. The subscript “c” is used to denote the unperturbed runs and “p” for the corresponding perturbed runs. Runs are carried out with
climatological SST (Clim SST), observed SST (Obs SST) and with boundary conditions
combining observed SST and QBO (O QBO). The main advantage of these experiments is
that it is possible to isolate the eﬀects of volcanic aerosol, the ocean and the QBO and also
to assess their combined eﬀects so as to better understand the observed responses.

Experiments

Clim SST (C)

Obs SST (O)

O QBO (OQ)

CTRL

Cc

Oc

OQc

Perturbed runs

Cp

Op

OQp

Table 4.2: Perturbed and unperturbed (CTRL) ensemble experiments. The subscript ’c’ is used to denote
the unperturbed runs and ”p” is used for perturbed runs. C stands for climatological SST; O stands for
observed SST; Q for QBO

The ensemble runs can be analyzed in diﬀerent ways as shown in table 4.3 to obtain forcing diﬀerences to address the scientiﬁc questions. The boxes show the diﬀerences between
the corresponding perturbed ensemble (in the row) and the unperturbed control ensemble
(in the column). For example, Aer1 is the ensemble mean diﬀerence Cp - Cc and Aer +
ocean + QBO is the diﬀerence OQp - Cc . Hence, Aer1, Aer2 and Aer3 give the aerosol
response under diﬀerent boundary conditions. Aer1 gives the aerosol response under climatological SST as boundary conditions, Aer2 the aerosol response under observed SST as
boundary conditions and Aer3 under both observed SST and QBO. The table also gives the
individual responses of the ocean (O) and QBO (Q). The other responses discussed in this
chapter are (1) the combined aerosol and ocean response (AO), (2) the combined aerosol
and QBO response (AQ) and (3) the combined aerosol, ocean and QBO response (AOQ).
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Control runs (CTRL)
Oc

Perturbed runs + O3 anomalies

Cc

—

Cp

Op

OQp

—

Cc

Aer1

Aer+O (AO)

Aer+O+QBO (AOQ)

—

Ocean (O)

Oc

Aer2

Aer+QBO (AQ)

QBO (Q)

QBO+O (OQ)

OQc

Aer3

Table 4.3: Ensemble mean diﬀerences between perturbed and unperturbed runs. The text in red within
the table are the diﬀerence between the corresponding perturbed runs and unperturbed control runs.

4.6

Analysis of individual and combined aerosol responses

A comparison of the diﬀerent experiments in simulating the tropical and high latitude
response to the Mt. Pinatubo eruption is presented in the following sections.

4.6.1

Stratospheric temperature response

Aer1 and Aer2 give the aerosol responses for diﬀerent SST boundary conditions. In this case,
Aer1 is the pure aerosol response neglecting all other sources of variability, whereas Aer2 is
the aerosol response where the boundary condition includes interannual variability in SST
 o. In ﬁgure 4.18(a + b), the tropical responses
and ice, this includes the eﬀects of El Nin
are similar in pattern, but the response is slightly higher with observed SST as boundary
conditions, with a maximum of up to 3K. The magnitude of the response is well simulated
when compared to the observations. Both ENSO and QBO are prescribed as boundary
conditions in the runs of Aer3 (ﬁg. 4.18 (c)). The tropical response in Aer3 remains more
or less the same as Aer1 and Aer2 simulations. The response for Aer1, Aer2 and Aer3 in
the latitudinal belt of 50N - 50S is statistically signiﬁcant at the 99% signiﬁcance level from
Aug 1991 to Apr 1993. The main point to be noted here is that the warming during the
period Jan’92 - April’92 in the NH high latitudes in Aer3 corresponding to the weak polar
vortex is consistent with observations (ﬁg. 4.18 (j)) and is statistically signiﬁcant at 95%
conﬁdence level, with temperatures reaching as high as 7K, whereas, this signal is much
weaker and is not signiﬁcant in Aer1 and Aer2.
Before analyzing the combined responses, it is important to analyze the ocean (O) and
QBO (Q) alone ensemble diﬀerences to see whether the model reproduces the eﬀect of El
 o and QBO circulation realistically.
Nin
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 o alone. ENSO signal propagates
Figure 4.18 (d) accounts for the eﬀects of El Nin
into the middle atmosphere by means of planetary Rossby waves and this propagation is
strong when the stratospheric winds are westerly and peaks during boreal winter in the
mid-latitudes (Garcia-Herrera et al. [2006]). Studies by Sassi et al. [2004]; Manzini et al.
 o event, the enhancement
[2006] and Chen et al. [2003] have shown that during an El Nin
of vertical propagation and divergence of E-P ﬂux cools the tropics and warms the high
latitudes. Figure 4.18 (d) shows a similar pattern except that the cooling in the tropics is
less, but, more evident in the 50 hPa temperature anomalies (shown in Appendix-B, ﬁg.
B1).
Figure 4.18 (e) shows the QBO-related lower stratospheric temperature anomalies at
30 hPa. A cooling of about 1-2K associated with the easterly phase of QBO is observed
in the latitudinal belt from 15N-15S from June 1991 to June 1992 and warm anomalies
in mid-latitudes. The opposite is observed during the westerly phase of QBO though the
warming is only of about 0.5K. This cold bias along the equator is because the reference
model have no QBO and are therefore too cold at 30 hPa. This can be seen in the other
responses with QBO (ﬁgures 4.18 (e), (f), (h) and (i)). This is consistent with previous
studies (Baldwin et al. [2001]). The combined ocean and QBO eﬀects is shown in 4.18 (f)
and the responses are linear except in high latitudes, which means that the combined ocean
and QBO temperature responses in the tropics is the sum of ocean response and QBO
response.
The AO ensemble diﬀerence accounts for the eﬀects of both aerosol and ocean (ﬁg. 4.18
(g)). The maximum temperature anomaly of 2K is simulated and here too, the responses
are linear in the tropics.
Figure 4.18 (h) is the 30 hPa temperature response when both aerosol and QBO (AQ)
eﬀects are considered. The eﬀect of easterly and westerly phase of QBO can be clearly seen.
In the easterly phase, the AQ response shows a dual peak with relative maximum in the
subtropics and a minimum at the equator and in the westerly phase, the AQ response shows
a single equatorial peak. The signiﬁcant warming beyond 60N during the winter of 1991/92
and the cooling during the winter of 1992/93 is not seen in the runs without the QBO and
is consistent with observations. Comparing with the observed response as in ﬁgure 4.18
(j), the simulated response is most realistic when A, O and Q forcings are included (ﬁgure.
4.18 (i)). There is not much diﬀerence between the AQ and AOQ, except that the high
latitude response in ﬁrst boreal winter is much stronger. Though the NH high latitude
response is realistically simulated, it has to be noted that large discrepancies exist in the
southern hemisphere high latitudes. Hence, to simulate the pattern and the magnitude of
the observed lower stratospheric temperature anomalies realistically, it is best to include all
three forcings, namely, volcanic radiative forcing, observed SST/ice and the correct QBO
phase.
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Moreover, the combined responses are seen to be linear in the tropics. For example, the
AOQ lower stratospheric temperature response is the sum of the aerosol-related response,
ocean-related response and QBO-related response.

4.6.2

2m temperature response

Before analyzing the ensemble mean diﬀerences, the climatological means of 2m temperatures used in the calculation of the anomalies are investigated and shown in the Appendix-C.
The ﬁgure shows the mean of 15 years of the unperturbed run with climatological SST as
boundary conditions (ﬁg. C.1(a)) and the ﬁgures C.1 (b)- (e) display the mean of the unperturbed runs from the 10 ensemble members. The climatological means with diﬀerent
boundary conditions are similar and are close to the observations shown in ﬁgure 4.12 (a).
The diﬀerences between these runs are discussed in detail later in this section.
Figures 4.19 (a) - (r) show the ensemble mean surface temperature anomalies for two
winters following the Pinatubo eruption. The shading in the ﬁgures corresponds to the level
of signiﬁcance. Areas with signiﬁcance level above 95% are heavily shaded and above 90%
lightly shaded.
As discussed in section 4.4.3, the observed pattern corresponds to a warming over Northern Europe, Siberia and parts of Asia and cooling in the Middle East (ﬁg. 4.9). The warming
over Central and northern North America is attributed to the positive ENSO phases observed during this period, rather than any volcanic eﬀect (ﬁg. 4.11).
For the two winters, the warming over northern Europe and Siberia is weakly simulated
by the model with climatological SST as boundary conditions (Aer1) (ﬁg. 4.19 (a) and (b))
and is shifted further north, but the anomalies are not signiﬁcant. The cooling over the
middle east is simulated by the model in the Aer1 experiments reasonably well, though the
magnitudes are over-estimated. With observed SST as boundary conditions (ﬁg. 4.19 (c)),
the aerosol response cannot reproduce the volcanic winter pattern during the ﬁrst winter.
 o that is present during the ﬁrst winter and the signal is
This may be because of El Nin
stronger than the eﬀects due to the volcanic aerosols. However, the volcanic winter pattern
is weakly simulated in the second winter (ﬁg. 4.19 (d)), but they are not statistically signiﬁcant. With both observed SST and QBO as boundary conditions, the aerosol response
show signiﬁcant cooling over Eurasia. Hence, we can conclude that model is not able to
reproduce the observed volcanic winter pattern in the ensemble means with respect to the
volcanic radiative forcing alone under the set of boundary conditions considered here.
 o SST in the winter circulation is discussed in ﬁgures
The individual responses of El Nin
 o over the eastern Paciﬁc are
4.19 (g) - (h). The warm anomalies associated with El Nin
clearly seen in the ocean response alone experiments (ﬁg. 4.19 (g) - (h)) which is expected
as the SST in this case is prescribed from observations. The ENSO-related warming (ref.
ﬁgure 4.11) over central and northern North America during the winter of 91/92 is also well
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simulated by the model. However, statistically signiﬁcant above normal temperatures are
observed beyond north of 60N and cooling over middle east and parts of Europe and China
for both the winters following the eruption. These anomalies cannot be attributed to El
Nino eﬀects as can be seen from the temperature anomalies in El Nino winters excluding
volcanic eruptions in ﬁgure 4.11. It has to be noted that these anomalies are evident in the
second winter, when the El Nino eﬀects are negligible.
The QBO eﬀects on the winter circulation of 1991/92 and 1992/93 are presented in ﬁg.
4.19 (i) and (j) respectively. Signiﬁcant warming over Europe, parts of Russia and over
eastern China and cooling over northern North America, Canada and Greenland is simulated for the two winters. However, the warming is slightly weaker in the second winter.
The combined ocean and QBO eﬀects (ﬁg. 4.19 (k) - (l)) produces the spatial patterns to
some extend in both the winters and is closest to the observed winter warming, but the
magnitude of the anomalies are less than the observed and there is a northward shift as in
the winter following El Chichón eruption.
The AO experiment that accounts for the eﬀects of both aerosol and the state of the
ocean for the two winters are shown in ﬁgures 4.19 (m) and (n). The patterns associated
with ENSO during the ﬁrst winter is clearly seen in the ﬁgures and the interactions between
aerosol and ocean seems to be minimal. Comparing the AO-related response with the ocean
response, the only diﬀerence is that the warming over Eurasia in the ﬁrst winter is more
pronounced in the AO response and colder temperatures are observed over Greenland in
the second winter in the AO response which is typical of volcanic winters. This may be
because the ocean response is more stronger in the model, thereby, over-riding the eﬀects
due to volcanic eruptions.The combined eﬀects of aerosol and QBO in the AQ experiment
(ﬁg. 4.19 (o) - (p)) do not reproduce the observed volcanic winter patterns in both the
winters. Even in the case where all eﬀects, aerosol, ENSO and QBO are included (ﬁg. 4.19
(q) - (r)), the pattern is shifted poleward.
The ensemble mean responses to individual and combined forcings for two NH winters
cannot reproduce the observed warming, though the cooling is simulated fairly well by some
of the forcing experiments. One of the possible reasons can be that this model may not have
suﬃcient vertical resolution in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere to resolve the
stratospheric tropospheric interactions accurately. The analysis shows that the ENSO signal is dominating and modulated by QBO, partly masks the eﬀects due to volcanic forcing.
Also, the recent IPCC models used for the same analysis (Stenchikov et al. [2006]) could
not reproduce this dynamical response. However, it should be noted that about 30% of the
individual ensemble members for some of the forcing experiments do simulate this response
realistically (Appendix-D). Hence, detailed analysis on why some of the ensemble members
show this pattern is discussed later in this chapter.
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4.6.3

Geopotential height response at 30hPa

The climatological means of geopotential heights used in the calculation of the anomalies
are shown in the Appendix-E. The ﬁgure E.1 (a) - (e) follows the similar convention as ﬁgure
C.1 (a) - (e). Here, the diﬀerence between the geopotential height mean climatology generated with climatological SST as boundary conditions diﬀer with the other climatologies.
The polar vortex looks similar for all the cases and agrees well with observations (ﬁgure
4.6). The geopotential height reaches a low at the poles to about 22*103 gpm and reaches
a maximum at the tropics to about 23*103 gpm.
In the two winters following the major eruptions, the observed surface pattern is hypothesized as a characteristic of the anomalously positive AO index (Thompson and Wallace
[1998]; Baldwin and Dunkerton [1999]). Figures 4.20 (a) - (r) shows the 30 hPa geopotential
height anomaly as a representative of the strength of the polar vortex for all the forcing
experiments considered here. In both winters, the aerosol response simulated under climatological SST as boundary conditions (ﬁgures 4.20 (a) & (b)) does not capture the magnitude
and spatial pattern of the polar vortex (refer ﬁgure 4.15). However, under observed SST as
boundary conditions (ﬁg. 4.20 (c) & (d)), the aerosol response shows an anomalously strong
stratospheric polar vortex in the second winter that is consistent with the observations, but
the anomaly is weaker and not statistically signiﬁcant. The geopotential height anomaly
reaches -100 m.
The ENSO eﬀect on the winter circulation is shown in ﬁgures 4.20 (g) & (h). A dipole
structure is seen with above normal geopotential height anomalies over northern N. America
and Russia and below normal anomalies over northern Atlantic and Europe during the ﬁrst
winter, whereas in the second winter, the dipole is shifted clockwise, with above normal
anomalies over the poles and Russia and below normal geopotential heights over northern
Atlantic. During a warm ENSO, enhanced wave propagation in boreal winter disturbs the
polar vortex (Sassi et al. [2004]; Manzini et al. [2006]).
In the westerly phase of QBO the polar vortex is expected to be anomalously strong and
in the easterly phase anomalously weak (Holton and Tan [1980]; Holton and Tan [1982])
in the absence of the aerosol eﬀects. This is evident in the QBO experiment, where QBO
is the only source of variability (ﬁg. 4.20 (i) & (j)). Figure 4.20 (j) shows that the geopotential height anomalies at high latitudes is lower reaching a minimum value -140 m and is
surrounded by above normal anomalies in the second winter when QBO is in its westerly
phase.
The combined eﬀects of ENSO and QBO (OQ) do not simulate a strong vortex in neither of the two winters. This is because, during the ﬁrst winter, neither ENSO nor the
easterly phase of QBO favors an anomalously strong polar vortex. But, during the second
winter, with the ENSO eﬀects relatively weak and with QBO in its westerly shear, the
model still cannot produce a strong polar vortex, reﬂecting the non-linearity in the way
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QBO modulates the circulation. Figures 4.20 (k) & (l) show a dipole structure with low
values over Europe, Russia and northern Atlantic and high values over Canada in the ﬁrst
winter and the opposite is observed in the second winter.
The polar vortex is disturbed in the combined aerosol and ocean responses in both
winters. The same is seen in the combined aerosol and QBO response in the ﬁrst winter.
However, in the second winter of AQ response, the polar vortex is more stable. This may be
because, the westerly shear of the QBO favors a polar vortex with values reaching as low as
220 m. With all the eﬀects included, the model simulates the deepening of the geopotential
height anomaly in the second winter, though the magnitudes are relatively weak (around
-100m). This pattern is more or less similar to the geopotential height anomaly observed
during the second winter following Agung eruption. It should be noted that the polar vortex was much weaker after the ﬁrst winter following Mt. Pinatubo eruption. This study
suggests that there is signiﬁcant non-linearity between aerosol and QBO eﬀects and the
strengthening of the polar vortex is more eﬀective when the QBO is in the westerly phase.

4.6.4

Zonal mean zonal wind anomalies

As mentioned before, deeper polar vortices imply strengthening of the westerly winds. Detailed analysis of observed zonal mean zonal wind anomalies show strong westerly winds in
high latitudes, extending down to the troposphere in all the winters except for the winters
of 1991/92 and 1964/65. Here, the ability of the model to simulate this anomalously strong
westerlies in the NH high latitudes is assessed in the experiments. The vertical proﬁles
of the ensemble mean zonal mean zonal wind anomalies for the two winters following Mt.
Pinatubo are analyzed for all the forcing experiments and is shown in Appendix-F, ﬁgures
F.1 (a)-(r). The shading in the ﬁgures corresponds to the level of signiﬁcance. Areas with
signiﬁcance level above 95% are heavily shaded and above 90%, lightly shaded.
The simulated zonal mean zonal wind anomalies with diﬀerent boundary conditions in
Aer1, Aer2 and Aer3 for the two winters are presented in ﬁgures F.1 (a)-(f). It is seen
that the aerosol response cannot produce anomalously strong westerly winds in the winters
in the high latitudes. The individual aerosol forcing simulates weak easterly winds in the
upper stratosphere in ﬁgures F.1 (a + b +d), whereas the easterly winds extend down to
the troposphere in ﬁgures F.1 (c + e + f). Strong easterly winds are observed of magnitude
up to 8 m/s is observed during the ﬁrst winter in Aer3.
Ocean-related zonal mean zonal wind anomalies also exhibit strong easterlies in the upper stratosphere, but, weak westerlies prevail in the lower stratosphere in the high latitudes
in the ﬁrst winter. However, the winds are easterly throughout the atmospheric layer during
the second winter.
The diﬀerences in the tropical stratosphere in Aer1, Aer2, Aer3 and ocean forcing experiments in comparison with the observations (ﬁg. 4.16) is due to absence of QBO.
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The QBO-related individual response show strengthening of the westerly winds in the
high latitudes as in ﬁgure F.1(j) during the second winter when QBO is in its westerly
phase and weak easterlies during the easterly QBO phase, again, supporting the studies by
Holton and Tan [1980]. Moreover, the strengthening of the westerly winds associated with
the westerly QBO phase (ﬁgure F.1 (l)+(p)+(r) in 91/92) is also evident in the combined
responses of OQ, AQ and AOQ and strong easterlies, during the second winter. Though
the QBO-related easterly anomalies are much weaker in the easterly QBO phase following
the ﬁrst winter after the eruption, the combined responses with ENSO eﬀects as in OQ, AO
and AOQ exhibit stronger easterlies in the high latitudes (ﬁgure F.1 (k)+(m)+(q)).

4.6.5

Zonal mean temperature anomalies

The vertical proﬁles of zonal mean temperature anomalies are analyzed for the ensemble
means of the diﬀerent forcing experiments and is shown in the Appendix-G, ﬁgure G.1 (a)(r) for the two winters following Mt. Pinatubo eruption. As explained in the introductory
section of this chapter, the anomalously strong westerly winds are thought to be a result
of the strong temperature gradient in the lower stratosphere between the tropics and the
high latitudes in winter (e.g. Graf et al. [1994]; Kodera [1994]). However, the analysis of
the six volcanic winters show that this meridional temperature gradient after the Pinatubo
winters was relatively weak (during the ﬁrst winter, in particular) compared to the other
volcanic winters and this pattern is highly variable from winter to winter and spatially. A
dipole structure is observed in the meridional plane with a center of strong cooling in the
polar lower stratosphere and a relatively weak center of warming in the tropical-subtropical
stratosphere.
The forcing experiments carried out here simulate this warming in the lower stratosphere associated with the volcanic aerosol loading in the tropics in both the winters in the
individual responses such as, Aer1, Aer2 and Aer3 (ﬁgure G.1 (a) - (f)) and in the combined
responses such as, AO, AQ and AOQ (ﬁgure G.1 (m) - (r)). However, the anomalously cold
temperatures in the high latitudes is not simulated by any of the cases here.
The ocean-related zonal mean temperature anomalies are relatively weak during the
second winter, but, warm anomalies in the subtropics and cold anomalies in the tropics are
observed in the lower stratosphere in consistent with the studies by Manzini et al. [2006]
and Sassi et al. [2004].
The QBO related temperature anomalies attempt to simulate the anomalously cold temperature over the high latitudes during the second winter as can be seen in ﬁgure G.1 (j).
However, the magnitude is much weaker compared to the observations. These high latitude
cold anomalies are seen in the combined responses with QBO in OQ, AQ and AOQ (ﬁgure
G.1 (l) + (p) + (r) respectively) during the second winter when the westerly phase of QBO
prevails.
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The meridional temperature gradient is weakly simulated in the combined AQ and AOQ
responses during the second winter where the aerosol forcing produce warm temperature
anomalies over the tropics and the westerly phase of QBO results in the cold temperature
anomalies in the high latitudes. This relatively weak meridional temperature gradient produces strong westerly wind anomalies as described in the previous section.
The ensemble mean picture of the individual and combined responses in 30 hPa geopotential ﬁelds and surface temperature for NH winter could not reproduce the observed
response. However, the observed response is simulated by some of the ensemble members.
The individual ensemble members for all the cases for the anomalies in geopotential and
surface temperature for the two winters following the eruption is shown in the Appendix-D.
It can be seen that, there are several cases when the response is simulated realistically for
the right reasons and some cases irrespective of the forcing. Some of these cases are studied
in detail to get a more vivid picture that result in the diﬀerence in the responses.
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Figure 4.18: Lower stratospheric temperature anomalies at 30 hPa (K) for (a) Aer1 (b) Aer2 (c) Aer3 (d)
ocean response (e) QBO response (f) combined ocean and QBO – OQ (g) combined aerosol and ocean – AO
(h) combined aerosol and QBO – AQ (i) combined aerosol, ocean and QBO – AOQ (j) ERA-40.
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Figure 4.19: 2m temperature anomalies (K) for Aer1 (a & b); Aer2 (c & d); Aer3 (e & f); ocean response
(g & h); qbo response (i & j); combined ocean and qbo (OQ) (k & l); combined aerosol and ocean (AO) (m
& n); combined aerosol and QBO (AQ) (o & p); combined aerosol, ocean and QBO (AOQ) (q & r); for DJF
1991/92 (left column) and DJF 1992/93 (right column).
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Figure 4.20: Geopotential height anomalies at 30 hPa (m) for Aer1 (a & b); Aer2 (c & d); Aer3 (e &
f); ocean response (g & h); qbo response (i & j); combined ocean and qbo (OQ) (k & l); combined aerosol
and ocean (AO) (m & n); combined aerosol and QBO (AQ) (o & p); combined aerosol, ocean and QBO
(AOQ) (q & r); for DJF 1991/92 (left column) and DJF 1992/93 (right column). Heavily shaded areas are
signiﬁcant at 99% level, lightly shaded at 90% signiﬁcance level.
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4.7
4.7.1

Analysis of planetary wave propagation in NH winter
Introduction

In this section, the dynamical inﬂuence of the Pinatubo eruption on the climate system is
discussed. As mentioned before, for two winters following explosive type volcanic eruptions,
the so-called ”volcanic winter pattern” is observed in the surface temperature anomalies.
There are many interpretations or speculations to this dynamical response. The interpretation is such that the meridional temperature gradient between low and high latitudes in
the stratosphere would lead to the strengthening of westerlies in winter and these strong
westerlies prevent the planetary waves from penetrating high into the stratosphere and their
reﬂection back to the troposphere creates such a pattern at the surface (Graf [1992]; Graf
et al. [1993]; Kodera [1994]). Recently, Graf et al. [2007] showed from observations that
there is, instead, more planetary wave propagating in to the higher altitudes. The previous
sections of this chapter address the simulation of this dynamical response. The simulated
geopotential height anomalies and the surface temperature anomalies could not realistically
display the observed response, even though some of the members of the forcing experiments
did simulate the response realistically. Here, in this section analysis is carried out to try to
explain why some of the ensemble members show this pattern, while others do not.
Planetary waves are generated by topography and diabatic heating in the troposphere
and they have zonal wavelengths of the scale of the earth’s radius. Planetary waves can induce forcing on the mean ﬂow. The E-P 2 ﬂux and its divergence (Eliassen and Palm [1961];
Andrews et al. [1987]) that represent the wave activities and eddy forcing respectively are
used to analyze the planetary wave propagation and this diagnostic has been adopted in
many previous studies (e.g. Chen and Robinson [1991]; Chen et al. [2002]; Christiansen
[2003]; Hitoshi and Hirooka [2004]). Here, the quasi-geostrophic version of E-P ﬂux is used
to study the planetary wave mean ﬂow interaction in the troposphere and stratosphere in
NH winter. The equations used are shown in the Appendix-H. Basically, the E-P ﬂux has
two components. One is the meridional E-P ﬂux component that corresponds to eddy momentum ﬂux and the other is the vertical E-P ﬂux component that corresponds to the eddy
heat ﬂux. Convergence (or negative divergence) of the E-P ﬂux implies that zonal easterly
forcing is induced by waves on the mean ﬂow that leads to the deceleration of the westerly
winds.
Variations in the strength of the polar vortex are mainly caused by the interaction of
the upward propagating planetary waves from the troposphere with the mean ﬂow in the
stratosphere (Matsuno [1970]). However, several external forcings, such as volcanic eruptions, QBO phases, anthropogenic emissions (e.g. Holton and Tan [1980]; Grant et al.
[1994]; Perlwitz and Graf [1995]; Baldwin et al. [2001]) can also inﬂuence the strength of
2
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the polar vortex. But, the interaction between the background zonal ﬂow which inﬂuences
the wave propagation and the waves which change the ﬂow where they dissipate, is complex.
Here, we chose four ensemble members to understand how the planetary wave propagation
diﬀers from one another.

4.7.2

Selected ensemble members

The 30 hPa geopotential height anomalies and the corresponding volcanic winter patterns
are shown respectively in the ﬁgures 4.21 and 4.22 for the ﬁrst winters of the ensemble
members, ens5 and ens7 and the second winters of ens1 and ens6 following the Pinatubo
eruption. These ensemble member anomalies are taken from the AOQ experiment calculated
with respect to the climatology of the Cc (control run with climatological SST as boundary
conditions) experiment.
These cases are chosen such that for,
→ ens1 (1992/93): the polar vortex is anomalously strong and a clear volcanic winter
pattern is seen at the surface (hereafter referred to as ens1-PW).
→ ens5 (1991/92): the polar vortex is warm and unstable and no signal of a volcanic winter
pattern at the surface (hereafter referred to as ens5-NN).
→ ens6 (1992/93): the polar vortex is anomalously strong, but, could not produce a volcanic
winter pattern at the surface (hereafter referred to as ens6-P) and
→ ens7 (1991/92): the polar vortex is weak as in ens5, but, produces a signiﬁcant volcanic
winter pattern at the surface (hereafter referred to as ens7-W).

Figure 4.21: DJF averaged geopotential height anomalies (m) of the ensemble members selected from the
AOQ runs.
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Figure 4.22: DJF averaged surface temperature anomalies (K) of the ensemble members selected from
the AOQ runs.

4.7.3

Discussion

The diﬀerences of the zonal mean zonal wind (U) and the zonal mean temperature of these
cases from the climatological mean of the control run (Cc ) are analyzed and shown in ﬁgure
4.23 and 4.24 respectively. The westerly wind anomalies during the winters after volcanic
eruptions that extend to the tropopause and weak easterlies in the tropical and extratropical troposphere can be seen in the ens1-PW and ens6-P cases and the opposite is observed
in ens5-NN and ens7-W cases where the polar vortex is weak and unstable. The U anomalies in the high latitude troposphere show westerlies in ens1-PW and ens7-W and easterlies
in ens5-NN and ens6-P. As in the case of U anomalies, clear diﬀerences are evident in the
zonal mean temperature anomalies also. There are two major centers that occur in the lower
stratosphere - one is a stronger cooling in the polar lower stratosphere and the other is relatively weaker warming in the tropical and extratropical lower stratosphere in ens1-PW and
ens6-P as discussed in section 4.4.3. This dipole means that there exists a strong anomalous meridional temperature gradient whereas this gradient is not present for ens5-NN and
ens7-W. This increased meridional temperature gradient can cause the strengthening of the
polar vortex extending down to the troposphere. This is consistent with the ens1-PW and
and ens6-P cases where strong polar vortices are displayed. It should be noted that the
zonal temperature anomalies for the cases ens1-PW and ens7-W are entirely diﬀerent, but,
the high latitude tropospheric winds are simialr. However, both exhibits the volcanic winter pattern in winter. This implies that the generation of this pattern cannot be explained
entirely and exclusively based on the strengthening of the polar vortex. In-depth analysis is
required to consider other factors such as, the NAO 3 patterns, tropospheric wind patterns
etc, but, is beyond the scope of this study.
Stronger winds prevent the planetary waves to propagate into the stratosphere, leading
to a colder atmosphere in the high latitudes and then as a dynamical response, strengthen
3
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the polar vortex (eg. Graf et al. [1993]; Kodera [1994]; Graf et al. [1994]). However, a recent
study by Graf et al. [2007] shows that during the winters after volcanic eruptions there is,
instead, more planetary wave propagation from the troposphere to the stratosphere and at
the same time the polar vortex is strong and stable. Here, the cross-sections of E-P ﬂux and
its divergence which represent the planetary wave activities and wave momentum forcing on
the mean ﬂow are analyzed for these four cases. Figure 4.25 shows the E-P ﬂux and divergence of stationary planetary waves of the ﬁrst three zonal wave numbers (ZWN1+2+3) for
the cases selected above. The same analysis is applied to ERA-40 data for the two winters
following Mt. Pinatubo eruption for easy comparison and is also shown in 4.25 (E-P ﬂux
and divergence of the winters of Agung and El Chichón are shown in the Appendix-I). Two
major branches of E-P ﬂux vectors are seen in all the ensemble members - vertical E-P ﬂux
indicating meridional heat ﬂux into the sub polar stratosphere and momentum ﬂux into the
sub tropical upper troposphere and this is similar to the wave activity computed from observations. This means that in NH winter, the poleward eddy heat ﬂux is dominant between
troposphere and lower and mid stratosphere and eddy momentum ﬂux is dominant over the
subtropical upper troposphere. Relatively weaker vertical wave activity ﬂux is evident in
ens1-PW compared to the other cases. Ens1-PW and ens7-W have stronger wave activity
ﬂux in to the subtropics compared to the other cases. ens6-P shows wave reﬂection from
the polar stratosphere down to the high latitude upper troposphere. It has to be noted that
there is an increase in vertical wave activity between 10 and 2 hPa in 1991/92 and 1992/93
in ERA-40 analysis and this feature is not captured by any of the ensemble cases considered
here.
Two major convergence zones are evident in the analysis from ERA-40 (refer ﬁg. 4.25
third column) - one in the extratropical troposphere with a maxima around 45-55N and
the other in the stratosphere. The convergence zone over the extratropical troposphere is
stronger (around 5 /m/s/day) during the ﬁrst winter compared to the second (around 3
/m/s/day). The second convergence zone in the stratosphere is mostly conﬁned to the upper
stratosphere, but, extends to the lower stratosphere in the extratropics. These two centers
of convergence are well represented by the four cases with some minor diﬀerences. The convergence zone in the extratropical troposphere is over-estimated in ens6-P case compared
to the other cases. The center of maxima in the extratropical troposphere is realistically
simulated in ens5-NN and ens7-W, but, is slightly shifted to around 55-65N in ens1-PW
and ens6-P cases. During the winters of 1991/92 for the cases ens5-NN and ens7-W, the
stratospheric convergence zone in the lower and upper levels is realistically simulated when
compared to the 1991/92 analysis from ERA-40, but the amplitude is much weaker. ERA40 show a region of strong divergence beyond 60N and between 20 and 5 hPa in the upper
stratosphere. This may be because of increased horizontal diﬀusion in the upper levels of
ERA-40. If horizontal diﬀusion is increased, waves are damped stronger and is diagnosed
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as divergence of E-P ﬂux. It would be interesting to see whether the horizontal diﬀusion
in ERA-40 is changing above 10 hPa. This is much stronger in the ﬁrst winter than in the
second winter following the eruption in ERA-40. This region of divergence, which means
more zonal westerly forcing on the mean ﬂow, is also observed in the upper stratosphere
between 60N and 70N in ens1-PW, whereas this is much stronger and extends down to the
lower stratosphere in high latitudes in ens6-P. Hence, there are only minor diﬀerences in the
pattern of E-P ﬂux vertical and meridional components. In order to investigate this further,
the magnitude of the vertical wave activity is analyzed as this is the most important term
through which the troposphere modulates the stratosphere and vice versa.
The vertical component of the E-P ﬂux (hereafter referred to as Fz) of ZWN1+2+3 at
two diﬀerent levels: 200 hPa and 20 hPa is analyzed. The meridional proﬁles of the vertical
component of ZWN1+2+3 related E-P ﬂux (kg/s2 ) are shown for ens1-PW (green), ens5NN (blue), ens6-P (red), ens7-W (yellow) and also for the climatological mean unperturbed
run (black) in ﬁgure 4.26. The ﬁgure also presents the standard deviation of the Fz of the
unperturbed mean (shown as the black line with unﬁlled circles). The maximum vertical
E-P ﬂux in 200 hPa is seen between 45N and 55N and is between 120,000 and 140,000 kg/s2
for most of the cases except for ens1-PW, where we actually get both a volcanic winter
pattern at the surface and a stronger polar vortex. Comparing these values with the climatology (Max. Fz = 90,000 kg/s2 at 200hPa), it can be seen that there is more or slightly
less vertical wave activity during volcanically disturbed winters. Ens6-P shows downward
eddy heat ﬂux beyond 60N which could mean that there is reﬂection of the waves and this
could in turn lead to the surface volcanic winter pattern, but in this case, the model could
not reproduce the observed pattern. The maxima for the vertical component of E-P ﬂux at
20 hPa is more shifted to the higher latitudes between 60N and 65N and here, too, there is
more or slightly less vertical wave activity ﬂux in the runs perturbed with volcanic forcing.
This supports the study by Graf et al. [2007] that more eddy heat ﬂux penetrates into the
higher altitudes during volcanic winters, but, it has to be noted that this is seen for most of
the cases considered here irrespective of whether they produce a volcanic winter pattern or
not. The maxima of the standard deviation of vertical wave activity ﬂux of the unperturbed
run is close to 30,000 kg/s2 at 200 hPa and around 15,000 kg/s2 at 20 hPa.
In order to understand if the simulated Fz values for these cases agree with the observations, the Fz component at 200 hPa and 20 hPa is analyzed for all the volcanic winters
following the three major volcanic eruptions discussed in the beginning of this chapter. For
comparison purposes, the same analysis is applied to the long term climatological mean
from ERA-40 data calculated from all the 43 years from 1958. These values are shown in
ﬁg. 4.27. It can be seen that for the winters of 1992/93, 1963/64 and 1964/65, the vertical
wave activity ﬂux at 200 hPa and 20 hPa is nearly equal or less than the climatological mean
in comparison with other volcanic winters. There is a clear signal of the volcanic winter
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pattern at the surface and the polar vortex is stronger too for the winter of 1992/93, but
for the two winters following Agung, the vortex was stronger and the dynamical response
is much weaker in the second winter than the ﬁrst. Stronger vertical wave activity ﬂux is
 o was present.
seen for the winters of 1991/92, 1982/83 and 1983/84 when a strong El Nin
 o years accompanied by volcanic eruptions there is
This is an indication that during El Nin
more vertical wave activity compared to those volcanic winters that occurred during a non
 o period. This explains why in the model simulations, there is a relatively weaker Fz
El Nin
 o cases) compared to ens1-NN and ens7-W
component in ens1-PW and ens6-P (non El Nin
 o cases). The values of Fz during volcanic winters in conjunction with an El Nin
o
(El Nin
lies between 180,000 and 240,000 kg/s2 at 200 hPa and between 60,000 and 70,000 kg/s2 at
20 hPa. Apart from this, there is strong downward wave activity beyond 65N at 200 hPa
and this, as explained earlier may be a representation of wave reﬂection. As can be seen
there are diﬀerences in the responses between the individual winters of volcanic eruptions.
Although there is a good agreement in the main features of the vertical wave activity
 o and non
component (such as the location of maximum Fz, diﬀerentiation between El Nin
 o cases, more Fz compared to the mean in volcanic winters) between model simulaEl Nin
tions and observations, major discrepancies exist in the magnitude of Fz. The magnitude
of the Fz component in the simulations is much lower than in ERA-40. To understand the
reasons for this discrepancy, ﬁrst, the Fz values in the model climatology is examined and
comparisons with ERA-40 climatology is discussed in the next section.

4.7.4

Intercomparison of model (ECHAM5.4) and ERA-40 climatologies
of vertical wave activity ﬂux, Fz

A comparison of the vertical wave activity ﬂux is made between the long term climatological monthly means from observations (ERA-40) and model simulations to see whether
the model simulates the planetary wave propagation reasonably well. This is shown in
4.28. Since the monthly means are used for this analysis, the transient waves are ﬁltered
out and the stationary waves remain. The maximum value of Fz component at 200 hPa
and 20 hPa calculated from ERA-40 data is 178,300 kg/s2 at 50N and 51,300 kg/s2 at
o
62.5N respectively. The simulated values without the eﬀects of volcanic forcing, El Nin
2
2
and QBO are 93,300 kg/s at 48N and 33,400 kg/s at 62.5N respectively. If the ensemble
mean of the unperturbed runs including the observed SSTs and the right QBO phases in
the calculation of Fz, the maximum values are 110,000 kg/s2 at 48 N and 42,000 kg/s2 at
62.5 N at 200 hPa and 20 hPa respectively. Hence, there is relatively more vertical wave
activity ﬂux when the observed SSTs and the right shear of QBO are included. Though
the latitude of maximum Fz is simulated reasonably well in model simulations at the levels
considered here, the magnitude of the vertical wave activity ﬂux is about 48% less in the
model at 200 hPa and about 35% less at 20 hPa compared to ERA-40. This means that
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48% less planetary stationary waves generated in the troposphere reaches the stratosphere
and hence, can transfer much less eddy heat ﬂuxes to the stratosphere.
Further, the E-P ﬂux analysis is applied to the 6-hourly model and ERA-40 data so that
both the stationary and transient waves are included. The Fz component at 20 hPa and 200
hPa for both model and ERA-40 data is shown in 4.29. At 20 hPa, the maxima in Fz diﬀers
by 33%, where the model Fz values are still less than the ERA-40. However, at 200 hPa,
the diﬀerence in the Fz values are comparatively lower (20%). It should be noted that the
percentage diﬀerence at 20 hPa remains more or less the same even when both stationary
and transient waves are considered. But, at 200 hPa, the diﬀerence between observations
and model data is reduced considerably. This may be due to the fact that the transient
waves are overestimated in the model thus compensating the total vertical wave activity
ﬂux. However, it has to be noted that at 200 hPa, there are diﬀerences beyond 40 N. This
may be because the subtropical jet is stronger in the model, thereby creating a wave guide,
preventing the propagation of the waves from the tropics to higher latitudes.
The vertical component of E-P ﬂux is also analyzed for the stationary waves for zonal
wave numbers (ZWN), ZWN-1, ZWN-2 and ZWN-3 to understand which wave contributes
most to this discrepancy. This is shown for both model and ERA-40 climatology at 20 hPa
and 200 hPa in ﬁgures 4.30 and 4.31 respectively. It is seen that the ﬁrst two wave numbers
contribute most to eddy heat ﬂux transfer to high altitudes at 20 hPa, whereas, all the three
wave numbers contribute, at 200 hPa. At 20 hPa, ZWN-1 and ZWN-2 contributes to 63%
and 37% respectively to the total diﬀerence between the model and observed climatological
values of Fz. At 200 hPa, the percentages are 28%, 49% and 20% for ZWN-1, ZWN-2 and
ZWN-3 respectively. As can be seen, all the waves contribute equally to the discrepancy
in Fz values between model and observed climatology. However, at 200 hPa, ZWN-2 contributes more and at 20 hPa, ZWN-1 contributes more than the other zonal wave numbers.
Moreover, negative values of Fz means the wave is reﬂected at this level. This can be seen
in the Fz at 200 hPa in ZWN-2 and ZWN-3 in ERA40 around 70N. The model climatology
estimates more wave reﬂection in ZWN-1 than ERA40 and comparatively less in ZWN-2.
Hence, the previous paragraphs describe the inconsistency in the planetary wave propagation characteristics in the model climatology in comparison with the ERA40 climatology.
This is an important point which might be a reason behind the poor simulation of the
dynamical response. This would improve the coupling between the stratosphere and the
troposphere coupling. An in-depth analysis is required to understand the reasons behind
this disparity. But, this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 4.23: Zonal mean zonal wind (m/s) anomalies for the selected cases averaged over the DJF months.

Figure 4.24: Zonal mean temperature (K) anomalies for the selected cases averaged over the DJF months.
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Figure 4.25: E-P ﬂux and divergence for stationary planetary waves in DJF of the selected cases - ens1PW, ens5-NN, ens6-P, ens7-W and from ERA-40 for the winters of 1991/92 and 1992/93 for ZWN1+2+3.
Divergence contour interval is 1 m/s/day. The unit of the vector is kg/s2 .
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Figure 4.26: Meridional proﬁles of the vertical component of stationary planetary waves for ZWN1+2+3
related E-P ﬂux (kg/s2 ) across (a) 20 hPa and (b) 200 hPa for four selected ensemble members - ens1-PW
in green; ens5-NN in dark blue; ens6-P in red; ens7-W in yellow and climatological mean from Cc run in
black. The standard deviation of the Cc run is shown as the dashed line.

Figure 4.27: Meridional proﬁles of the vertical component of of stationary planetary waves for ZWN1+2+3
related E-P ﬂux (kg/s2 ) across (a) 20 hPa and (b) 200 hPa in the six winters following the volcanic eruptions
from ERA-40. The winters of 1991/92 in green; 1992/93 in dark blue; 1982/83 in red; 1983/84 in yellow;
1963/64 in light blue; 1964/65 in grey and the long term mean climatology in black.

Figure 4.28: Meridional proﬁles of vertical component of of stationary planetary waves for ZWN-1to10

related E-P ﬂux (kg/s2 ) across (a) 20 hPa and (b) 200 hPa calculated for model climatology and ERA40
climatology
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Figure 4.29: Meridional proﬁles of vertical component of the full wave ﬁelds (both stationary and transient)

related E-P ﬂux (kg/s2 ) across (a) 20 hPa and (b) 200 hPa calculated for model climatology and ERA40
climatology

Figure 4.30: Meridional proﬁles of vertical component of stationary planetary wave related E-P ﬂux
(kg/s2 ) across 20 hPa for (a) ZWN-1 (b) ZWN-2 and (c) ZWN-3 calculated for model climatology and
ERA40 climatology
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Figure 4.31: Meridional proﬁles of vertical component of stationary planetary wave related E-P ﬂux
(kg/s2 ) across 200 hPa for (a) ZWN-1 (b) ZWN-2 and (c) ZWN-3 calculated for model climatology and
ERA40 climatology
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4.8

Summary

In this chapter, the generalized climatic response to Mt. Pinatubo eruption is investigated.
The response of the tropospheric and stratospheric circulation to individual and combined
factors such as volcanic forcing, varying SST boundary conditions and diﬀerent states of
QBO are assessed. This study is important as it provides insights on how the climate
responds to the volcanic forcing when either one or more of the boundary conditions are
included.
The ﬁrst part of this chapter deals with the observed climate impacts of three major
volcanic eruptions, namely, Agung (1963), El Chichón (1982) and Mt. Pinatubo (1991) and
how the impacts vary from eruption to eruption. To understand the signiﬁcance of the observed response, the natural variability of the climate system is also addressed. Signiﬁcant
warming up to 4 K is observed in the lower stratosphere for the three eruptions depending
up on the dispersal of the sulfate aerosols which in turn depends on the QBO phase and
on the amount of ozone loss. One of the prominent impacts is the dynamical response
manifested as ”volcanic winter pattern” observed for two winters after the volcanic eruptions. Based on the arguments given in section 4.4.3, ”volcanic winter pattern” hereafter is
referred to as the warming over Northern and eastern Europe and Siberia and cooling over
Greenland and Middle east and is re-deﬁned as ”volcanic winter pattern”. This pattern is
highly variable from winter to winter and from eruption to eruption. The volcanic winter
pattern is mostly associated with the strengthening of the polar vortex. Deeper polar vortices mean strengthening of the westerly winds and this in turn is due to the strengthening
of meridional temperature gradient. The zonal mean zonal wind and temperature anomalies and the associated 30 hPa geopotential height anomalies for the three eruptions exhibit
variations in magnitude and pattern.
To evaluate how well the model simulates these observed impacts, ensembles of perturbed and unperturbed runs are carried out with diﬀerent boundary conditions and the
diﬀerences between the several combinations of perturbed and unperturbed runs give the
 o and QBO eﬀects. For
individual and combined responses due to volcanic forcing, El Nin
example, Aer1, Aer2 and Aer3 gives the pure aerosol response under diﬀerent boundary
conditions. Hence, Aer1 is the aerosol response under climatological SST as boundary conditions, Aer2 under observed SST as boundary conditions and Aer3 under both observed
SST and QBO. The individual responses of QBO and SST is also investigated. The other
responses discussed in this chapter are 1. combined aerosol and SST response (AO), 2. combined aerosol and QBO response (AQ) and 3. combined aerosol, SST and QBO response
(AOQ). So, the ensemble mean diﬀerences gives an idea on how diﬀerent the responses
 o was not present or if only the volcanic forcing exists, which otherwise,
would be if El Nin
would have been possible to estimate without these sets of experiments.
The ensemble mean lower stratospheric temperature response is simulated realistically
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 o and QBO eﬀects are included. Moreover, the
when all the known factors such as El Nin
combined response are seen to be linear in the tropics. For example, the lower stratospheric
temperature response in AOQ is the sum of the aerosol related response, ocean response
and the QBO response. The individual and the combined forcings for two winters following the eruption could not reproduce the warming over northern and eastern Europe and
Siberia and the cooling over Middle east and Greenland, though this pattern was simulated
by 30% of the ensemble members. One of the possible reasons could be that the model
has insuﬃcient vertical resolution in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere to resolve the interactions between troposphere and stratosphere. Another reason would be that
zonally averaged volcanic forcing and volcanically induced ozone anomalies are used in the
model simulations. The omission of the zonal asymmetric component of volcanic forcing
and ozone forcing may produce diﬀerences in the response. It is shown that the zonally
asymmetric component of ozone has an eﬀect on the stratospheric temperature and planetary wave propagation (Gabriel et al. [2007]). This surface pattern is hypothesized as a
characteristic of anomalously positive AO index. The magnitude and strength of the polar
vortex is more or less captured in the second winter by the individual aerosol response with
observed SST as boundary conditions. However, the polar vortex is shifter over Russia and
Siberia during the second winter when observed SST + QBO are prescribed as boundary
conditions. The QBO-related 30 hPa geopotential height anomalies tries to simulate the
polar vortex realistically in the westerly QBO phase and the vortex is weaker and warm in
the easterly phase of QBO. This is in agreement with the studies by Holton and Tan [1980].
Similar characteristic is observed in the combined responses of (aerosol+QBO) forcing and
(aerosol+ocean+QBO) forcing.
There are several ensemble members where the response is simulated realistically and
in some cases, they did not. Hence, the second part of this chapter addresses the reasons
selecting four ensemble members as a case study.
The stationary planetary wave propagation is analyzed for selected ensemble member
cases and for the 6 volcanic winters from ERA-40 data. For this, E-P ﬂux analysis is diagnosed for both the observations and simulations. Four cases are selected in a way that
the ”volcanic winter pattern (W)” at the surface and polar vortex (P) are simulated or not.
Of the cases that exhibit a stable polar vortex, ens1-PW and ens6-P, ens1-PW exhibits the
volcanic winter pattern at the surface. ens5-NN does not reproduce the surface pattern
whereas ens7-W does without a strong polar vortex. The observed E-P ﬂux of 1991/92
and 1992/93 shows two centers of convergence one in the extratropical troposphere and the
other in the stratosphere and this is simulated realistically by all the four cases selected
here, irrespective of whether they exhibit the volcanic winter pattern or not. However, the
center of divergence between 60N and 80N and between 10 and 5 hPa is not simulated.
All the cases selected here also try to simulate realistically the eddy heat ﬂux in the mid-
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latitude stratosphere and the horizontal momentum ﬂux to subtropical troposphere. One
notable diﬀerence is that the increase in vertical wave activity between 5 and 2 hPa is not
simulated by any of the cases. To be more speciﬁc, the vertical wave activity ﬂux at 200
hPa and 20 hPa is investigated. There is relatively more vertical eddy ﬂux component
 o winters (ens5-NN and ens7-W) compared to the non El Nin
 o winters
during the El Nin
(ens1-PW and ens6-P). This is consistent with the observations and earlier studies (Calvo
et al. [2004]; Manzini et al. [2006]) where there is more vertical wave activity ﬂux during
 o events than the volcanic winters without El Nin
 o events. The
volcanic winters with El Nin
model simulates the location of maximum vertical eddy ﬂux realistically at 200 hPa and 20
hPa. However, the simulated Fz values during the volcanic winters are signiﬁcantly lower
than the observations. A comparison of the climatology of vertical wave activity ﬂux for the
stationary waves from observations and model simulations show that Fz is two times less in
the model climatology than the observations. However, E-P ﬂux analysis on the full wave
ﬁeld that comprises of both stationary and transient waves do not show a large diﬀerence
between model climatology and ERA-40 climatology. This would mean that the model is
over-estimating the transient waves. It should be noted that the climatology of wind and
temperature of the model compare well with ERA-40. This could be one of the reasons
of inability of the model in simulating the correct amplitude of the tropospheric anomalies
after big volcanic eruptions. Hence, it is important that the model be able to resolve the
stratosphere region realistically in order to simulate the dynamical response.
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Chapter 5

Sensitivity of the climate impact of
Mt. Pinatubo eruption to the
phase of the QBO
5.1

Introduction

The quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) in the zonal winds in equatorial lower stratosphere is
a well known mode of interannual variability. The zonally symmetric easterly and westerly wind regimes alternate regularly with a period of 20-30 months. The alternating wind
regimes develop in the upper stratosphere near 3 hPa and propagate downward at an approximate rate of 1Km/month to the tropopause. The amplitude of the easterly phase is
stronger than the westerly phase. The easterly zonal winds can reach as high as 35-40 m/s,
whereas the westerly zonal winds reach 15-20 m/s. The broad spectrum of waves in the
tropics provide the momentum ﬂux required to drive the QBO (refer Baldwin et al. [2001]
for details). There is considerable variability of the QBO in period and amplitude.
The QBO inﬂuences the extratropical northern stratosphere. Studies have shown that
the geopotential height at high latitudes is signiﬁcantly lower during the westerly phase
of QBO than during the easterly phase (Holton and Tan [1980]; Holton and Tan [1982]).
Labitzke [1987] and Labitzke and Loon [1988] found a strong relation of the QBO signal
to the 11-year solar cycle during January and February and it was shown that during the
easterly phase, for solar maxima, there exists an intensiﬁed cold polar vortex and vice versa
for solar minima. The 30-hPa North Pole temperatures are positively correlated with the
11-year sunspot cycle during the westerly phase of the QBO while no correlation exists for
the easterly phase of the QBO directly over the North Pole. QBO also aﬀects the winter stratospheric temperatures depending on the ENSO phase (Garﬁnkel and Hartmann
[2007]), for example, our model simulations show with observed SSTs and QBO show that
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when ENSO is in its warm state, the inﬂuence of QBO is reduced. Even the height of
tropical deep convection have a strong correlation with QBO wherein the height of the
tropopause is higher than normal allowing convection to penetrate more deeper during the
easterly phase of QBO (Collimore et al. [2003]). Moreover, there is a strong relationship
between the phase of the QBO and seasonal hurricane activity in the north Atlantic basin
with more storms in the westerly QBO phase at 50 hPa (Gray [1984]; Gray et al. [1992]).
The QBO plays an important role in the distribution of chemical constituents like ozone,
water vapor and methane and aerosols (Trepte and Hitchman [1992]; Trepte et al. [1993];
Baldwin et al. [2001]). Once the aerosols reach the stratosphere, their dispersal strongly
depends on the phase of the equatorial wind. Planetary wave activity is much less in the
easterly phase of the QBO compared to the westerly phase, which means that the aerosols
are trapped in the equatorial belt during the easterly phase of QBO and are dispersed during the westerly phase (Trepte et al. [1993]).
The easterly and westerly phases of the QBO have diﬀerent eﬀects on the stratospheric
extratropical circulation. Here, the sensitivity of the eﬀect of large volcanic eruptions on
the high latitude circulation to the QBO phase is evaluated. Mt. Pinatubo erupted on June
15, 1991 during the easterly phase of the QBO at 30 hPa and the change to the westerly
phase took place in Aug 1992 at 30 hPa and remained in the same phase till May 1993.
It would be interesting to understand the climate impact of Mt Pinatubo eruption if it
had erupted during the opposite phase. Here, in this study, a sensitivity analysis is carried
out to explain if there is any systematic diﬀerence of the eﬀect of the QBO phase on the
response of the extratropical circulation to the Mt. Pinatubo eruption. As explained in
chapter 2, most GCMs are not able to simulate a spontaneous QBO. But, in the recent
years, attempts have been made to include the QBO forcing in GCMs either by assimilating the zonal winds at Singapore to the model winds or by considering a suﬃcient spatial
resolution, a realistic simulation of tropical convection and the consideration of the eﬀects
of gravity waves (Hamilton [1998]; Bruhwiler and Hamilton [1999]; Giorgetta et al. [2002];
Stenchikov et al. [2004]; Giorgetta et al. [2006]). For this study, the middle atmosphere version of ECHAM5 is modiﬁed to include the QBO forcing by nudging the zonal mean zonal
winds in the tropics towards the prevailing zonal wind observations at Singapore following
Giorgetta and Bengtsson [1999].
The individual and combined responses with QBO in the opposite phase are discussed in
detail in the following sections. The responses in the observed phase are already discussed
in the previous chapter, but, are shown here for quick comparison.
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5.2

Experimental setup

The setup for the runs including the QBO is discussed in detail in chapter 2 (section 2.4)
and the same procedure is followed for the computation of the ensemble members of both
perturbed and unperturbed runs with the opposite QBO phase. Ten 2-year runs are carried
out with Pinatubo aerosol perturbation and without the aerosol perturbation after a 17
month spinup. The opposite QBO phase is prescribed along with observed SST and sea ice
as boundary conditions for both the perturbed and unperturbed runs. Here, easterly winds
are denoted by negative values and westerly winds, by positive values.
As mentioned before, there is signiﬁcant variability of the QBO in period and amplitude.
To extract the QBO-related zonal winds that are exactly opposite of that occurred during
Pinatubo eruption, the correlation co-eﬃcient is calculated between the 50 hPa zonal mean
zonal winds at Singapore for the years 1953-2004 and the 50 hPa zonal winds of 1991/93.
The time period of maximum negative correlation co-eﬃcient is chosen as the opposite
QBO phase (hereafter referred to as QBO) and in this case, the best anti-correlated years
are from June 1975 - May 1977. The zonal mean zonal winds averaged over 5N-5S from
observations for the period June 1991 - May 1993 and for the period June 1975 - May 1977
are presented in ﬁgure 5.1. It can be seen that the amplitudes of the westerly and easterly
winds are comparable in both these cases. The phase change at 30 hPa takes place in month
14 after June 1991 (around August 1992) and in QBO, this phase change occurs in month
11 after June 1975 (around mid May 1976). It can be seen that the zonal winds of opposite
sign for the period 1991/93 are well represented by the period 1975/77. Since each of the
QBO cycles are unique, this is the best correlation possible.

Figure 5.1: Zonally averaged observed zonal winds (m/s) at Singapore for (a) June 1991 - May 1993 and
(b) June 1975 - May 1977. Negative values are shaded in colors of blue and are easterlies and the positive
values are shaded in colors of yellow and are the westerlies. The contour intervals are 5 m/s.
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The model is run with the winds of these two periods and the simulated winds for
the same are shown in ﬁgure 5.2. These runs are made with observed SST conditions
and volcanically induced ozone anomalies. Although there are very slight diﬀerences in
the magnitude and pattern, the model simulated winds seem to agree in general with the
observed winds (slight underestimation of the magnitude).

Figure 5.2: Simulated zonal mean zonal winds (m/s) averaged over 5N-5S for two years following Mt.
Pinatubo eruption using the wind observations at Singapore from (a) June 1991 - May 1993 and (b) June
1975 - May 1977.

5.3

Pure QBO and QBO responses

The individual QBO (QBO) response is calculated as a diﬀerence between the unperturbed
combined ocean+QBO run (combined ocean+QBO run) and the unperturbed run with
observed SST as boundary conditions. The following subsections describe the diﬀerences in
high latitude and low latitude responses owing to the change in QBO phases.

5.3.1

Lower stratospheric temperature response at 30 hPa

The QBO exhibits a clear signature in stratospheric temperature with pronounced signals
in tropics and extratropics (Baldwin et al. [2001]). The tropical temperature QBO is in
thermal wind balance (Andrews et al. [1987]) with the vertical shear of the zonal winds.
For QBO variations centered on the equator with meridional scale, L, the thermal wind
balance at the equator is approximated as
du
dz

=

R
H ∗β

∗

T
L2

(5.1)

where R is the gas constant, H is scale height, β is the latitudinal derivative of the Coriolis
parameter, T is temperature deviation and u is the zonal wind. This means that the vertical
shear of zonal winds is proportional to the temperature. Figure 5.3 shows the equatorial
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R
temperature anomalies at 30 hPa multiplied by H∗β∗L
2 (where L = 1500 km) denoted by the
red line and the vertical zonal wind shear in 30 - 50 hPa level, by the black line, associated
with both QBO and QBO phases. It can be seen that both the terms co-vary and the 30
hPa temperature anomalies are negative during the easterly shear of the QBO and positive
when the westerly shear is strongest.

Figure 5.3: Right hand side of the equation 5.1 (red line) and the vertical wind shear in 30 - 50 hPa level
(m/s/Km) (black line) for (a) QBO and (b) QBO.
The stratospheric temperature response at 30 hPa to the two QBO phases, namely, one
for the phase change from from easterly to westerly (QBO) and the other from westerly
to easterly (QBO) is investigated. Figure 5.4 shows the lower stratospheric temperature
response to (a) the observed QBO and (b) QBO. A cooling of about 1-2 K is observed
in the latitudinal belt from 10N-10S from June 1991 - Apr 1992 in ﬁg. 5.4 (a) and from
Jan 1992 - May 1993 in ﬁg. 5.4 (b) and warm anomalies are observed in the mid latitudes.
As mentioned in chapter 4, negative temperature anomalies are observed in the equatorial
belt associated with the easterly wind shear of the QBO and positive anomalies in the mid
latitudes. The opposite is observed during the westerly wind shear of QBO. However, the
temperature response associated with the westerly phase of the QBO in ﬁgures 5.4 (a) and
(b) is comparatively weaker. To better understand this, the zonally averaged vertical wind
shear in 30 - 50 hPa level is shown in ﬁgure 5.5. It can be seen that the easterly shear
lasts longer than the westerly shear. The westerly shear is stronger during the observed
QBO phase (ﬁg. 5.5 (a)) and is weaker during the opposite QBO phase (ﬁg. 5.5 (b)).
As the magnitude of both the shears are comparable, the weaker temperature anomalies
associated with the westerly phase of QBO cannot be justiﬁed. To investigate this further,
the climatological mean diﬀerences in temperature anomalies in the simulations with QBO
and without a QBO is analyzed. Since, the simulations carried out here are for two years,
long term climatology is not possible. Hence, the 22 year simulations carried out with
MAECHAM4 with the same QBO set up is used to calculate the climatological mean
diﬀerences (H. Punge, personal communication). This is presented in Appendix-J. The
ﬁgures J.1 (a) and (b) show the vertical temperature proﬁle diﬀerences of (with QBO) runs
minus the (without QBO) runs. It can be seen that at 30 hPa, there is a cold bias of up
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to -1.5 K. This means that the 30 hPa stratospheric temperature climatology without a
QBO is colder in the model than with a QBO. This explains why the warm temperature
anomalies observed during the westerly QBO shear are weaker.

Figure 5.4: Zonally averaged lower stratospheric temperature anomalies (K) at 30 hPa for (a) QBO in the
observed shear and (b) QBO in the opposite shear.

Figure 5.5: Zonally averaged vertical wind shear (m/s/Km) for (a) QBO in the observed shear and (b)
QBO in the opposite shear.

5.3.2

2m temperature response in boreal winter

The diﬀerences in the 2m temperature pattern following the two winters after the eruption
simulated for the two QBO phases are analyzed. Figures 5.6 (a + b) show the winter
warming pattern for the two winters when the opposite QBO phase is prescribed and ﬁgures
5.6 (c + d), when the observed QBO phase is used in the simulations. During 1991/92,
statistically signiﬁcant warm anomalies are observed over Europe, parts of Russia and China
and cold anomalies over Greenland and northern Canada in ﬁg. 5.6 (c) with the observed
QBO phase and these anomalies are much weaker and not signiﬁcant in ﬁg. 5.6 (a) in
QBO. Signiﬁcant cold temperature anomalies are observed over the Himalayan region
irrespective of the phase of the QBO during the ﬁrst winter. Following the second winter
after Pinatubo eruption, warm anomalies are observed over Europe and also over eastern
and central N. America and cooling over Greenland irrespective of the QBO phase. The
main diﬀerence is over Asian subcontinent where weak positive anomalies are observed
when the observed QBO phase is prescribed. It can be seen that the model tries to simulate
statistically signiﬁcant warming over Europe and cooling over Greenland during the easterly
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QBO phase, in ﬁgure 5.6 (b) and (c), though the anomalies are much weaker and the cooling
over Greenland is not statistically signiﬁcant in (b).

Figure 5.6: 2m temperature anomalies (K) for (a) QBO: DJF 1991/92 (b) QBO: DJF 1992/93, when
the opposite QBO phase is prescribed; and for (c) QBO: DJF 1991/92 and (d) QBO: DJF 1992/93, when
the observed QBO phase is prescribed. The shading denotes three levels (99%, 95% and 90%) of statistical
signiﬁcance in the order of lighter shading.

5.3.3

30 hPa geopotential height response in boreal winter

The diﬀerences in the 30 hPa geopotential height anomaly in response to the QBO phase
is presented in ﬁgure 5.7 (a + b) for the two boreal winters following the eruption. The
anomalies are weaker in DJF 1991/92 in the QBO where positive anomalies are observed
over southern Europe, Russia and Siberia (up to 40 m) and negative anomalies over Scandinavia, parts of Greenland and northern Canada (up to -40 m). The second winter shows
a strong and larger area of below normal geopotential height anomalies (as low as -160
m) over Northern Eurasia and Greenland and above normal geopotential height anomalies
over Canada and northern Atlantic. The vortex observed in the winter of 1992/93 is not
symmetric over the poles, but, is slightly shifted over northern Eurasia.
For comparison, the response with the observed QBO phase is shown in ﬁgures 5.7 (c
+ d). In the ﬁrst winter following the eruption, the QBO is in its easterly phase and QBO
is in its westerly phase at 30 hPa and the opposite is observed during the second winter.
During the ﬁrst winter, the anomaly patterns do not simulate the strengthening of the polar
vortex in either of the cases, though the QBO favors a strong polar vortex (Holton and Tan
 o and the QBO that
[1980]). This may be because of the strong feedbacks between El Nin
disturbs the vortex, even though they are individual responses. Comparing the response of
QBO for the second winter with the response of QBO in the observed phase, the model
simulates deeper geopotential height anomalies in both the QBO phases. This means that
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the model simulates the anomalously cold polar vortex irrespective of the QBO phase. This
contradicts the study by Holton and Tan [1980] that the westerly phase of QBO favors a
strengthening of the polar vortex or may be the interactions between the QBO and the
 o eﬀects are
vertically propagating wave ﬂux is reduced in the second winter when El Nin
reduced, thereby strengthening the polar vortex irrespective of the QBO phase.

Figure 5.7: Geopotential height anomalies (m) at 30 hPa for (a) QBO: DJF 1991/92 (b) QBO: DJF
1992/93, when the opposite QBO phase is prescribed; and for (c) QBO: DJF 1991/92 and (d) QBO: DJF
1992/93, when the observed QBO phase is prescribed. The shading denotes three levels (99%, 95% and
90%) of statistical signiﬁcance in the order of lighter shading.

5.4

Diﬀerences in the response to volcanic aerosol forcing in
QBO and QBO phases

This section gives a detailed description on the tropical and high latitude response to Mt.
Pinatubo eruption when the opposite shear of the QBO is prescribed. The anomalies
are calculated as the diﬀerence between the combined AOQ/AOQ̄ experiment and the
unperturbed run with climatological SST (Cc ) as boundary conditions.

5.4.1

Lower stratospheric temperature response

 o and
Figure 5.8 shows the 30 hPa temperature response when the aerosol forcing, El Nin
QBO eﬀects are included for two years following the eruption. The only diﬀerence is that
ﬁg. 5.8 (a) has the observed QBO phase and the ﬁg. 5.8 (b) has the opposite phase as
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can be seen in the color bars given at the bottom of the ﬁgure. The eﬀects due to the
contrasting QBO phases are clearly evident. A cooling of about 1-2 K from June 1991 Apr 1992 in (a) and from Jan 1992 - May 1993 in (b) is seen in the latitudinal belt 10N - 10S
and warmer temperatures are observed in the subtropics. This dual peak with a relative
maximum in the subtropics and minimum at the equator during the easterly phase of QBO
is well simulated by both the experiments. The response in the latitudinal belt 50N - 50S
is statistically signiﬁcant at > 90% signiﬁcant level.
Colder temperature anomalies are observed during the westerly phase of QBO in NH
winter (Nov-Dec-Jan) in the polar latitudes associated with the strengthening of the polar
vortex. Strong warm anomalies are observed in the northern high latitudes in winter (JanFeb-Mar) during the easterly phase of QBO as in ﬁg. 5.8 (a + b) in AOQ forcing. However,
in the AOQ̄ case, strong warming is observed in northern high latitudes for the two winters
following the eruption irrespective of the QBO phase. These warmings are statistically
signiﬁcant at 90% signiﬁcance level. This means that the change of the QBO phase can
bring about changes in the extratropical winter circulation in the lower stratosphere.

Figure 5.8: Zonally averaged lower stratospheric temperature anomalies (K) at 30 hPa for two years
following Mt. Pinatubo eruption for (a) AOQ experiment with observed QBO phase and (b) AOQ̄ with the
opposite QBO phase. The QBO phases encountered during (a) and (b) are shown by the colored lines.

5.4.2

2m temperature response

Figures 5.9 (a) and (b) show the ensemble mean surface temperature anomalies for the ﬁrst
and second winters respectively in AOQ. For comparison purposes, the ensemble mean
surface temperature anomalies in AOQ are also shown in 5.9 (c) and (d). It can be seen
that one of the main features of the volcanic forcing, the so-called ”volcanic winter pattern”
(refer introductory chapter and chapter4 for details), is not simulated by the model in both
 o event of 91/92 is clearly
the winters. The tropical warming in the Paciﬁc due to the El Nin
seen in (a). During the ﬁrst winter, the anomalies in AOQ and AOQ are more or less the
same, except for some minor diﬀerences. The warming over northern N. America associated
 o is statistically signiﬁcant in AOQ, though the magnitude of the anomalies are
with El Nin
captured irrespective of the phases. The pattern exhibited in ﬁg. 5.9 (a) and (c) is similar
to the ocean response (refer ﬁgure 4.19 (g)), thereby clearly signifying the dominance of
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ENSO eﬀects over the eﬀects due to the change of QBO phase. However, during the second
 o are negligible, the combined eﬀects due to aerosols and
winter when the eﬀects of El Nin
the change of phase of QBO are seen. The warming over northern parts of Europe, Russia
and Greenland and cooling over N. America and parts of Canada are simulated irrespective
of the phase of the QBO. But, strong statistically signiﬁcant cooling Middle East, India and
China is observed during the easterly QBO phase as in ﬁg. 5.9 (b), whereas these anomalies
are weaker and not signiﬁcant during the westerly phase of QBO as seen in ﬁg. 5.9 (d).
Hence, it can be seen that the surface temperature response is independent of the phase
of the QBO during the ﬁrst winter after Mt. Pinatubo eruption due to the presence of El
 o, but diﬀers over Asian subcontinent during the second winter when El Nin
 o eﬀects
Nin
are reduced.

Figure 5.9: 2m temperature anomalies (K) for (a) AOQ: DJF 1991/92 (b) AOQ: DJF 1992/93, when
the opposite QBO phase is prescribed; and for (c) AOQ: DJF 1991/92 and (d) AOQ: DJF 1992/93, when
the observed QBO phase is prescribed. The shading denotes three levels (99%, 95% and 90%) of statistical
signiﬁcance in the order of lighter shading.

5.4.3

30 hPa geopotential height response

The geopotential height anomalies for the two winters following the eruption are shown in
ﬁgures 5.10 (a + b) in AOQ and in ﬁgures 5.10 (c + d) in AOQ runs. The anomalies in AOQ
during the winters of 1991/92 and 1992/93 exhibit a wave number one pattern with positive
anomalies over northern Paciﬁc, Canada, Alaska and Siberia and negative anomalies over
north western Europe and northern Atlantic. The geopotential height anomalies reach as
low as -100 m and as high as 140 - 160 m. There is no notable diﬀerences between the
anomalies of the two winters except that the anomalies in the second winter following the
eruption are relatively stronger than in the ﬁrst winter. As mentioned before, the westerly
phase of the QBO favors a strong polar vortex. But, in AOQ, the westerly phase occurs
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 o winter, which in turn, disturbs the polar vortex.
during the El Nin
Comparing the combined responses due to the observed QBO phase with the opposite
QBO phase, it can be seen that the anomaly pattern is more or less similar in the ﬁrst
winter, where positive anomalies are more or less positioned over the Arctic circle and the
negative anomalies cover a smaller region compared to the anomalies in the AOQ̄ response.
 o eﬀects override the
This similarity in the responses is due to the fact that the El Nin
eﬀects due to the phase change of QBO. However, the response in the second winter diﬀers
considerably with a large center of low geopotential height anomalies over the Arctic circle,
Greenland and north eastern Europe and Siberia in AOQ when the QBO is in the westerly
phase that favors a strong polar vortex and is not seen in AOQ̄, when the QBO is in the
easterly phase, again, supporting the studies by Holton and Tan [1980] and Holton and Tan
[1982].

Figure 5.10: Same as above, but, for, Geopotential height anomalies (m) for (a) AOQ: DJF 1991/92 (b)
AOQ: DJF 1992/93, and for (c) AOQ: DJF 1991/92 and (d) AOQ: DJF 1992/93.

5.5

Summary

The sensitivity of the impact of Mt. Pinatubo eruption on tropical and extratropical responses to the diﬀerent QBO phases is investigated. Here, two cases are considered, one in
which the QBO phase is the same as observed during the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo and
the other, in which the phase is reversed. Mt. Pinatubo erupted during the easterly phase
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of QBO and the phase change took place 14 months after the eruption. In this study, the
consequences are analyzed if the eruption had taken place in the westerly phase of QBO.
The opposite phase of the observed 91/93 QBO phase is chosen by computing the correlation co-eﬃcient between the observed 50 hPa zonal mean zonal winds at the equator for the
period 1953-2004 and the period 1991/93. In doing so, the best anti-correlated years are
from June 1975 to May 1977 and this is chosen as the opposite QBO phase, QBO. Runs
are carried out with volcanic forcing and observed SSTs with the opposite phase of QBO
and the diﬀerences in the responses are discussed.
The individual QBO and QBO responses in 30 hPa temperature shows a dual peak with
minimum temperatures along the equator and maximum temperatures in the subtropics associated with the easterly QBO shear and the opposite is observed during the westerly QBO
shear. The temperature anomalies associated with the westerly phase of QBO is relatively
weaker than that with the easterly phase of QBO. This because the lower stratospheric
temperatures are colder (up to -1.5 K) in the model without a QBO. The geopotential
height anomalies show a strong vortex in the second winter for QBO and QBO phases,
except that the vortex is more symmetric over the poles when the observed QBO phase is
prescribed. The vortex is disturbed in the ﬁrst winters irrespective of the QBO phase. This
 o and the QBO. The model tries to
may be due to the strong feedbacks between El Nin
simulate statistically signiﬁcant warming over Europe and cooling over Greenland during
the easterly phase of QBO in QBO-91/92 and QBO-92/93
The combined response to volcanic forcing with observed SSTs and QBO phases are also
discussed in this chapter. The lower stratospheric response over the tropics shows a dual
peak as explained above and this peak diﬀers from one another based on the QBO phases.
A prominent warming is seen in the high latitudes in the two winters following the eruption
during the QBO phase, whereas, this warming is observed only in the ﬁrst winter when the
observed QBO phase is included. This means that the change of phase of QBO can not
only aﬀect the tropics, but also the high latitudes in winter. This warming is statistically
signiﬁcant at 90% signiﬁcance level. The 30 hPa geopotential height anomalies for the AOQ
is more or less the same as that in AOQ̄ in the ﬁrst winter. This is because the eﬀects of
 o in the ﬁrst winter after Mt. Pinatubo eruption override the eﬀects due to phase of
El Nin
 o is too strong in the model. However, the pattern is diﬀerent
QBO and may be the El Nin
in the second winter. In the second winter, negative geopotential height anomalies in AOQ
are more or less symmetric over the poles with two lobes, one over eastern Europe and
Russia and the other over Greenland, in the westerly phase of QBO. But, in AOQ̄, negative
anomalies are shifted over Europe. It is also shown that the simulated surface temperature
pattern is independent of the phase of the QBO during the ﬁrst winter due to the presence
 o, but diﬀers mainly over the Asian subcontinent during the second winter.
of El Nin
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and outlook
Large explosive volcanoes can inject huge amounts of gases and particulate matter high up
into the atmosphere to heights up to 20-30 Km. The most signiﬁcant impacts from these injections come from the conversion of sulfur dioxide to sulfuric acid, which condenses rapidly
in the stratosphere to form ﬁne sulfate aerosols. The aerosols increase the Earth’s albedo
by reﬂecting the solar radiation and thus cool the Earth’s lower atmosphere. However,
they also absorb solar-IR and terrestrial radiation, thereby warming the atmospheric layer
they reside. Apart from their radiative impacts, the sulfate aerosols inﬂuence the climate
system through their interactions with chemical constituents and also by modulating the
microphysical properties of clouds. An accurate and realistic simulation of such large perturbations over a relatively short period can serve as important guidelines for understanding
the anthropogenic inﬂuences on climate, such as the eﬀects of increasing greenhouse gases,
aerosols in the stratosphere and ozone depleting chemicals. Studying such climate responses
also helps in the evaluation of important radiative and dynamical processes that respond to
both natural and anthropogenic forcings. These studies could be used to test our climate
models so as to see how well they can simulate this natural climate experiment. Moreover,
the simulation of such events can serve as an ideal case scenario for the feasibility and
sensitivity of new concepts such as geo-engineering (Crutzen [2006]). Many studies, both
modeling and observational have been carried out to understand the climate impacts of
volcanic eruptions, in particular the Mt. Pinatubo eruption as this is the best documented
volcanic eruption so far. However, the major volcanic eruptions of the last century oc o event, thereby complicating the eﬀorts of retrieving
curred in conjunction with an El Nin
the volcanic signal.
The main objective of this study is to investigate the climate impact of Mt. Pinatubo
eruption on the tropical and extratropical circulation. Here, the climate response is evaluated under varying boundary conditions including one at a time, thereby, assessing the
radiative and dynamical responses to individual and combined forcings by observed SST,
QBO and volcanic eﬀects. For example, this study helps to answer the questions such as,
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 o was not present or how diﬀerent would the response
how would the response be if El Nin
be if the QBO is not included in the model simulations etc. This is the ﬁrst study that
includes all the known processes such as observed SST and QBO eﬀects and volcanically
induced ozone anomalies for the simulation of Mt. Pinatubo eruption using the middle
atmosphere version of ECHAM5.4. Moreover, the sensitivity of the climate response to the
phase of the QBO is also assessed in this study by carrying out the model simulations in
an opposite QBO phase. This gives an estimate on how diﬀerent the response be if the
eruption had occurred in the opposite phase of QBO. In order to simulate the impact of
volcanic eruption, ﬁrst, a few improvements are made in the radiation parameterization
scheme to simulate the response as realistically as possible.

ECHAM5.3 radiation scheme:
ECHAM5.3 was overestimating the SW heating rate anomalies and, hence, the lower stratospheric temperature response in the simulations with Pinatubo aerosols. The SW heating
rate anomalies were two times higher than that of previous studies from e.g. Stenchikov
et al. [1998]. This overestimation was due to the simpliﬁed assumptions made for low
aerosol loadings in the clear sky conditions which are not valid for high aerosol loadings after volcanic eruptions. Thus, for eﬃciency reasons, the eﬀects of multiple reﬂection and the
interactions between aerosol scattering and gaseous absorption were neglected. These two
eﬀects are opposing one another. The aerosol-gas interactions decrease the photon path,
thereby, increasing the absorption by the gas molecules resulting in heating. However, the
multiple reﬂection eﬀect increases the photon path, thereby, reducing the energy for absorption resulting in cooling. The dominance of these eﬀects depend on the optical properties
of the aerosol particles and their concentration. Here, the sulfate aerosols are mostly scattering in the solar spectrum. So, in this study, the multiple reﬂection eﬀect overrides the
aerosol-gas interaction eﬀect. Minor corrections are also made to remove the inconsistencies
in the way the individual atmospheric particles were combined in the model and a more
complex scheme is used to compute radiative transfer. The notable diﬀerences in the responses after the improvement of the radiative routines emphasizes the signiﬁcance of these
eﬀects. After the improvement, the model simulates the radiative response realistically.

Response to individual and combined forcings:
The second part of the thesis evaluates the response of the climate to the volcanic forcing when either one or more of the boundary conditions are included. First, an analysis
of ERA-40 data was carried out to examine the observed impacts from the large volcanic
eruptions such as Agung, El Chichón and Mt. Pinatubo. They reveal warming of the lower
stratosphere by up to 4 K and strengthening of the polar vortex for two consecutive winters
after the eruptions and one of the prominent impacts during the winters is the warming
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up to 4-6 K over northern and eastern Europe and Siberia and cooling over Greenland and
Middle east and is referred to as the ”volcanic winter pattern”. These impacts vary from
eruption to eruption, though all the three eruptions were of the explosive type and tropical
 o events.
and co-occurred with El Nin
Ensembles of perturbed and unperturbed runs were carried out with diﬀerent boundary
conditions to see how realistically the model simulates the observed impacts. The diﬀerence between combinations of perturbed and unperturbed runs gives the individual and
 o and QBO eﬀects. The individual
combined responses due to volcanic forcing, El Nin
responses considered here are the aerosol responses under diﬀerent boundary conditions,
ocean response and QBO response. The combined responses include AO (aerosol+ocean),
AQ (aerosol+QBO) and AOQ (aerosol+ocean+QBO).
The main conclusions are:
1) The pure lower stratospheric temperature aerosol response is insensitive to boundary
conditions in the tropics and subtropics.
2) The lower stratospheric temperature response in the tropics is simulated most realistically in the AOQ experiment compared to all the others. The anomalies in the latitudinal
belt of 50N-50S are statistically signiﬁcant at 99% conﬁdence level.
3) The warming observed in the high latitudes in winter in the lower stratosphere is also
simulated in the AOQ experiment and the pattern is close to observations. This warming
is also signiﬁcant at 95% signiﬁcant level.
4) The dynamical response manifested as the ”volcanic winter pattern” at the surface
is not simulated by any of the ensemble mean experiments considered here. Although, 30%
of the ensemble members try to simulate the observed pattern.
5) The analysis shows that the response of the ocean to the atmosphere is very strong
in the model that it partially masks the eﬀects due to the volcanic forcing. For example,
the ocean-related 2m temperature anomalies during the two winters following the eruption
show a warming beyond 60N and cooling in the middle east and parts of Europe and China.
This ocean-related response is evident in the combined responses such as AO, OQ and AOQ
 o over other eﬀects.
and this explains the dominance of El Nin
6) The volcanic winter pattern observed at the surface after volcanic eruptions in winter
is hypothesized as a characteristic of anomalously positive AO index. In the absence of
aerosol or El Nino eﬀects, the polar vortex is expected to be anomalously strong during
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the westerly phase of the QBO and weak, during the easterly QBO phase (Holton and
Tan [1980]; Holton and Tan [1982]). This is clearly evident in the simulated QBO-related
geopotential height anomalies.
7) Detailed analysis of the observed volcanic eruptions shows that aerosol forcing from
explosive volcanic eruptions tends to strengthen the polar vortex irrespective of the QBO
phase. The magnitude and pattern of the strong polar vortex is more or less captured in
the second winter, when the QBO is in its westerly phase in individual Aer3 response and
in the combined responses of AQ and AOQ are in agreement with the studies of Holton
and Tan [1980]. The vortex is disturbed during the ﬁrst winters in the combined responses
and this is due to the enhanced wave propagation in boreal winter that in turn disturbs the
vortex.
8) Studies by Sassi et al. [2004], Manzini et al. [2006] and Chen et al. [2003] have shown
 o event, the enhancement of vertical propagation and divergence of
that during an El Nin
E-P ﬂux cools the tropics and warms the high latitudes. This feature is simulated realis o is ongoing and is evident in the ocean-related
tically in the ﬁrst winter when an EL Nin
lower stratospheric temperature response at 50 hPa.
9) The combined responses in temperature are seen to be linear in the tropics. This
means that it is possible to compute the combined AOQ temperature response by adding
the responses of the individual terms.
10) The vertical component of E-P ﬂux for stationary waves is about 48% less in the
model climatology at 200 hPa and 35% less at 20 hPa compared to the ERA-40 climatology.
This means that very less planetary stationary waves generated in the troposphere reaches
the stratosphere and hence, the transfer of eddy heat ﬂuxes are less.
11) The percentage diﬀerence in the Fz values at 20 hPa in the full wave ﬁeld (stationary
+ transient) remains the same to that when the stationary waves are considered. However,
this diﬀerence is much lower in the Fz values at 200 hPa. This may be due to the overestimation of transient waves in the model compared to the ERA40 climatology.

Sensitivity to the QBO phase:
The sensitivity of the impact of Mt. Pinatubo eruption in the tropics and extratropics to
the diﬀerent QBO phases is investigated. Mt. Pinatubo erupted during the easterly phase
of QBO and the phase change took place 14 months after the eruption. Here, the consequences are analyzed if the eruption had taken place in the opposite QBO phase (QBO).
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The main conclusions are:
1) The individual QBO (when observed QBO phase is included) and QBO responses
in the lower stratospheric temperature at 30 hPa show a dual peak with cooling along the
equator and warming over the subtropics associated with the easterly phase of the QBO
and the opposite is observed during the westerly QBO phase.
2) The 30 hPa geopotential height anomalies show a strong polar vortex in the second
winter for QBO and QBO phases, except the vortex is more symmetric in when the QBO
is in its westerly phase as in the case of the observed QBO phase. The vortex is disturbed
in the ﬁrst winters irrespective of the phase of the QBO. This may be due to the increased
 o winters (Calvo et al. [2004]; Manzini et al. [2006]),
vertical wave activity during El Nin
though the responses shown here are the individual responses. Similar features are also seen
during the ﬁrst winter in the AOQ and AOQ̄ responses. Though a strong polar vortex is
seen in the pure QBO response when QBO is in its easterly phase in second winter, the
combined AOQ̄ response do not simulate a strong polar vortex. This may be again due to
the strong ocean response to the atmosphere in the model.
3) The model more or less tends to simulate statistically signiﬁcant warming over Europe and cooling over Greenland and Middle East during the easterly QBO phase. Above
normal temperatures over Europe and cooling over Middle east and over the Himalayan
region are simulated irrespective of the QBO phase in the individual QBO experiments.
4) The combined lower stratospheric temperature response of volcanic forcing with observed SSTs and QBO phases shows notable changes in the high latitudes. Colder temperature anomalies are observed during the westerly phase of QBO in NH winter (Nov-Dec-Jan)
in the polar latitudes associated with the strengthening of the polar vortex. Strong warm
anomalies are observed in northern high latitudes in late winter during the easterly phase
of QBO. This warming is statistically signiﬁcant at 90% conﬁdence level and is also evident
during the westerly QBO phase in the AOQ̄ experiment.

Outlook
The dynamical response after the Mt. Pinatubo eruption is not well simulated by the applied
version of the model. The simulation of the dynamical response still remains a challenge.
A recent analysis of the IPCC models used for the simulations for volcanic perturbations
showed that none of the models could reproduce this response correctly (Stenchikov et al.
[2006]). The models underestimate the coupling of stratospheric changes to annular variations at the surface and hence, may not be able to simulate the dynamical response (Miller
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et al. [2006]). One of the reasons could be that the model has insuﬃcient vertical resolution
in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere to resolve the troposphere - stratosphere
interactions. It would be interesting to see whether this response can be simulated better
with a model with higher vertical resolution (for example, L90 model). Another reason
could be that zonally averaged volcanic forcing and volcanically induced ozone anomalies
are used in the model simulations carried out here. The omission of the zonally asymmetric
component of volcanic forcing and ozone forcing may produce diﬀerences in the responses.
In this study, the inconsistency in the planetary wave propagation characteristics is pointed
out in the model climatology in comparison with the ERA40 climatology and this may have
an impact on the simulation of the dynamical response. Hence, it is important to assess
the reasons behind this discrepancy. It is shown that the zonally asymmetric component
of ozone has an eﬀect on the stratospheric temperature and planetary wave propagation
(Gabriel et al. [2007]). This could be carried out either by including the zonally asymmetric component of aerosol and ozone forcing or by using a chemistry climate model where
sulfate aerosols and the gases are transported by the winds. This can give an idea on
how diﬀerent the response would be and also give an estimate on the error in using such
simpliﬁed simulations. Moreover, it would be also interesting to see whether the coupled
ocean-atmosphere GCMs can provide us with additional information compared to prescribing the observed SSTs in an atmospheric GCM in simulating the climate impact of volcanic
eruptions. Apart from these, it would be desirable to look into the water vapor feedback resulting from explosive volcanic eruptions to see whether the model can realistically account
for the amount of water-vapor (Soden et al. [2002]). Several other parameters such as the
frequency of radiation time step and varying cloud overlap assumptions can be major challenges in radiation parameterizations for GCMs and are also found to have a strong eﬀect
on the heating rates. Hence, this study points out to the importance of model performance
for future climate experiments.
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Appendix A

Longwave spectral bands in
ECHAM5
Band
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Spectral interval
10 - 250
250 - 500
500 - 630
630 - 700
700 - 820
820 - 980
980 - 1080
1080 - 1180
1180
1390
1480
1800
2080
2250
2380
2600

-

1390
1480
1800
2080
2250
2380
2600
3000

T rop.abs
H2 O, SC, FC
H2 O, SC, FC
H2 O, CO2 , N2 O, SC, FC
H2 O, CO2 , SC
H2 O, CO2 , SC
H2 O, CO2 , CFC11, CFC12, SC
H2 O, O3 , CO2 , SC
H2 O, CFC12, CFC22, CO2 ,
N2 O, SC
H2 O, CH4 , N2 O, SC
H2 O
H2 O, SC
H2 O, CO2 , SC
H2 O, N2 O, SC
CO2 , SC
CO2 , N2 O, SC
H2 O, CH4 , SC

Strat.abs
H2 O, FC
H2 O, FC
H2 O, CO2 , N2 O, FC
O3 , CO2
O3 , CO2
CFC11, CFC12
O3 , CO2
O3 , CO2 , CFC12,
CFC22, N2 O
CH4
H2 O
H2 O
–
–
CO2
–
–

Table A.1: Spectral intervals (cm−1 ), gaseous absorbers used in troposphere and in stratosphere in
ECHAM5. SC and FC denote self and foreign continuum
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Appendix B

Zonal mean T-50hPa anomaly

Figure B.1: Zonally averaged lower stratospheric temperature (K) anomalies at 50 hPa for the ocean
response
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Appendix C

T-2m model climatology

Figure C.1: Climatology used in the calculation of the 2m temperature anomalies (K) for the set of
experiments (a) Clim SST climatology, Obs SST climatology for (b) 1991/92 and (c) 1992/93, Obs SST +
QBO climatology for (d) 1991/92 and (e) 1992/93.
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Appendix D

Ensemble member T-2m and
Z-30hPa anomalies
Ensemble member anomalies for Aer1 - DJF 1991/92

Figure D.1: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 91/92 in aer1 case for (a) 30
hPa geopotential height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for Aer1 - DJF 1992/93

Figure D.2: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 92/93 in aer1 case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for Aer2 - DJF 1991/92

Figure D.3: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 91/92 in aer2 case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for Aer2 - DJF 1992/93

Figure D.4: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 92/93 in aer2 case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for Aer3 - DJF 1991/92

Figure D.5: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 91/92 in aer3 case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for Aer3 - DJF 1992/93

Figure D.6: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 92/93 in aer3 case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for AQ - DJF 1991/92

Figure D.7: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 91/92 in AQ case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for AQ - DJF 1992/93

Figure D.8: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 92/93 in AQ case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for AO - DJF 1991/92

Figure D.9: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 91/92 in AO case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for AO - DJF 1992/93

Figure D.10: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 92/93 in AO case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for AOQ - DJF 1991/92

Figure D.11: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 91/92 in AOQ case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Ensemble member anomalies for AOQ - DJF 1992/93

Figure D.12: Ensemble member anomalies for averaged DJF 92/93 in AOQ case for (a) 30 hPa geopotential
height (m) and (b) 2m temperature (K).
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Appendix E

Z-30hPa model climatology

Figure E.1: Climatology used in the calculation of the geopotential height anomalies for the set of experiments (multiply by 100) (a) Clim SST climatology, Obs SST climatology for (b) 1991/92 and (c) 1992/93,
Obs SST + QBO climatology for (d) 1991/92 and (e) 1992/93.
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Appendix F

Zonal mean zonal wind anomalies
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Figure F.1: Zonal mean zonal wind anomalies (m/s) for Aer1 (a + b); Aer2 (c + d); Aer3 (e + f); ocean
response (g + h); qbo response (i + j); combined ocean and qbo (OQ) (k + l); combined aerosol and ocean
(AO) (m + n); combined aerosol and QBO (AQ) (o + p); combined aerosol, ocean and QBO (AOQ) (q +
r); for DJF 1991/92 (left column) and DJF 1992/93 (right column).
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Appendix G

Zonal mean T anomalies
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Figure G.1: Zonal mean temperature anomalies (K) for Aer1 (a + b); Aer2 (c + d); Aer3 (e + f); ocean
response (g + h); qbo response (i + j); combined ocean and qbo (OQ) (k + l); combined aerosol and ocean
(AO) (m + n); combined aerosol and QBO (AQ) (o + p); combined aerosol, ocean and QBO (AOQ) (q +
r); for DJF 1991/92 (left column) and DJF 1992/93 (right column).
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Appendix H

E-P ﬂux and divergence
Planetary waves can induce forcing on the mean ﬂow. The Eliassen-Palm ﬂux (E-P ﬂux)
and its divergence (Eliassen and Palm [1961]; Andrews et al. [1987]) represent the wave
activities and eddy forcing are used to analyze the planetary wave propagation.
The quasi-geostrophic version of E-P ﬂux vector, F in spherical geometry is shown
below.
v θ 
 = [0, −ρo ∗ a ∗ (cosφ) ∗ v  u, ρo ∗ a ∗ (cosφ) ∗ f ∗
F
]
(H.1)
θo
where,
ρo = ρs ∗ exp(

−Z
H

)

(H.2)

is the background air density
Then meridional and vertical components of E-P ﬂux are,
Fy = −ρo ∗ a ∗ (cosφ) ∗ v u

Fz = ρo ∗ a ∗ (cosφ) ∗ f ∗

v θ 
θo

(H.3)

(H.4)

and the divergence of E-P ﬂux is

DF =

∇.
F
ρo ∗ a ∗ (cosφ)

(H.5)

Using the following approximate geostrophic formulas in spherical co-ordinates,
u = −(f ∗ a)−1 ∗ Φφ

(H.6)

v  = (f ∗ a ∗ (cosφ))−1 ∗ Φλ

(H.7)
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together with with eqn.1 gives
 = ρo[0,
F

Φφ ∗ Φλ Φz ∗ Φλ
,
]
f2 ∗ a
N2

(H.8)

where
Φ’: departure of the climatological mean geopotential from its zonal mean value
N: buoyancy frequency
H: scale height
f: Coriolis parameter
a: Earth’s radius
Z: geometric height
u: zonal winds
v: meridional winds
φ: zonal wave number
λ: latitude
The geostrophic equations are not valid near the equator where f is small. The meridional
and vertical E-P ﬂux components (eqn.3 and eqn. 5) correspond with the eddy momentum
ﬂux (v  u ) and eddy heat ﬂux (v  θ  ) respectively. The divergence of E-P ﬂux (eqn. 5)
represents the eddy momentum forcing on the mean ﬂow.
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Appendix I

E-P ﬂux and divergence for Agung
and El Chichon
E-P ﬂux and divergence for DJF 1963/64 from ERA-40

Figure I.1: E-P ﬂux and divergence for stationary planetary waves in DJF from ERA-40 for the winters
of 1963/64 and 1964/65 for ZWN1+2+3. The unit of vector is kg/s2 .
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E-P ﬂux and divergence for DJF 1982/84 from ERA-40

Figure I.2: E-P ﬂux and divergence for stationary planetary waves in DJF from ERA-40 for the winters
of 1982/83 and 1983/84 for ZWN1+2+3. The unit of vector is kg/s2 .
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Appendix J

T in [(with QBO) runs - (without
QBO) runs]

Figure J.1: Results from MAECHAM4 simulations: (a) Climatological mean temperature diﬀerences (K)
between simulations with QBO and without QBO (with QBO runs minus without QBO runs) averaged over
5N-5S and (b) climatology of the vertical proﬁle of the temperature diﬀerence (K), (with QBO - without
QBO) runs (by H. Punge).
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